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CHAPTER 1 

Welcome to DrCAD 
PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+ 

You now have OrCAD PC Board Layout Tools 386+, a 
powerful yet straightforward PC board layout tool set with 
the capability of an engineering workstation. PC Board 
Layout Tools 386+ is designed with today's high density, 
multi-package board engineering environment in mind. 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ features extensive autorouting 
capability of up to 16 simultaneous layers, and gives the PC 
board designer sophisticated manual routing tools. Also 
featured is an extensive collection of surface mount and 
thru-hole modules libraries, and all the utilities needed to 
release a board to manufacturing. 

You can import an existing board file into PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+, then use the board as a module. This capability 
reduces your design time by providing access to reusable 
board designs. 

Complex pad array layouts are easy to create in the PC 
Board Layout Tools 386+ module library editor. You use pad 
array generators to automatically layout chip carriers, 
staggered pin connectors, pin grid arrays, and polar 
coordinate modules. 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ uses extended memory, up to 
the maximum available. It also uses virtual memory, so you 
can work with very large boards by having program and 
board file information temporarily stored on the hard disk 
that would normally be stored in memory. Board design and 
module complexity are limited only by the amount of 
available PC memory and virtual memory disk space. 

1 
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PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is specifically written for 
personal computers using an 80386 or better microprocessor. 
The added capabilities of these microprocessors-chiefly 
larger memory capacity and greater speed-are leveraged 
by OreAD's new 32-bit database and software. 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is a completely new product, 
and supports most popular graphics boards, printers, and 
plotters. All of the PC Board Layout Tools 386+ programs, 
libraries, and drivers work with and support the 32-bit 
database. 



Minimum 
configuration 

Virtual memory 
recommendations 

Configuring virtual 
memory 
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To use PC Board Layout Tools 386+, you must have an IBM 
PC or compatible with: 

.:. An 80386 or faster microprocessor. A floating point 
coprocessor (80387, 80487) is highly recommended . 

• :. A VGA or higher resolution display . 

• :. Four megabytes of free RAM after DOS and all device 
drivers are loaded. Full autorouting capability requires 
eight megabytes of RAM, with sixteen megabytes 
recommended for increased performance . 

• :. A hard disk with ten megabytes or more of free storage 
space for product installation. Additional contiguous 
hard disk space is needed for effective use of virtual 
memory. See Virtual memory recommendations. 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ uses virtual memory to swap 
portions of program code and file data to your computer 
hard disk when all system RAM is used. The data swapped 
to disk is stored in a temporary file and read back when the 
data is needed. The following are recommendations for 
achieving optimum virtual memory performance: 

.:. Use a disk defragmenting utility to maintain your free 
hard disk space as a single, contiguous area . 

• :. Provide adequate disk space for swapping. A good rule 
of thumb is to multiply your system memory by 1.5 and 
have at least that much contiguous disk space 
available for the swap file. 

Virtual memory for PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is 
dynamically allocated. This means that when system RAM 
is filled, the swap file increases and decreases in size, 
according to program demands. 

You use CFIG386.EXE to perform custom virtual memory 
configurations for PC Board Layout Tools 386+. For most 
systems, the default configuration is acceptable. 

Refer to Appendix A: Phar Lap technical information for 
virtual memory configuration options. 

3 
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Project-oriented design 
environment 

These guides accompany PC Board Layout Tools 386+: 

.> PC Board Layout Tools 386+ User's Guide 

.:. PC Board Layout Tools 386+ Reference Guide 

.:. Installation & Technical Support User's Guide 

.:. ESP Design Environment User's Guide 

.:. Stony Brook M2EDIT Text Editor User's Guide 

.:. Fast Track, a quick reference for PCB II users upgrading 
to PCB 386+ 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is one part of a fully integrated 
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) system. The design 
environment means you can focus on what's important: the 
design. Designs are organized on a project-by;.project basis, 
with all the design files-schematics, netlists, parts lists, 
simulation results, and board layouts-stored together. 

The ESP Design Environment User's Guide introduces the 
graphical environment under which PC Board Layout Tools 
386+ and the other OrCAD tool sets operate. In this 
environment, OrCAD tools and tool sets, such as PC Board 
Layout Tools 386+, are accessed via buttons. There are four 
OrCAD tool sets. They are: 

.:. Schematic Design Tools 

.:. Digital Simulation Tools 

.:. Programmable Logic Design Tools 

.:. PC Board Layout Tools 

Buttons to access all four OrCAD tool sets display on the 
Design Environment screen, even if you only have one tool 
installed on your computer. 
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Working in the 
Design 
Environment 
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Once you have mastered the basics, refer to the PC Board 
Layout Tools 386+ Reference Guide for information that 
will help you plan and create your design. The reference 
guide explains how to tailor configurations to match your 
personal requirements, and provides detailed information 
about the commands and concepts of PC Board Layout Tools 
386+. The PC Board Layout Tools 386+ Reference Guide is 
designed to be a continuing source of instruction and 
reference as you use PC Board Layout Tools 386+. 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is one part of a fully integrated 
electronic design automation environment. The graphical 
design environment: 

.:. Runs the tools within a tool set. The tools that make up 
PC Board Layout Tools 386+ are listed in the next 
section . 

• :. Moves between tool sets without switching directories 
or copying files . 

• :. Configures tools. Each tool can be configured and the 
configuration stored. This eliminates the need to enter 
command line switches every time a tool is used . 

• :. Organizes designs by project. All files associated with 
a design-schematics, netlists, reports, PLO source code, 
simulation results, and board layouts-are stored in one 
location. This location is actually a directory on your 
computer's hard disk. Each design has its own directory 
containing all of the files described above. 

5 
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The tools in a tool set are organized by function: 

.:. Editors 

.:. Processors 

.:. Librarians 

.:. Reporters 

.:. Transfers 

Figure 1-1 shows how these tools are organized on the PC 
Board Layout Tools screen. 

These functions are described briefly on the pages that 
follow. The explanations assume you are already familiar 
with common electronic design terms and concepts. If you are 
just learning about PC board design, some terms we use to 
describe the tools may not be familiar to you. Don't worry: 
basic, essential concepts and skills are thoroughly covered 
in chapters 3 through 9 of this guide. Advanced concepts are 
fully explained in the PC Board Layout Tools 386+ 
Reference Guide. 

PC Boa .... d Lawout Tools 

Editor-s 

Edit 
Lawcut 

View 
Ref'erenc:e 

Libr.,..i ........ 

Mook .. 
Librarw 

TUTOR o.s1 ... 

Modif'w 
~le. 

Comp ... e 
NetU.ts 

Figure 1-1. The PC Board Layout Tools screen. 

ESP Vx.MM 
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Editors modify or create design files. PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+ contains three editors: 

+ Edit Layout routes the layout. 

+ Edit File is used to create and edit text files. 

+ View Reference is used to review reference material 
supplied with PC Board Layout Tools 386+ using a text 
editor. 

Processors are tools that subject a design file to a specific 
process. PC Board Layout Tools 386+ includes four 
processors: 

.:. Modify Modules modifies pad shape, pad size, and 
drill size for modules either in a layout or in a module 
library . 

• ) Create NC Drill File creates a report of drilling 
information, including location and drill size, for a 
board file . 

• :. Reannotate Board File reannotates your board file so 
the modules are numbered sequentially. You can 
reannotate specific modules, or all modules in a board 
file . 

• :. Fix Time Stamps compares the netlist file with the 
board file and assigns the time stamps in the netlist to 
the modules in the board file, based upon reference 
designators. 

.:. Make Board Template creates a custom PC board 
template file from a board file . 

• :. Make Library creates a module library file from a 
board file. 

7 
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Reporters are tools that produce human-readable reports, 
but do not modify design data in any way. Reporters 
include: 

.:. Module Report reports module locations in a PC board 
layout file . 

• :. Compare Netlists compares an EDIF netlist with a 
board file al}d reports differences between the two. 

Transfer tools run utilities that create the files necessary 
for other.tool sets to continue the design process. During the 
design process, the design database created in one tool set 
{such as PC Board Layout Tools 386+} is not useable by other 
tool sets {such as Schematic Design Tools} for much of the 
design process. This is because the design is not complete. 
The transfer is how the design database is updated so that 
the other tools may have access. The Transfers tools take 
care of intermediate steps so that you don't have to. The 
four transfer tools in PC Board Layout Tools 386+ are: 

.:. To Schematic 

.:. To Digital Simulation 

For example, the To Schematic tool does this intermediate 
step: 

.:. Runs Back Annotate, updating the reference designators 
in the schematic so they match the new reference 
designators in the board file. 
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The remainder of the PC Board Layout Tools 386+ User's 
Guide shows how to use the tool to design a PC board by 
guiding you through various exercises. To create a board 
design, you use Edit Layout. 

Each of the remaining chapters builds on the skills and 
concepts from the previous chapter. 

The summary below describes the design concepts and skills 
you learn in each chapter. 

In this chapter you learn how to install PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+. 

In this chapter you learn how to transfer a design from 
Schematic Design Tools to PC Board Layout Tools 386+. 
This chapter describes how to edit the TUTOR386 
schematic so it contains all the information required by PC 
Board Layout Tools 386+. You learn how to configure 
Schematic Design Tools to produce a netlist, which Edit 
Layout uses to produce a board layout. 

This chapter introduces Edit Layout. You learn how to 
change default configuration settings, change view and 
display options, and define and save macros. 

Although PC Board Layout Tools 386+ provides extensive 
libraries, you may occasionally need a module not in any 
library. This chapter describes how to edit modules from 
within Edit Layout. In this chapter you learn how to create 
a new module, save the new module in a library, and export 
and import modules. 

In this chapter you create a PC board layout by loading the 
netlist you produced in Chapter 3: Transferring from -
schematic to layout. You learn the basic procedures required 
for placing modules. You also learn how to edit module 
placement. 

9 
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In this chapter you route the TUTOR board. You also learn 
how to edit routed tracks. 

In this chapter you use the autorouter to automatically 
route the TUTOR board. In this chapter you learn how to 
customize autorouting methods by setting routing options. 

In this chapter you produce a print and a plot of the routed 
board on a printer and on a plotting device. 

This appendix describes command line options for the 
Phar Lap DOS memory extender. 



CHAPTER 2 

Installing PC 
Layo u t To 0 Is 

Board 
386+ 

Upgrading from 
OrCAD/PCB II 

The installation program makes it easy to upgrade your 
OrCAD /PCB II board files and custom modules to PC Board 
Layout Tools 386+. You can choose to have all your 
OrCAD/PCB II board files and custom modules 
automatically converted during the installation process, or 
you can choose to convert the files manually. 

NOTE: DrCAD/PCB II will not be accessible from the ESP 
design environment after PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is 
installed. See Fast Track for instructions on running 
DrCAD/PCB II from outside the ESP design environment. 

To make it easy to find the instructions that apply only to 
systems that are being upgraded from OrCAD/PCB II, they 
are marked with the symbol shown at left. 

If you are installing PC Board Layout Tools 386+ on a 
system that doesn't have any OrCAD software installed, 
you can ignore the instructions marked by this symbol. 

.. CAUTION: If you are installing PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+ on a system that already contains OrCAD 
software, you must install new drivers. Be sure to follow the 
instructions given in the Installing the software section 
very carefully. 

11 
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Installing PC Board 
Layout Tools 386+ 

To install PC Board Layout Tools 386+ you must use the new 
INSTALL program to copy PC Board Layout Tools 386+ to 
your system. This is explained in Installing the software. 

Before you install Follow these steps if you are upgrading from 
OrCAD /PCB II to PC Board Layout Tools 386+: 

1. Back up all of your custom PC board modules. This is 
especially important if you have modified any 
OrCAD-provided modules. 

2. Back up all of your OrCAD/PCB II board designs. 

Installing the software Use the INSTALL program provided with PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+ to install the software. Do not use an older 
version of INSTALL already on your hard disk. 

12 

6 NOTE: You may have problems installing the software if 
you have several TSR's (terminate and stay resident 
programs) loaded, such as an anti-virus program. If your 
computer is connected to a network, running SHARE.EXE 
may cause installation problems. Also, problems may occur 
if you run the installation program as a DOS application 
under Microsoft® Windows™. 

1. Insert the disk labeled "Install" into your computer's 
floppy disk drive. 

2. At the DOS prompt, enter the name of the drive the 
disk is in. For example, if you placed the installation 
disk in drive A, type A: and press <Enter>. 

3. Type INSTALL and press <Enter>. 

INSTALL prompts you to enter the information it needs 
to install the software on your system. Answer the 
questions and insert disks into your computer's disk 
drive as requested. 
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If you already have any of OrCAD's Release IV or 386+ 
software installed on your system, be aware of these 
two important details: 

.:. You must install the new INSTALL program on your 
hard disk, and you must install new display 
drivers. When INSTALL asks you if you want to 
install any of these, be sure to always answer YES . 

• :. The INSTALL program asks whether or not to 
update the ORCADESP.DAT files in your design 
directories. If your system uses the directory 
structure recommended by OrCAD, answer YES to 
this question so that INSTALL will do this for you. 
If your directory structure does not rna tch the 
directory structure recommended by OrCAD or if 
you answer NO to this question you will need to 
manually update these files using the MERGEDAT 
program. MERGEDAT is described in technical note 
#45: Updating ORCADESP.DAT files with 
MERGEDAT. 

INSTALL asks you if you want all your OrCAD jPCB II 
board files and custom modules automatically 
converted for PC Board Layout Tools 386+. 

If you select automatic conversion, the installation 
program uses the OrCAD environment variables listed 
in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to locate and convert all 
OrCAD JPCB II board files and custom modules. If you 
select manual conversion, refer to Fast Track for 
information on file conversion commands. 

You may need to manually convert files if you have 
OrCAD\PCB II board files or custom modules in 
directories that are not in any directory path defined 
by the OrCAD environment variables, 

When the installation is complete, the DOS prompt 
displays. 

4. Reboot your system so that any changes INSTALL made 
to your A UTOEXEC.BAT file can take effect. 

13 





CHAPTER 3 

Transfe rring fro m 
5 c hem a tic to la you t 

The files you need 

This chapter describes the processes used to transfer a 
design from Schematic Design Tools to PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+. The schematic you will work with is 
TUTOR386.SCH, which is the schematic for the board 
layout you load in the next chapter. In this chapter, you: 

.:. Configure the ESP design environment and Schematic 
Design Tools 

.:. Configure To Layout to produce netlist TUTOR386.NET, 
which is used to create a circuit board in chapter 6 . 

• :. Transfer from Schematic Design Tools to PC Board 
Layout Tools 386+ 

These files are installed on your computer when you install 
PC Board Layout Tools 386+, and are used in this chapter: 

.:. TUTOR386.SCH - This is the schematic you edit to 
create the netlist TUTOR386.NET . 

• :. TUTOR386.LIB - This is the schematic parts library for 
TUTOR386.SCH . 

• :. TUTORORC.NET - This is an OrCAD-supplied netlist 
you can use if you do not want to create TUTOR386.NET. 

If you do not want to perform the steps describing how to 
create a netlist, you can complete this chapter up to the 
Configuring DRAFT and Schematic Design Tools section, 
then skip to the next chapter. 

When you begin Chapter 6: Placing the TUTOR board, you 
substitute TUTORORC.NET, the OrCAD-supplied netlist, 
for TUTOR386.NET. 
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Before you begin the exercises in this part of the user's 
guide, take a minute to review the conventions used in this 
guide and learn some operating system basics. 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ is designed to operate on a 
wide variety of 386 and 486 computer systems. Since many 
computers label their keyboard keys differently, OrCAD 
has adopted standards to name two of the most widely
used keys. 

Whenever you see <Enter>, it means to press the <Enter> 
key on your keyboard. On your keyboard, the <Enter> key 
may be labeled Return. 

Throughout the user's guide, you are instructed to enter text. 
For example, the instructions may read "Enter the 
filename." This means to type the name of the file and 
press <Enter>. If you are instructed to "Type the following 
characters," you should type the specified characters 
without pressing the <Enter> key. 

Whenever you see <Ctrl> it means to hold down the 
<Ctrl> key and press another key. For example, if the 
instructions say "press <Ctrl><A>", you should hold down 
the <Ctrl> key and press the <A> key. 

Alphanumeric, function keys, and other special keys are 
shown in angle brackets. 

.:. 

.:. 

Clicking the left mouse button is the same as pressing 
the <Enter> key. In this user's guide, when you are 
instructed to "press <Enter>," you can use either the 
keyboard or the mouse, whichever you prefer. 

Clicking the right mouse button is the same as pressing 
the <Esc> key. In this user's guide, when you are 
instructed to "press <Esc>," you can use either the 
keyboard or the mouse, whichever you prefer. 



Keyboard input 

Operating system 
command prompt 

Commands 

Filenames 
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Characters that you enter are shown in bold monospace 
font, such as "enter tutor.bdl". This text can also be 
enclosed in a box: 

Itutor. bdl 

In the example above, you enter only the characters shown 
in bold. 

In this user's guide, the operating system command prompt 
is shown as: 

Ie:> 

Commands are shown in bold type. Main menu commands 
are shown in uppercase letters. Other commands are shown 
as they appear on the menu. When you are asked to select a 
command, usually both the main menu command and other 
command are specified. 

Filenames can be from one to eight characters long. A 
filename may also have a period and an extension 
consisting of up to three characters. You can use either 
uppercase or lowercase letters when entering a filename or 
extension, but the operating system converts all the letters 
to uppercase. 

Filenames and extensions usually contain only letters and 
numbers. However, you can use additional characters 
supported by the operating system. For compatibility with 
OrCAD's environment, use only letters (A-Z and a-z), 
numbers (0-9), underscores C), number signs (#), and "at" 
signs (@). 

Most OrCAD software works with any characters your 
operating system supports. Some applications used in 
conjunction with OrCAD software-including SPICE 
programs, some PCB layout programs, and some text 
editors-support a more limited character set. You should 
keep any such limitations in mind as you design and avoid 
using characters that are allowed by one piece of software 
but not another. 

17 
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In the OreAD design environment, all files pertaining to a 
design are stored in one directory on your disk. Putting 
different designs in different directories organizes your 
files, much as you would organize a file cabinet. 

To run an OrCAD tool, you must first display the ESP design 
environment main screen. To do this, enter the command 
shown in bold: 

Ie:> ORCAD 

In a moment, the design environment screen displays 
(figure 3-1). 

~ EOA Tools TEl'1F'LATE 0..1,;,,, ~ESI"V)(.)()( 

Tool Sets 

so,.,_·u.c 0. ... .., ~_I.L ... 1c: 
Tool. o..1gn Tool. 

Digital 5imulati"," PC So ..... d L.awout 
Tool. Tools 

Exit ESP I o..1gn ~ment I Tool. 

OrCAI1 !II 
C0F>Wl"1ght 1990. 1991. 1992 <lr'CAD Inc:. AU. RIGHTS RESERVED. 

Figure 3-1. The ESP design environment main screen. 



Changing to the 
TUTOR design 
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Before you work with any of the tools accessed from the 
main screen, you need to change to the TUTOR design. 
Remember, a design is a directory in which all the files 
related to a project are stored. 

1. Place the pointer on 
Design Management 
Tools and click the 
left mouse button. The 
menu shown at right 
displays. 

Design Management Tools 

Execute 
Local Configuration 
Assign Hot Key 
Configure ESP 
Help 

2. Select Execute. The dialog box shown in figure 3-2 
displays. 

Current o..i~ : TUTOR 
f)o..i~ Vi.... Oril. Vieu 

o.si ... Dir.c:tOf"'W Pr-.f'i>< L.:::!C~:'~OR:::C::::f'D=-'~:-:-:-_-:r====:;===::;-----I 
F" i 1 •• wi I dc: .... d!I,,;;; • .:.,:. SC=-:..H __ ----' 

De.i... Ott.i~ rile. 
CUSMODUL. ~ 4BIT. SCH 
DCLOCI< ~ BENCH93. SCH 
liJtIii .... ii1.IijLA.T.E ______ • 1 ~~~~~CH 

DCLOCI<.SCH 
DEMOF"A1 • SCH 
DEMOF"A2. SCH 

[i] DEl'1OHA1 • SCH 

L--________ .....JG ~~:~~ 
Root sheet L.:..!TU=T..::..;OR"'--_-' 

Tot.1 Size : 155620 Last Moc:Iif'ied : 04-26-93 11:00 
o.scription L.,! _______________ ----1 

Figure 3-2. Design Management Tools screen, Design View. 

3. Place the pointer on the design named TUTOR and click 
the left mouse button. This selects the TUTOR design. 

4. Select OK to return to the main screen. Notice that the 
heading in the upper center of the screen has changed to 
TUTOR Design. 

6 NOTE: See the ESP Design Environment User's Guide for 
instructions on how to use Design Management Tools. 
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Changing the startup 
design 

The ESP design environment is configured to the TEMPLATE 
design each time you run OrCAD tools. Since you will be 
working in the TUTOR design throughout this tutorial, you 
need to change the startup design to TUTOR. Follow these 
steps: 

1. Select Design 
Management Tools. 
The menu shown at 
right displays. 

Design Management Tools 

Execute 
Local Configuration 

2. Select Configure ESP. 

Assign Hot Key 
Configure ESP 
Help 

The Configure ESP 
screen displays (figure 3-3). 

Con+"i ....... ESP 

I 01( II C.-.c.1 I 
-Driver Op'tlons 

Driver Pref'i .. lc:,OFtCAOESP'DRV' 

Ava.U ... I. Di ... I_ Drivers 
R .... lution Col ...... 

_t ... _ 1--- 1& EGA Erh.-.c.d monitor 

I~ 
64111 .. _ 16 lliM PS/2 VGA 
72GI .. 348 1 ........ cul •• """lOCI onw _ .. &I11III 

1& VESA eoo.patibl •• 

~ 
Con+"i ....... d Di_l_ Dri..,.,.IV<:A640. DFIV I 

I 

r:;:Editor Options 
Te .. 't Edi tor Ie: 'OFtCAOEXE""2EOIT • EXE II 

rePrint s.:,...." Options 

001 .... 1 ..... int screen 

[C1'1ouse Options 
DR.., ....... ltv" .moe!. QPer""atJ.on of' t .... InOI..ISe 

~o...ign Options 
Startup o...ign ITUTOR I 

Startup Vendor 1000CAOESP I 

Figure 3-3. The Configure ESP screen. 

3. Enter TUTOR in the Startup Design entry box. 

4. Select OK to save the configuration changes. The main 
screen displays. 

I 
I 

I 

6 NOTE: See the ESP Design Environment User's Guide for 
detailed instructions on how to configure ESP. 
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6. NOTE: If you do not want to create the netlist 
TUTOR386.NET, perform the two steps listed below and 
skip to Chapter 4: Introducing Edit Layout. When you load 
the netlist in Chapter 6: Placing the TUTOR board, select 
TUTORORC.NET as the netlist filename. 

If you want to create the netlist, skip the two steps listed 
below and proceed to Configuring DRAFT and Schematic 
Design Tools. 

1. Select PC Board Layout 
Tools. The menu shown 
at right displays. 

2. Select Execute. The PC 
Board Layout Tools 
screen displays. 

PC Board Layout Tools 

Execute 
Local Configuration 
Assign Hot Key 
Configure ESP 
Help 
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Before you can edit TUTOR386.SCH you need to configure 
DRAFT to specify the source schematic. You also need to 
configure Schematic Design Tools to select TUTOR386.LIB 
as the configured library. 

1. Select Schematic Design Tools, then select Execute. The 
Schematic Design Tools screen displays (figure 3-4). 

_tic: O'.i,.... Tool. TUTOR O'.i,.... ESP V>c ..... 

r--Ecli tor .. Proc:es1lOl""s Tr....."f'er .. -

I[I Dr-~t 
Arw-tot.te lJooc:NIt. C ..... c:k Selec:t 

Sc:heoMItic: F'"ield O' .. i,.... F'"i .. ld Vi...., COntent.(, Int .. gritlol 

~~~t:~1~ 

er ... t. Nort li.t To 
L.awout 

Cl .......... B~k 
Schematic: Annot.t. I~ er-•• t. I ToMooin f'........-.c:. 

,---L.ibr .... i ..... Repot""t.,... U.er--

Edit EJ eros. er ... t. C ..... c:k 
L.ibr_1oI Libr-...-w R .. f' ........... BlIl of' EI.c:t,..ic:.1 

P .... t. Moot.,..i.l. Rul •• 
I Us.,.. 2 

CompU .. 0.c:~1I .. Plot u.....3 L.ibr_!,! L.ib,...,..!,! 
Shcu eonv.,..t 

Sc: ..... m.tic: 

0..1,.... Plot to 

1~~ic:1 Ar-c:h1v. P .... -t. 
Str-uc::t ....... lCE:!iil 

in _tic: u.....4 

Figure 3-4. The Schematic Design Tools screen. 

2. Select Draft, then select Local Configuration from the 
menu and select Configure DRAFT. The Configure 
DRAFT screen displays (figure 3-5). 



Configuring Schematic 
Design Tools 
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r-----------Ccnf'J.~ ~-----------, 

OK II C-= .. I 

-I'"U .. OptJ.ons-:-;::::;:::;::::;;;::==============::::;---" 
Prttf'J.>c/WJ.I~:~ II.:..' '..:;;-.:.,:' sa-t=.:.. ______________ --' 

• '\DEI'1OHf'l2. sa-t ~~ 
• '-DEI1OHFl3. sa-t ~ 
.~.sa-t 
• VU-LAOO. sa-t 
.~AOO.sa-t 

• 'I1EMORY • sa-t Iil 
;;;;:ow.:R. SCH B 
Sot.rc:.I. , TUT0R386. sa-t 1 

;-PI"'oc: ... 1nQ Opt1ons-------------------,1 

OQu1 .. t -
001.-'::101. mc:x..rs. 

001 ... 1. <Print Sc:r .. ttn) kttW .f'Unc:t1on 

Do.CI""' •• - rnous. .en..i t 1v1 tw 
DReverse "Y" .a>tis opvr-atJ.Of""'I of' t: .... ffIOUSIIII' 

Figure 3-5. The Configure DRAFT screen. 

3. Select. \ TUTOR386.SCH from the Files list box. 

4. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

1. Select Draft, then select Configure Schematic Tools 
from the menu. The Configure Schematic Design Tools 
screen displays (figure 3-6) . 

• :Insert a LJ.brlll"W 

ORottnOVtt a Librlll"W 

I ) In ..... t ) I 
'I R II 

Conf'i~d 
LJ.br..-1 •• 

Name Tabl .. Locat1on.Main.......,.".." S~olic Data Location o Main _P"IooI 

Oru~ .ru~ 

Initial .........,..". alloc.t .. d~ 

Figure 3-6. Partial view of the Configure Schematic Design 
Tools screen, Library Options section. 

2. Scroll to the Library Options section. 

3. Select. \ TUTOR386.LIB from the Available Libraries 
list box, then select Insert. The Configured Libraries list 
box displays. \ TUTOR386.LIB. 

4. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 
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1. Select Draft, then select Execute from the menu. In a 
moment, the schematic displays (figure 3-7). 

MIL TIME i$ $.t ~cr 
24-hour -fermat 

1 
~C7 -=!! .01uF" 

Figure 3-7. Partial view of the TUTOR386 schematic. 

The reference designators are not annotated and no 
module values are assigned. These tasks need to be done 
before you can create a netlist. 

You annotate reference designators by selecting 
Annotate Schematic from Schematic Design Tools. See 
Annotating the schematic. 

You assign module values to the schematic by creating a 
stuff file, then you select Update Field Contents to 
select the stuff file and insert the module values into 
Part Field 8 on the schematic. See Creating a stuff file 
and Updating field contents. 

2. Select QUIT Abandon Edits to return to the Schematic 
Design Tools screen. 



Annotating the 
schematic 
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Annotate Schematic scans a design and automatically 
updates the reference designators of all parts in the design. 

Annotate Schematic updates reference designators in the 
order the parts are placed in the design. You may assign all 
parts a new reference designator, including any manually 
edited parts, when annotating the design. To selectively 
change reference designators and leave others unmodified, 
use Draft's EDIT Reference Name command. 

See Chapter 6: Annotate Schematic in the Schematic 
Design Tools Reference Guide for more information about 
Annotate Schematic. 

Follow these steps to annotate the reference designators on 
TUTOR386.SCH: 

1. Select Annotate Schematic, then select Local 
Configuration from the menu and select Configure 
ANNOTATE. The Configure Annotate Schematic screen 
displays (figure 3-8). 

Corrf'".1 ....... ArY\ota'tlt so.m_t.1c 

I OK II C~I I 

If"· ~ .. - 'I 
Source ITUTOR3S6. SCH 

$Scurc:. fil. is tM I'"'OOt of tlw ... i1;ll"\ 
OSourc. 4'.L1. i • •• .1,.....1 ....... t 

-Pr-oc: ... si~ Options 
DQuiet !nOde 

000 NOT c~ tlw _t ~r 
D.....-..nnot.t. scheMatic 

OR ........ t tlw last .ssi..,.d r.f..-.nc:_ val ... s 

DR ... t: ,...f' ..... ...-.c:. ~.,... to begin uJ.th 1 01"\ • .0-. ..... 't o~ the h1ttr"~ 

@>IncremRntal arnot.tion (onlw UPdat. r~...-.nc: .... i_t ....... ~ .s 7) 

o Unc:ondi tiona I arnot.ti..,., (UPdate .11 r.ferenc::e desl_teo-s) 

D Ignor" • ...,.,.,ine_ 

Figure 3-8. The Configure Annotate Schematic screen. 

2. Enter TUTOR386. SCH in the Source entry box. Do not 
change any of the default settings. 

3. Select OK. 
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4. Select Annotate Schematic, then select Execute from 
the menu. Processing status displays in a window at the 
bottom of the screen. The status window closes when 
Annotate Schematic is complete. 

5. Select Draft, then select Execute. The reference 
designators are annotated for TUTOR386.SCH, as 
shown in figure 3-9. 

vc 

2 

Rl 
10k 

U1B 

MIL TIME is set of'or 
24-hour" of'or"fI1at 

'I el 
~ .01uF 

R2 
101< 

\: SlA 

J:; ~4 

Figure 3-9. A partial view of the annotated schematic. 

6. Select QUIT Abandon Edits to return to the Schematic 
Design Tools screen. 
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Key fields tell Update Field Contents where to look for 
data. A stuff file, or update file, tells Update Field 
Contents what module value to insert in the schematic 
when it finds a match. 

Update Field Contents uses the preconfigured key field 
entry in the Update Field Contents entry box of the 
Configure Schematic Design Tools screen to construct a text 
string called a match string. 

Key fields for Schematic Design Tools are already 
configured to use the schematic Part Value field and 8th 
Part Field. The Part Value field is used as the match string 
that determines what module values go in the 8th Part 
Field on the schematic. 

Follow these steps to view the preset key fields for 
TUTOR386.SCH: 

1. Select Draft, then select Configure Schematic Tools. 
The Configure Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

2. Scroll down to the Key Fields section. 

3. A V displays in the Combine for Field 8 entry box for 
Update Field Contents. The letter V represents the 
value in the schematic Part Value field, and specifies 
the Part Value field as the match string. 

4. The number 8 displays in the Module Value Combine 
entry box for Create Netlist. This specifies the 8th Part 
Field on the schematic as the field that To Layout 
checks for the module value when it creates a netlist. 

5. Go to the top of the Configure Schematic Design Tools 
screen and select Cancel. 
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Update Field Contents requires a stuff file. You create this 
text file using a text editor like M2EDIT, the text editor 
that comes with Schematic Design Tools. If you use a 
different text editor, use the comparable commands of your 
text editor. 

NOTE: Be sure to save this file as text only. Any special 
formatting inserted by your text editor may cause Update 
Field Contents to fail. 

Follow these steps to create the stuff file TUTOR386.STF: 

1. Select Edit File, then select Execute. The Edit File 
screen displays (figure 3-10). 

Edit F"ile 

Wi lck:.,..d L;.;I • ..:;,. •• ~ ______________ ---I 

CU""rent Path: ORCAD'TUTOR 

F"iles 
DEMO.aOl 
OEMOF"Al.SCH 
0EM0F"A2.SCH 
DEMOHA1.SCH 
OEMOHA2.SCH 
OEMOHA3.SCH 
DEMOHA4. SCH 
ERC.LST 
ESP.CF"G 
F"ILES.LST 

F"ile to Edit I 

Figure 3-10. The Edit File screen. 

OK 

Cancel 

2. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • STF in the File to Edit entry box, 
then select OK. The M2EDIT screen displays. 

A stuff file is composed ofa list of text strings which 
are delimited with single quotes. The strings are 
separated with any number of space, tab, or return 
characters. A string cannot contain a single quote. 

Update Field Contents looks at the strings in the stuff 
file in pairs, so for readability and clarity each pair is 
placed on a separate line in the stuff file. The first 
string in each pair is the match string. The second string 
is what Update Field Contents places into the 
schematic part field when it finds a match. 
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3. Enter the text shown below, including single quotes and 
upper and lower case characters. Separate the pairs on 
each line with two tabs. 

'10k' 'Reos' 
'9.1k' 'Reos' 
'.OluF' 'eKOS' 
'100uF' 'eKOS' 
'47uF' 'eKOS' 
'470uF' 'eKOS' 
'22uF' 'eKOS' 
'74LS04' '14DIP300' 
'TIL309' 'TIL309' 
'22V10' '24DIP600' 
'LM780S' 'T0220' 
'9V' 'BAT9V' 
'Mode' '8DIP300' 
'Reset' 'PBTN2PIN' 

4. Select Output to save the text file as TUTOR386.STF. 

5. Select Exit to close M2EDIT. The Edit File screen 
displays. 

6. Select Cancel to dismiss the Edit File screen and return 
to the Schematic Design Tools screen. 
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You prepared the stuff file, now you are ready to update 
TUTOR386.SCH by inserting module values into the 
schematic 8th Part Field. Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update Field Contents, then select Local 
Configuration and Configure FLDSTUFF. The Configure 
Update Field Contents screen displays (figure 3-11). 
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DQu1et moc:le 

OCr.at ..... uPdate "'.POI"t 
e Ii t' !,..------------------, 

DUnc:ond1tionallw ..... d.t. f"1.ld (Nor_Ilw _tuf"f".d onlw 1f" ..... tw) 

OL •• "e v1.1b1Utw of" spec:1f"1.d f"1.ld ....... It ..... d 

.set the ..... ec:1f"i"d f"i .. leI to vi"ible 

OSet the ...,..c:1f"1ecl f"i.ld to 1nv1.1bl. 

IIJconv ..... t update .t ...... .inQ to upp.r-c: ... 

IIIconvert keW f"ield m .. tc: ..... tring to upp .. rc: ...... 

DI5N""'tOr. u.,..."insts 

Figure 3-11. The Configure Update Field Contents screen. 

2. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • SCH in the Source entry box. 

3. Select. \ TUTOR386.STF from the Files list box. The 
filename displays in the Stuff File entry box. 

4. Part Field 8 is already selected in the Field to be 
updated section of Processing Options. This specifies 
that the 8th Part Field of the schematic receives the 
module values recorded in the stuff file. 

5. Select Set the specified field to visible. You can view 
the inserted module values on the schematic when this 
is selected. 
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6. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

7. Select Update Field Contents, then select Execute. 
Program status displays in the status window at the 
bottom of the screen. When the process is complete, the 
status window closes. 

8. Select Draft, then select Execute to load the updated 
schematic. Module values display for each schematic 
part. These values are inserted in the 8th Part Field. 

9. Select QUIT Abandon Edits to return to the Schematic 
Design Tools screen. 

Before you create the netlist, you select Check Design 
Integrity to check for duplicate objects or overlapping wires 
in the schematic. Check Design Integrity also creates a 
report file, then scans the schematic for conformity to basic 
electrical rules, such as unused inputs and invalid 
connections. The three processors in Check Design Integrity 
are: 

.:. Cleanup Schematic 

.:. Cross Reference Parts 

.:. Check Electrical Rules 

Follow these steps to configure the three processors: 

1. Select Check Design Configure CLEANUP 

Integrity from the Configure CROSSREF 

Schematic Design Tools Configure ERC 

screen, then select Local 
Configuration. The menu shown at right displays. 

2. Select Configure CLEANUP. The Configure Cleanup 
Schematic screen displays (figure 3-12). 
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Configuring Cross 
Reference Parts 

C~iQll"e CI .......... __ tic: 

I 01( II c:..c:.1 I 
-F'"U. Options 
Source ITUT0A386. SCH I 

.Source f'11. i. thR root of' thR .. i..., 

OSource f'11. i ••• ingl. ~t 
o..ti,.,.tiOl"lI I 
-Proc:: .... ing Options 

OQui.t IIIOcIIr 

DR........,. .,..,..,... ob..!RCt. f'rocIn ~tic: ~t(.) 
o"-t of'f'-.rid ...... t. 
oR_.t CLEFNUP 1f' ~t 1. too 1_ to _l.t. 1n _ ..... 

OX- ........,i.,.. 

Figure 3-12. The Configure Cleanup Schematic screen. 

3. Enter TUTOR3 8 6. SCH in the Source entry box, then 
select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

1. Select Check Design Integrity from the Schematic 
Design Tools screen, then select Local Configuration and 
select Configure CROSSREF. The Configure Cross 
Reference Parts screen displays (figure 3-13) . 
.---------Conf'i_. ero •• R_ ... RnC. P .... t. ---------, 

01( II Cane. I 

-F'"U. Opti ..... ~;;;;::;;::==================::;ll 
Sour-c:. ITUTOR3S6. SCH 

eSour-c:. f'11. i. thR root of' thR .. i..., 

OSourc:. f'11. i •• singl. ~t 
o..ti,.,.tiOl"lt 

-P,.oc: ••• i.,. Opt ion.---------------------,! 

DQu1et mode 

Oo.sc.ncj into .",et ... th ...... t. 

ORepOr""'t onlw twp. miSMatch P .... t • .-d identic.l .... ~.,..enc:. de.1Qnator""s. 

DReport ia.n'tical P .... t ,.....,..,..enc::: ••• 1gnator. 

OR_or-t t __ mi ...... tc:h .. __ t. 

OR.,.or-t unused ...... t. in m .... tipl ........ t .. _age. 
OR_or-t the X ancj Y grid c:oor-dinat •• of' .11 ...... t. 
OPIac: •• ach ...... t Rntrw en •• _ ..... t. Une 

eSor-t output bw ....... t ",.Iue. then bW r-ef'otrRn<=. de.ignator-

OSor-t output bw ... f' ... enc:. de.i_tor-

e In • .,...t _ he~ f'cr .ec::h page 

000 not in .... t ........ f'or- .ack ... _ 

R.por-t i. O.ingl.-... ac:.d edoubl...--ac:.d 

o 1...,or-. uar-ning. 

Figure 3-13. The Configure Cross Reference Parts screen. 

2. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • SCH in the Source entry box. 
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3. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • XRF in the Destination entry box. 
This is the filename of the report genera ted by this 
processor. You can view this file using a text editor. If a 
filename is not specified in Destination, the report 
displays in the monitor box at the bottom of the screen 
and is recorded in the ESP design environment 
redirection file #ESP _OUT.TXT. 

4. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

1. Select Check Design Integrity from the Schematic 
Design Tools screen, then select Local Configuration and 
select Configure ERC. The Configure Check Electrical 
Rules screen displays (figure 3-14). 

r-------Ccnf"iQU"'e Ch4tc:k E:1.c:t,..ic:al Rule.-------, 

OK I I Cancel 

r--F"ile Opticn~.~~~=============================:ll 
Sour-c:e ITUTOR386. SCH 

.Sourc:. f'i1e i. the ,..oot of' the de.ign 

OSo!....r-c. -File .1. •• single ...... t 

o..tinatiOf'"'lI 

r--Proc: •• sinJa Options-----------------,I 
DQuiet II'IOde 

DDe.cencl into ........ tp.th p.rt. 

OUnc:oncu,tion.llW Pf""'OC ..... 11 sheet. 1n des,1Qn 

DRepo.-t of'f'-""id P .... t .. 

DRepor""t .11 ccr'V'Wc:ted 1~1 • .w"ld PQf""t. 

ORepOf"""t unc::onnec:'t.d ul ...... pins. module port. 

OChack mock.Jlti pOf""t c:~tion1i 
000 not repor-t ....,.-.nln~ 

0191'1""'. u ..... nJ.ngs 

Figure 3-14. The Configure Check Electrical Rules screen. 

2. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • SCH in the Source entry box, then 
select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

3. Select Ignore warnings, then select OK. The Schematic 
Design Tools screen displays. 

L NOTE: You select Ignore warnings because TUTOR386.SCH 
has unconnected pins and Check Electrical Rules will not 
complete successfully unless this option is selected. The 
preferred solution is to place a no-connect object on each of 
the unconnected pins in DRAFT. 
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1. Select Check Design Integrity, then select Execute. 
Processing status displays in the monitor box at the 
bottom of the screen. When processing is complete, the 
monitor box closes. 

2. If errors or warnings are reported, refer to the 
appropriate chapters of the Schematic Design Tools 
Reference Guide for more information. The chapter for 
each of the processors is listed below: 

.:. Cleanup Schematic-Chapter 8 

.:. Cross Reference Parts-Chapter 23 

.:. Check Electrical Rules-Chapter 22 
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You use To Layout in Schematic Design Tools to run the 
processes needed to create the netlist and transfer your 
design to PC Board Layout Tools 386+. 

To Layout runs three processes that update the connectivity 
database. These processes are INET, ILINK, and IFORM. 

INET creates or updates the connectivity database for the 
design. See Chapter 9: Creating a Netlist in the Schematic 
Design Tools Reference Guide for more information about 
this processor. 

1. Select To Layout, then Configure INET 
select Local Configure ILINK 
Configuration. The Configure I FORM 

menu at right displays. INET on 

INET, ILINK, and ILINK on 

IFORM are set to on by I FORM on 

default. 

2. Select Configure INET. The Configure Incremental 
Netlist screen displays (figure 3-15). 

r--------Conf'~ ....... %nc:..-nt.1 _tl~.t-------.., 

I OK II C~.I I 

~
F"U" Opt.l.on. 

Sourc::. ITUTOR386.SCH 

Report. o..tinetion I : I 
,...-Proc: .... "ing Options-------------------,I 
DQui.t MO. 
Do...C:end into _.tpatt-. P .... t. 

DA •• ign 8 net n_ to 811 pins 

DReport of'f'-grid P .... t .. 
DR_t all COf'Y'ec::t ... 1 __ 1 ....... .,.,...t. 

OR-.oort YnCOf'"V""MtCt.d u.1r.s. pins. f'nOdul. PQr"'t. 

DRun ERC on all _.t. proc •••• d 

[Is I p Ii. 

DChec:k MO.a..l. port connections 
DRebuHd .,.U •• tack 

DUnc:oncU.tionall", proc ••• all ...... t. in •• ign 

000 NOT cr •• t • • X....,. 4'il... (R..,.,...t onl",) 

DProc: .... one _.t onl", (Thi. 4'orc: .. ReIoulld 4'.lI •• tack on .... ><t ........ ) 

DInc:lude ............. d .ignal. connect.d to modul. P .... t. 
Du.. ,....,..renc: ..... ignator •• _t _ "'or _tP.tt-. P .... t. 

DR_t _t", ....,.a,,1. ".1 ..... 

D Ianor--e u..-nlne_ 

Figure 3-15. The Configure Incremental Netlist screen. 
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3. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • SCH in the Source entry box. 

4. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

ILINK creates the intermediate netlist structure and the 
linked connectivity database. This database contains 
information on connectivity, parts, fields, pin typing 
information, and layout directives. 

See Chapter 9: Creating a Netlist in the Schematic Design 
Tools Reference Guide for more information about this 
processor. 

1. Select To Layout, then Configure INET 
select Local Configure ILINK 
Configuration. The Configure I FORM 
menu at right displays. INET on 

ILINK on 
2. Select Configure I FORM on 

ILINK. The Configure 
Netlist Linker screen displays (figure 3-16). 

Cc>n4'~ __ Not~I1.~ L~"""' .... 

I 01< II Cancel I 
r;:,...t.le Opt.t.cn. 
So<.rc:e ITUTOR3B6. It#" II 
r-Proc: ... ing Opticns 
DQu~.t IfIOcIe 

DF"orc:. ILIN< ~o .1_ Ii ....... U ...... t-. •• 
DR_t .ingle ,.,.~ node. o Ignor-e u...."ings 

Figure 3-16. The Configure Netlist Linker screen. 

3. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • INF in the Source entry box. 

4. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 
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IFORM uses the netlist format file and an intermediate 
netlist structure created by ILINK to create a netlist in the 
format you define. EDIF is the netlist format used in this 
tutorial. 

Follow these steps to 
configure IFORM so it 
produces a netlist in EDIF 
format: 

Configure INET 
Configure ILINK 
Configure IFORM 
INET on 

1. 

2. 

Select To Layout, then 
select Local 

ILINK on 
I FORM on 

Configuration. The menu at right displays. 

Select Configure IFORM. The Configure Netlist Format 
screen displays (figure 3-17) . 

...---------Conf'1~ _t11.t F"onnat--------. 

I OK II can:. I I 

@
F"1Ie Opt1ons 

Sour-ce ITUTOR396 I I 
:_tlnetlon '71'EITU~T§0R3S6§::::=:.N£T::==================-'1 
.!: li t1 e I I 

Selected f" ......... t: IF"EDIF".E:XE I V ..... 1on: 1.10c: 28 __ -93 

DQuiet mo. 

DF"...-c:e IF"ORH to al..-- eNtate a f"onnatted .... tI1.t 

o ISInOI""t' u..-ninv. 

,-F"onnat Speclf"ic Optlon.-----------------.I o Do not ----' _t I'1UIIIber to I_I. 

D Do not outPUt additional _tie. 

III OUtPUt pin .............. (instead of" pin ....... ) 

o Do not cre.te t .... ·_t....".l· Ubr_ .cl ..... tion 

Figure 3-17. The Configure Netlist Format screen. 
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3. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 in the Source entry box. 

4. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • NET in the Destination 1 entry box. 

5. Select FEDIF.EXE in the Netlist Format list box. The 
filename displays in the Selected Format entry box. 

6. Select Output pin numbers (instead of pin names) in the 
Format Specific Options section. 

7. Select OK. The Schematic Design Tools screen displays. 

Now that you have configured all of the necessary To 
Layout processors, you are ready to run To Layout and create 
the TUTOR386.NET netlist. 

1. Select To Layout. 

2. Select Execute from the menu. INET, ILINK, and 
IFORM process sequentially. Processing status displays 
in the status window at the bottom of the screen. When 
To Layout is done, the netlist file is created and the PC 
Board Layout Tools screen displays. 

Follow these steps to use M2EDIT to display the netlist. If 
you have a different text editor configured, use the 
comparable commands of that text editor. 

1. Select Edit File from the PC Board Layout Tools screen, 
then select Execute. The Edit File screen displays. 

2. Select. \ TUTOR386.NET from the Files list box. The 
filename displays in the File to Edit entry box. 

3. Select OK to display TUTOR386.NET. The netlist looks 
like figure 3-18. 
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(edifUersion 2 8 8) 
(ed itLeue I 8) 
(keywordtlap (keywordLeue 1 8» 
(status 
(written 
(ti~StaMp 8 8 8 8 8 8) 
(pl'OgraM "IFORn.EXE") 
(cOlUlent "Original data froM OrCAD.lSDr schenatic"» 

(co .... ent "Digital clock scheMatic") 
(co_ent .. ~pril 23, 1993") 
(cOMlllent .... ) 
(co ..... ent .... ) 
(co_ent .... ) 
(coMMent .... ) 
(co ...... ent " .. ) 
(COMMent .... ) 
(COIIIMent n,,» 

(external OrCAD_LIB 
(edifLeuel 8) 
(technology 

(nuMberDefinition 
(scale 1 1 (unit distance»» 

(cell ICAP 
(cellType generic) 
(colIIMent "Fro ... OrC~D library TUTOR3B6.LIB") 
(uiew HetlistUiew 

(uiewType netlist) 
(interface 
(port 11 (direction IHOUr» 
(port 12 (direction IHOUT»») 

(cell IR 
(cellType generic) 
(colIIMent "Fro ... OrCAD library TUTOR3B6.LIB") 

Figure 3-18. Part of the TUTOR386.NET netlist. 

4. Select Exit to close M2EDIT without making any 
changes to the netlist file. The Edit File screen 
displays. 

5. Select Cancel to close the Edit File screen. The PC 
Board Layout Tools screen displays. 

In this chapter you updated schematic reference 
designators using Annotate Schematic. You created a 
module value stuff file and inserted module values into 
schematic part fields using Update Field Contents. You also 
created a netlist using the processors in To Layout. 

The next chapter introduces you to Edit Layout. 
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CHAPTER 4 

I n fro due in g E d if 
Layout 

PC Board Layout Tools 386+ uses the Edit Layout editor to 
create the board layout. As its name suggests, Edit Layout 
routes your layout both manually and automatically. 

Edit Layout is designed to support the complete PC board 
layout process from netlist to high-resolution output. Edit 
Layout stores the information on the computer's disk as a 
data file. 

Edit Layout saves the board file in the design in which you 
are working, or you can save it to another directory. The 
board file can have the design name and an extension of 
.BD1, or you may give it a different filename and extension. 

In this chapter, you learn how to: 

.:. Change default configuration settings 

.:. Change view and display options 

.:. Save, copy, and rename board files in Edit Layout 

.:. Define and save macros 
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You configure PC Board Layout Tools to define the working 
board file, current device drivers, available module 
libraries, file paths, and default file extensions. 

After completing Chapter 3: Transferring from schematic to 
layout, the PC Board Layout Tools screen displays 
(figure 4-1). 

PC Bo.-d Lawout Taol. TUTOR Deaien ESP \hc._ 
E.Ut_ 

Edit 
L.-...t 

L.ibr-.... i ...... 

~. 
L.ibr-...-w 

.----Pr-c:oc:ea_-

Modif'w 
.......... 1 •• 

R.~t.t. 
Boar-d 
~il. 

er •• t. 
NC Drill 

~il. 

~i)( 
Ti .... St __ 

Comp
Netlist. 

Figure 4-1. The PC Board Layout Tools screen. 

u ..... 

u..,. 3 

Follow these steps to configure PC Board Layout Tools: 

1. Select Edit Layout, then select Configure Layout Tools. 
The Configure PC Board Layout screen displays 
(figure 4-2). 
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r---------Conf'1_e PC eo.rd LAwout---------, 

01( "c.w:el I 
,.Dr1ver Opt1""'.------------------.1 

Dr1ver _1>< Ie: 'ORCACESP"'CB~IVER' 

Av_J.l .. le 01 ... 1_ Dr1ver. 
R •• olu'tion ColOf""'. ~t.,... N...,. 

I~'- .. ,-p~= II 
Conf'l_ed Oi_I_ .. Dri" .... !~4(!I.ORV I 

Av_il .. le Print .... Drivers 
M.nuf'..:::turer Hodel Re.olution 1- y~wn 'yU_ p-> - • -I! 

Conf'iQUNtd Printe ... Dri" .... !I-FLASER4.ORVI 

Figure 4-2. Top of the Configure PC Board Layout screen. 

2. Select a display driver for Edit Layout from the 
Available Display Drivers list box. The driver 
filename displays in the Configured Display Driver 
entry box. If you want to use a custom driver that is not 
listed, enter its filename and extension in the 
Configured Display Driver entry box. 

3. Select a printer driver for Edit Layout from the 
Available Printer Drivers list box. The driver filename 
displays in the Configured Printer Driver entry box. If 
you want to use a custom driver that is not listed, enter 
its filename and extension in the Configured Printer 
Driver entry box. 

6 NOTE: You must select a printer driver if you want to print 
the TUTOR board in Chapter 9: Printing and plotting the 
TUTOR board. 
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4. Enter the path foryourTUTOR design directory in the 
Library Prefix entry box~ The module libraries you use 
in this tutorial are stored in TUTOR. 

If you use the default directory structure, you enter 
C : \ ORCAD 'TUTOR \ * . MLBin the Library Prefix 
entry box. 

If your TUTOR design directory is located in a different 
path you must enter the correct path, using the format 
shown in the example above. 

6 NOTE: It is important that you enter the proper path so you 
can follow the steps in this tutorial. 

1..11 ....... 101 """f"1>< IC:.'ORCAD'TUTOR' •• I'LS 

Av.U ab Ie .J ....... t .I..U:ir....". 
1..1br .... l.. OR......w. .• · L.(br....". 

• '\OEt1O; I'LS ~ 

~:a386.tUl~ I ~ 1 ......... · ·.t ) I ...• . . 

r-.P .... f"b( Optlcns~:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;=====================;~-ll 
eo .... d f"U ....... f"l)(a:le::;::'~ORCI'ID~;il;i'TUT?::EOR~'==============l I Ne1:l1st ...... f"l><lc:'ORCAD'TUTOR' 

T ..... f"U ....... f"1><1 

pVlr"'tUlOl ............ 101 Options 
Dlr"'ec:tOt"'w Ie:, 

F"1I.1~SWAPF"5;:;;IU::::';;=:;;. TMP~I-----------------' 

Figure 4-3. Bottom of the Configure PC Board Layout 
screen. 

5. Select TUTOR386.MLB from the Available Libraries 
list box, then select Insert. The filename displays in the 
Configured Libraries list box .. You need TUTOR386.MLB 
configured. when you load a netlist in Chapter 6: 
Placing· the TUTOR board. 
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L NOTE: If a module library is not configured in the 
Configured Libraries list box, then all module libraries in 
the Available Libraries list box are automatically 
configured. 

6. Enter the path for Board file prefix and Netlist prefix 
if they are different from the default directory paths. 

7. Enter the path for Temp file prefix if you want to 
change its default path. This specifies the location of 
the temporary work file used by Edit Layout. 

8. Change the file filters in the Filter Options area if you 
use different extensions for the listed file types. 

9. If you want to change the directory path and filename 
of the virtual memory swap file, enter a new path and 
filename in the Directory and File entry boxes in the 
Virtual Memory Options area. 

L NOTE: If you have partitioned drives, or multiple drives, 
you should place the virtual memory swap file on the 
partition or drive that has the largest amount of contiguous 
free disk space. 

10. Change the path and filename of the Edit Layout 
template file in the Template entry box if you want to 
specify a different template file. A template file 
provides default settings for a new Edit Layout work 
session. See the PC Board Layout Tools 386+ Reference 
Guide for additional information on template files. 

11. Scroll to the top of the configuration screen (or press 
<Home» and select OK to return to the PC Board 
Layout Tools screen. 
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1. Select Edit Layout. The 
menu at right displays. 

Edit Layout 

Execute 
Local Configuration 
Assign Hot Key 
Show Version 

2. Select Local Configuration, 
then select Configure 
PCB386. The Configure Edit 
Layout screen displays 
(figure 4-4). 

Configure Layout Tools 
Help 

Conf'111'A"tt Edit LAwout 

I OK II c..c.l I 
r-I'"U. Options 
Pr-.~i></Wi ldc: ...... I. ' •. BOi I 

I'"u ... 

I~~~'I: 
s-c:. .~. B01 

rcPr-OC: ••• ins> Options 
..QL .. ~t I-.W'>d mouse oper-_tion 

Figure 4-4. The Configure Edit Layout screen. 

3. Select. \DEMO.BDt from the Files list box. This 
specifies which board file automatically loads when 
you run Edit Layout. Files displayed in the Files list 
are in the current design directory, and are selectively 
listed by entering a unique filename prefix or extension 
in the PrefiX/Wildcard entry box. 

4. If you want to reverse the function of the left and right 
mouse buttons in Edit Layout, select Left hand mouse 
operation. 

6. NOTE: In this manual, all references to the left and right 
mouse buttons are based on the assumption that Left hand 
mouse operation is selected. 

5. Select OK to save the changes and return to the PC 
Board Layout Tools screen. 

I 
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Now that you have selected the DEMO board, you are 
ready to begin learning about Edit Layout. 

1. Select Edit Layout. The Edit Layout menu displays. 

2. Select Execute. 

Edit Layout is now running, and the DEMO board displays. 
The Edit Layout work area is larger than the layout, so 
only part of the work area is visible. You can think of the 
current screen as a window into the larger work area. 

Use the mouse to move the pointer around the layout. When 
the pointer reaches the edge of the screen, the display 
automatically pans to expose adjacent areas of the layout. 

Press the up, down, left, or right arrow keys (the keys on 
the main keyboard, not the arrow keys on the numeric 
keypad) to move the pointer one space at a time. The size of 
the space is determined by the use of a snap grid and the 
zoom factor. 

Very precise routing and object placement is possible using 
keyboard keys and combinations of the ZOOM and SET 
Grid Size commands. See Changing your view of the layout 
later in this chapter for a description of ZOOM commands, 
and Setting grid options for a description of SET Grid Size. 
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Commands 

To highlight a 
menu command 

To select a 
highlighted 
menu command 

To select any 
command 

Menus guide you from step to step in Edit Layout. Edit 
Layout organizes commands and program options using 
menus, command lines, and dialog boxes. You select a 
command or option by either clicking the mouse or pressing 
a key. 

See the PC Board Layout Tools 386+ Reference Guide for 
complete command descriptions. 

Press <Enter> or click the left 
mouse button to see the main menu 
(shown at right). Press <Esc> or 
click the right mouse button to 
dismiss the main menu and return to 
the Edit Layout screen. 

There are several ways to select 
and use a command. You can use the 
methods shown in table 4-1 in any 
combination. The method you use is 
a matter of personal preference. 

Block 
Cut 
Delete 
Edit 
Find 
Go To Function 
Highlight 
Inquire 
Jump 
Track Delete 
Layer 
Move 
Origin 
Place 
Quit 
Route 
Set 
Selective 
undelete 
Verbose Inquire 
Window Zoom 
X show RatsNest 
Zoom 

bookmark 
+ layer 
- layer 
* layer 
/ other 
? conditions 
% macro 

Using the keyboard Using the mouse 

Press the l and down arrow Move the mouse to slide the 
keys to sli e the h~hlighting highlighting over the 
over the comman . command. 

Press <Enter>. Click the left mouse button. 

Press the highli8hted letter 
in the comman name. 

Table 4-1. Using the keyboard or mouse to select a menu command. 
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Edit Layout responds to a command by either performing 
the command's function or displaying another menu, a 
command line, or a dialog box. 

All menus look and work just like the main menu. Press 
<Esc> or click the right mouse button to return to the menu 
or command line that called the current menu. Follow these 
steps to familiarize yourself with these processes: 

1. Press <Enter> to display the main menu. 

2. Select QUIT. The menu Update Board File 
shown at right displays. Write Board File 

Initialize Board File 
3. Press <Esc> to dismiss the 

menu. 
Erase All Routes 
Flush Undelete Buffer 
Cleanup Stubs 
Suspend to System 
Abandon Program 

Command lines are a series of command names listed across 
the top of the screen. When a command line displays, you 
can move the pointer around the work area and select a 
command by pressing the character on the keyboard that 
corresponds to the highlighted character in the command 
name. 

If you prefer selecting a command with the mouse, rather 
than typing the highlighted character in the command 
name, press <Enter> or click the left mouse button to 
display a menu containing the same commands. 

Press <Esc> or click the right mouse button to return to the 
menu or command line. 

1. Press <Enter> to display the main menu. 

2. Select BLOCK. A command line displays across the top 
of the screen. Part of the BLOCK command line is 
shown below. 

BlockEnd Set Cut Delete Edit Find Go To Editor 

3. Press <Esc> to return to the main menu level. 
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Dialog box items 
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Dialog boxes are used to select options, add, revise, or 
delete selectable items, and enter keyboard data for 
program control. Dialog boxes give Edit Layout enormous 
power and flexibility. A dialog box can be displayed and 
used to change an item in the board file even while you are 
performing another task, such as moving a group of objects or 
manually routing. 

Dialog boxes can be accessed from other dialog boxes, 
creating a flexible, hierarchical command structure. For 
example, the Edit Pad dialog box is displayed for a module 
pad that needs to be changed. The Module Properties 
dialog box can be accessed from there, which is used to 
change the pad's parent module properties, like text 
visibility or text size. 

Dialog boxes in Edit Layout may contain these items: 

A button performs a task or 
branches to another dialog 
box. Click the left mouse 
button on it to perform the 
button's function. 

In Edit Layout, a button can 
be either active or inactive, 
depending on the action 
selected in the dialog box. 
Active buttons in the Edit 
Layout screen display as 
shadowed, three
dimensional rectangles. 
Inactive buttons display as 
gray-filled rectangles. 
Selecting an item in the 
dialog box may change an 
inactive button to active, or 
an active button to inactive. 

Active button, as shown in 
Edit Layout. 

-Inactive button, as shown in 
Edit Layout. 

I Import I 
Active button, as shown in 
this manual. 

I Import I 
Inactive button, as shown in 
this manual. 
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This manual shows all buttons as black outlined rectangles 
with black labels. Refer to Edit Layout to identify inactive 
buttons. 

6 NOTE: There are two buttons that are common to almost all 
dialog boxes: OK and Cancel. Select OK to close the dialog 
box and incorporate any changes. Select Cancel to close the 
dialog box without incorporating any changes. 

List box 

If the change made in the dialog box involves the addition 
or deletion of items, the Cancel button becomes a Close 
button, signifying that changes made in the dialog box 
cannot be reversed or undone. This is different from the ESP 
design environment, where the Cancel button does not 
change to Close. 

A list box contains a list of Files 
selectable items. Place the #esp_out. txt ~ pointer on the item and 2mae:ros.mae: 
click the left mouse button 4bit.se:h 
to highlight and select the alt-s.mae: 

bene:h93.se:h 
item. boardbak.000 

Scroll buttons accompany a 
boardbak.001 
e:lean.se:h 

list box when the list of e:mose:pu.se:h 

~ items is longer than the de:loe:k.bdl 
de: 1 oe:k. 1 i b 

area displaying them. See de:loe:k.se:h 
Scroll bu ttons in this 
section. 
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A drop list box contains a 
list of selectable items that 
are viewed· by placing· the 
pointer in the selected item 
window or on the droplist 
button and clicking the left 
mouse button. Place the 
pointer on a droplist item 
and click the left mouse 
button to highlight and 
select the item. 

Drill Diameter 
, .... 0_ ..... 03_2 ____________ �[g] 

Closed droplist box. 

Drill Diameter 

I ~:.: :~:~: ___ .I~§J 0.024 
0.030 
0.032 

0.059 
0.138 

Open droplist box. 

Scroll buttons accompany a droplist box when the list of 
items is longer than the area displaying them. See Scroll 
buttons in this section. When scroll buttons accompany a 
droplist box, you can use the <Page Up> and <Page Down> 
keys to scroll the list up or down one Window~full at a time. 
You use the up and down arrow keys to scroll the list up or 
down one item at a time. 

To close an opened droplist box without making a selection, 
select the droplist button or press <Esc>. 

A check box is an option 
that can be enabled or 
disabled. Place the pointer 
on the check box and click 

~Outline Tracks 

DOutline Pads 

the left mouse button to select it. Highlight the check box 
to enable the option. Select the check box again to remove 
the highlight and disable the option. 

In this manual, an enabled check box is represented by a 
square outline with an 'X' in it, and a disabled check box is 
represented by an unfined square outline. See the example 
shown above. 



Radio button 

Entry box 

Scroll buttons 
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Radio buttons are used in 
lists of mutually exclusive 
items: only one button can be 
active at a time. To 
activate a button, place the 
pointer on it and click the 
left mouse button. 

~Component Copper 

()Internal Copper 1 

()Internal Copper 2 

()Internal Copper 3 

()Internal Copper 4 

An entry box is a field that 
accepts typed characters or 
a field with characters in 
it that can be changed. 

Size Xl 0.~401 
Size yl 0. 040 1 

Of'f'set xl 0·f2If2If2Il 

Of'f'set yl 0.0001 

Place the pointer in the entry box and click the left mouse 
button. A vertical bar appears at the pointer location. This 
is the text cursor, which you can move left or right within 
the character string by pressing the left and right arrow 
keys. 

Press <Backspace> and <Delete> to delete the character to 
the left and right of the cursor, respectively. 

Press <Ctrl><Backspace> and <Ctrl><Delete> to delete 
all characters to the left and right of the cursor, 
respectively. Press <Alt> <Backspace> to delete all 
characters in the entry box, regardless of cursor position. 

Press <Enter> or the left mouse button to accept changes in 
the entry box. Press <Esc> or the right mouse button to undo 
any changes in the entry box. 

You use scroll buttons to view alist of items that is longer 
than the window in which they are displayed. 

Move the pointer to the scroll button and click the left 
mouse button to perform the button's task. 

You can repeat scroll button tasks by holding down the left 
mouse button while selecting the scroll button. 

Each scroll button is described on the next page: 
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Scrolls the list up by one item at a time. 

Scrolls the list up by one "window-full" of items 
at a time. 

Scrolls the list down by one "window-full" of 
items at a time. 

Scrolls the list down by one item at a time. 



How command names 
are shown in this guide 

Returning to the main 
menu level 
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In this guide, main menu command names are shown in bold 
uppercase letters. Other command names are shown with 
just the first letter capitalized. When you are asked to 
select a command, usually both the main menu command 
name and other command names are specified. 

For example, the statement "Select PLACE Text" means 
"Select PLACE from the main menu, and select Text from 
the PLACE menu." 

Where the context is clear, though, the main menu 
command is not specified. For example, if the PLACE menu 
already displays, and you are asked to select the Text 
command, the instruction is simply "Select the Text 
command." 

To return to the main menu level from any menu or command 
line in Edit Layout, press <Esc> as many times as necessary 
until no menu displays in the upper left corner of the screen, 
or until the main menu command line displays. At this 
point, the main menu displays if you press <Enter>. 

To return to the main menu from a dialog box, select OK, 
Cancel, or Close, as needed, until no dialog box displays. 

You can use these keyboard shortcut keys for the OK and 
Cancel buttons: 

.:. Press <Home> and the pointer jumps to the OK button 

.:. Press <Ctrl><Home> and the pointer jumps to the 
Cancel or Close button 

.:. Press <Enter> or click the left mouse button to select the 
button under the pointer 
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Setting up Edit 
Layout conditions 

The SET command 
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Now that you understand how Edit Layoutis menus, 
command lines, and dialog boxes operate, take some time to 
become familiar.withsome·of the commands that govern 
the way Edit Layout displays. and maintains layouts. 

1. Press <Enter> to display the main menu. 

2. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box (figure 4-5) 
displays. 

r-----------Gla-I 0IDt! ...... ----------, 

c:E:llclM"lC.1 II L ___ l,cU"'t"ttnt Setting. " Aocut I 
OOUi: 11 ... Track_ 000 Not Pr-omoot On OverWrit. 

I8lOUtiine p_ OOi_l_ Hottric: Oi ........ i ...... 

OShou Drill Hoi. r.:Dr-= ... :::i::.:ng~Hot:..:t::..:hocI::::::...:.-==-=-_--= ___ --. 
OOutU ... T.wt IDr ... Ort~.l 90 De_ Corner.IE) 
OStiC:k T.wt Gri .. Size I 0.02&0001 
I8ISt_ On Gri.. V.I.. Gr.l.d 6.1._ 1 0.0C210012101 
OShou Bc::>okI1ari<. Grid 01.,.\.5or I 1 I 
OShou ORC_ Oots 00000004i000000 
OShou lk>c:OI'V'Wctecl Ob,j.c:ts __ t Ot ...... _t 1 2 1 
OShou F"cr-c:. V.ctors _ ...... t 5_ SUbnet I 1 I 
I8IShou CopP .... Pour- F"cr-c:. V.ctor Threskol.. I 10C21001210 1 
OShou HillhUllht Quar.. Ccppeo- To Ccppeo- Spac:ing I 0.011;01 
OHi ... Ref'erenc:. Desicanatoo- T ... t Sol .......... sk Gu...... I 0._1 
I8IHi ... MocIul. Value T ... t ZOOM o..n_ F"ac:too- I a.0C210012101 
I8IHi ... MocIul. T_ T ... t 

I8IF".1.ncI Hillhlillhts 
I8Icro ...... ir C\rsoo-

I8IShou Ccppeo- ~ GuarcI .... .l1. Routine 

OShou Ccppeo- ~ GuarcI .... .l1. Dr ... .I.ne 

OBloc:k Move ~ Del.t. CUt S.~t. 
I8II'H lou Edits Of" MocIuI. Ob.,lect. 

OAllou Module Delete 

Figure 4-5. The Global Option$ dialog box. 

Using the selections in the Global Options dialog box, 
you control features such as object appearance, 
selectability, cursor style, and grid size. Note the 
options that are enabled. These settings determine how 
the DEMO board displays. 

You can set Edit Layout's global options to match your 
personal preferences, or tailor them to suit the 
requirements of the board design. 



Layer 
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Most of the options in this dialog box are enabled or 
disabled through the use of check boxes. Other options 
are changed by selecting an item in a droplist box, or by 
editing a value in an entry box. 

Layer and Current Settings display additional options 
for Edit Layout. 

The Global Options dialog box is accessible from many 
other dialog boxes during an editing session, so you can 
alter global settings at any point in the design process. 

You select Layer to specify the number of layers that a 
board uses, which layer is the current active layer, and the 
display color for each layer. 

1. Select Layer in Global Options. The Layer dialog box 
displays (figure 4-6). 

L_ ... 

c:::E::J IC..-.c:.l IICot:>Pe ... Colors/Enlobl.s/ ••• I lot ........ Colors/Enabl.s/ ••• I 
CQF>Per 
P.ir-. eur-rent L.a-.-• 0 eComoocnent ~ 0--.1 .... Component 

0 0 OInt..-na1 ~ ... 1 0--51 .... Sol ...... 

0 0 o Int..-na I CQII>I04tf" 2 OSOI ...... P •• t .. c~t 

0 0 OInt ....... I ~ 3 OSOI .... P.st. 801 .... 

0 0 OInt..-na1 C.,........... 4 OS1lkScr .. oon COIIIPOI'>Itnt 

0 0 o Int..-na 1 ~ 5 051IkSc:r.en Sol ...... 

0 0 o Int..-na I C.,........... 1& OSOI.rl1ask COIIIPOI'>Itnt 

0 0 OInt..-na1 C.,........... 7 OSOI~SOI""" 

0 0 o Int ....... 1 c.,........... e O_ ....... lw Crau1n9 

0 0 OInt..-na1 C.,........... 9 OC~tL._ 

0 0 o Int ....... I CQF>Per 10 OECO 1 

0 0 OInt ....... 1 C.,........... 11 OECO 2 

0 0 OInt ....... 1 CQF>Per 12 OAII Int..-nal C~ 

0 0 OInt ....... 1 c.,........... 13 OAII Ewt...-nal C.,........... 

0 0 OInt..-na1 ~ 14 OAII CQII>I04tf" 

0 e 0801 ...... C .......... OAII L.awert' 
~ 

Figure 4-6. The Layer dialog box. 

2. Select Copper ColorslEnables/ ... to display the Copper 
Colors/Enables/ •.. dialog box (figure 4-7). 
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CctoIoeI'" COI..........: ....... I ........ 

CE:Jlc ....... ,' DHitih Cclntr_t 
~ D B B I~tcc"., 00e000000000000 
D D D D lInt ....... I CctoIoeI'" 1 000000000e00000 
0 0 0 o lInt.,."., CctoIoeI'" 2 000C>C*)Q()000Q 

0 D D o lInt ....... , C."........ 3 ~ 
0 0 0 o lInt.,..,.,., CctoIoeI"' .. 0C>0000e0000000 
0 0 0 o lInt.,."., CctoIoeI'" S 000000000000e00 
0 D D D lInt ....... , C."........ I> 0OOOOOOOOOOOOO. 
0 0 0 o lInt.,."., CctoIoeI'" 7 0e0000000000000 
[J D D o lInt ....... ' CctoIoeI'" • 000000000e00000 
0 D 0 o lInt ....... , CctoIoeI"'!J 0C>0000e0000000 
[J D [J [J lInt ....... ' CctoIoeI'" 1. ~ 
[J [J [J [J lInt ........ ' CctoIoeI'" 11 000C>C*)Q()000Q 

0 0 0 o IInterne' CctoIoeI'" 12 000000000000e00 
0 0 0 o lInt ....... , CctoIoeI'" 13 0OOOOOOOOOOOOO. 
0 0 D o lInt ...... I CctoIoeI'" 14 0e0000000000000 
181 0 181 o ISo ,.,. CopfDer 000C>.a00000000 

=i::IPr.f' ...... d Direc:ticn is Horlzcntal 
I:::::: =Aut ..... cut ... Enabled 

L_r ~~:: 

Figure 4-7. The Copper Colors/Enables/... dialog box. 

This dialog box sets the number of enabled layers on a 
board, and specifies how the layers are considered 
during autorouting. 

The Component Copper and Solder Copper layers are 
enabled in the Layer Enabled column, which specifies 
that the DEMO board is a two layer board and does not 
use any internal copper layers. 

3. Select Cancel to close the Copper Colors/Enables/ .•. 
dialog box and return to the Layer di~log box. 

You specify the two routing layers in Copper Pairs. 
When you place a via while routing on one of the 
selected layers in Copper Pairs, you continue routing on 
the other selected layer. 

The selections in Copper Pairs correspond to the 
positions of the copper layers listed in the left column 
of Current Layer. 

The Component Copper and Solder Copper layers are 
the only layers enabled in Copper Colors/Enables/ ... , so 
they are the only valid selections in Copper Pairs. 



Current Settings 
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Note that Component Copper is selected in Current 
Layer, which sets it as the current working layer. 

4. Select CLOSE to close the Layer dialog box and return 
to Global Options. 

When you create a new object, Edit Layout applies default 
options and properties to it. You set these default options 
and properties through the use of the Current Object 
Settings dialog box. 

1. Select Current Settings in Global Options. The Current 
Object Settings dialog box displays (figure 4-8). 

CUo-rornt Ob.teet s.t t i"la. 

~ ICW'lC.I IICcr>P<o .. Tool Editor Ii)Auw-nt T __ t OP.d 

OCirc:l. ORout. 
Ip.d Swmbol Editor 10Oi_nsion OT •• t Point 

IVi. Swmbol Editor I°HoI. QT ... t 

I Drill Li.t Editor 
OL--- M...-k ..... OVi. 

100utu.,. OZCIO'W 

I ..... t Pr.,......1:i •• I 
C.....,..."t V.l .... 

Aliw-nt T __ t C..,..,. Tool 

IStandird SJ.lk Sc:re.n I~ 

Allw-nt Tar_t 5twl. 
Ic.-o •• h.i .. Ooubl. I~ 
Aliw-nt T .... _t R.diusl 0.15001 

Figure 4-8. The Current Object Settings dialog box. 

This dialog box establishes default settings for all new 
objects placed in Edit Layout. You select an editor button 
to display the editor dialog box. You select a radio 
button to display in Current Values the current settings 
for the selected object. 

2. Select Text. The current text values display in Current 
Values, as shown in figure 4-9. 
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Selecting a layer 

LAYER 
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Figure 4-9. Current values for text, as shown in Current 
Object Settings. 

3. Place the pointer inside the Text Character Height 
entry box and click the mouse. The text cursor displays. 

4. Delete the current entry, then enter 0.1000 to change 
the text height. All text placed in Edit Layout using 
the PLACE Text command after making this change is 
0.1000 inch high. Any text placed before making this 
change is unaffected. 

5. Select OK to accept the change and return to Global 
Options. 

6. Select OK to close the Global Options dialog box. 

Edit Layout has many commands that select a particular 
layer, or that toggle through specified groups of layers. 
Follow these steps to learn about the ways you can select 
layers: 

1. Display the main menu and select LAYER. The Layer 
dialog box displays. 

2. Select SilkScreen Component in Current Layer, then 
select OK. SilkScreen Component displays at the 
bottom of the screen, indicating it is the current layer. 
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I OTHER Selecting I OTHER activates one of the two copper layers 
selected in Copper Pairs in the Layer dialog box. Follow 
these steps to toggle between the Component Copper and 
Solder copper layers: 

1. Select I OTHER from the main menu. The current layer 
changes from SilkScreen Component to Component 
Copper. 

2. Select I OTHER. The current layer changes to Solder 
Copper. 

3. Select I OTHER again to toggle the current layer back 
to Component Copper. 

+ LAYER and - LAYER You select + LA YER to incrementally select each enabled 
copper layer, from the lowest copper layer (Component 
Copper) to the highest copper layer (Solder Copper). 

You select - LAYER to incrementally select each enabled 
copper layer, from the highest copper layer (Solder 
Copper) to the lowest copper layer (Component Copper). 

Follow these procedures to learn about + LAYER and 
-LAYER: 

1. With Component Copper as the current layer, select 
+ LAYER to set a higher enabled copper layer (Solder 
Copper) as the current layer. 

2. Select - LAYER to set a lower enabled copper layer 
(Component Copper) as the current layer. 

The + LAYER and - LAYER commands are useful when 
you are manually routing between external and internal 
copper layers on a multilayer board. 

,. LAYER Select" LAYER to set All Layers as the current layer. With 
All Layers selected, you can select any object on any enabled 
layer. 

,. LAYER is useful when you need to edit many objects on a 
board and the objects are on different layers. 
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ZOOM 
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Edit Layout provides many options for displaying board 
layouts and specific objects on the board. 

Edit Layout can display layouts at many different 
magnification scales. You change the view size using the 
ZOOM command. The layout can be zoomed in or out to 
magnify or reduce its visible image. 

When Edit Layout is zoomed out, you can see a large portion 
of the layout. Zooming in enlarges a small portion of the 
layout and displays more details. You can zoom in to draw 
intricate areas of your layout with exacting detail and then 
zoom out to look at the finished layout. 

To zoom out and see more of the work area on the screen at 
one time, follow these steps: 

1. Select ZOOM from the main menu. Center 
:In 

2. 

3. 

The menu shown at right displays. 
Out 

Select Out. A reduced view of the Previous 

layout displays. Refresh 
Set Scale 

Experiment with the scale using In, 1 

Out, and the numeric zoom scales. 2 
3 

The numeric values in the ZOOM 4 

menu represent the number of mils 5 

per displayed pixel. A zoom scale 6 

of 1 is then 1 pixel= 1 mil (.001 7 
8 

inch). A scale of 5 is then 1 pixel=5 9 
mils (.005 inch). A scale of .01 is 10 
1 pixel=.Ol mil (.00001 inch), or 100 20 T 

pixels= 1 mil. 50 F 
100 H 

The zoom scale range in Edit Layout I,,;,w.;.,;;;i;.;,;n;.;,;d..;.,ow.;.;...-__ .... 

is from .01 (maximum 
magnification) to 100 (minimum magnification). 

The current zoom scale is displayed at the bottom of the 
screen, to the right of the pointer coordinates. 



Setting a zoom scale 

Selecting a zoom 
window 

WINDOW ZOOM 
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You can set the zoom scale to any value from 0.01 to 100. 
Follow these steps to display to entire DEMO board: 

1. Select ZOOM Set Set Zoom Scale 

OK I I Cance 1 Scale. The Set Zoom 
Scale dialog box 
displays (figure 4-10). Scale 1 2.081 

Figure 4-10. The Set Zoom 
2. Enter 13 in the Scale 

entry box, then select 
OK. Pan the display, Scale dialog box. 

if necessary, until the entire board is visible. 

Follow these steps to zoom in on a selected area of the 
TUTOR board: 

1. Select ZOOM Window. 

2. Place the pointer at 
(1.8000", 1.5000"), then click 
the mouse or press <Enter>. The 
menu at right displays. 

Window Zoom 
Jump 
Origin 
= bookmark 

3. Select Window Zoom. A bounding box displays as you 
move the pointer. This box represents the zoom window. 

4. Move the pointer to (4.5000",3.5000") and select 
Window Zoom End. The display magnifies, filling the 
screen with the selected area. 

The same window zoom capability is available from the 
main menu when you select WINDOW ZOOM. 

1. Place the pointer at (2.0000", 1.7000") and select 
WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Move the pointer to (3.2000", 2.5000") and select 
Window Zoom End. The display changes to show the 
new zoom window. 

3. Select ZOOM Set Scale, then enter 13 in the Scale 
entry box. 

4. Select OK. The entire DEMO board displays. 
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The maximum pointer movement resolution with Stay On 
Grid disabled is one ten-thousandth of an inch (0.0001 
inch), or 0.1 mil,. at the zoom levels shown in table 4-2. 

Hold down the <Ctrl> key and press an arrow key to move 
the pointer five grid spaces at a time. Hold down the 
<Alt> key and press an arrow key to move the pointer in 
that direction to the edge of the current window. 

The following table lists pointer movement resolution for 
the zoom levels in the ZOOM menu. The first entry in the 
table (Zoom level 0.01 to 0.1) is not in the ZOOM menu, but 
is included in the table to show the zoom range for 
maximum pointer movement resolution. The resolution is 
shown in decimal inches, and is achieved using the arrow 
keys and <Ctrl> arrow keys with Stay On Grid disabled. 

Zoom Arrow key <Ctrl> Arrow key 
level resolution resolution 

0.01 to 0.1 0.1 (.0001 inch) O.S (.0005 inch) 

1 1 (.001 inch) 5 (.005 inch) 

2 2 (.002 inch) 10 (.010 inch) 

3 3 (.003 inch) 15 (.015 inch) 

4 4 (.004 inch) 20 (.020 inch) 

5 5 (.005 inch) 25 (.025 inch) 

6 6 (.006 inch) 30 (.030 inch) 

7 7 (.007 inch) 35 (.035 inch) 

8 8 (.008 inch) 40 (.040 inch) 

9 9 (.009 inch) 45 (.045 inch) 

10 10 (.010 inch) 50 (.050 inch) 

20 T 20 (.020 inch) 100 (.100 inch) 

50 F 50 (.050 inch) 250 (.250 inch) 

100 H 100 (.100 inch) 500 (.500 inch) . 

Table 4-2. Pointer movement, by arrow key, for each zoom level. 



Using bookmarks 

Creating a bookmark 
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A bookmark is a reference point that Edit Layout places on 
the board layout. You assign a unique name to the 
bookmark, then use the JUMP command to move the pointer 
to the selected bookmark. 

A bookmark name can be up to 40 characters long, and can 
contain spaces and special ASCII characters. Assigning a 
descriptive name to a bookmark makes it easy to recognize. 

1. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box displays. 

2. Enable Show BookMarks, then select OK. 

3. Move the pointer to where you want the bookmark 
placed. 

4. Select = BOOKMARK. The Bookmark dialog box 
displays (figure 4-11). 

~--------------Bookmark--------------------~ 

OK II Canc:e 1 I .Bookmarks 

BookMarks ()DRCs 
I Delete I 

Color 000000000000000. 

Figure 4-11. The Bookmark dialog box. 

Note that the BookMarks list box already contains a 
bookmark named Origin. This bookmark is 
automatically created when you start a design and it 
cannot be deleted. 

Also, note the two radio buttons labeled BookMarks 
and DRCs. These selections regulate what types of 
bookmarks display in the list box. Select BookMarks to 
display all bookmarks in the list box. 
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The DRCs button works the same way. A ORC is a 
special type of bookmark (DRC stands for Design Rule 
Check) that Edit Layout places on the board design 
where it detects a design error. See Chapter 7: Routing 
the TUTOR board for more information on DRC. You 
select DRCs to display all ORC markers in the list box. 

5. Enter the following name in the BookMarks entry box: 

My first bookmark 

6. Select a bookmark color from the color list. Organizing 
your bookmarks by color helps you locate them on the 
display. 

7. Select OK to accept the entries and close 
the dialog box. The symbol shown at right 
displays at the pointer location. 

The letter B in the symbol indicates it is a bookmark. 
The converging lines point to the location on the board 
that is referenced by the bookmark. 

6. NOTE: Bookmarks always display at the same size in Edit 
Layout, regardless of the current zoom scale. 

Jumping to a bookmark You use JUMP to select a bookmark name from a list in a 
dialog box. The pointer jumps to the selected bookmark 
location when you close the Jump To dialog box. 
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Use the following steps to jump to the bookmark you just 
placed: 

1. Move the pointer away from the bookmark. 

2. Select JUMP. The Jump To dialog box displays 
(figure 4-12). 



Deleting a bookmark 
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.---------Jurnp To ---------, 

II Cance 1 I@BookmarksX ~I ==3:::::::. 6:;::6:::3:::::9~11 
.... __ .. OORC.. YL-I_.....;;;.11;;.,..;..;8;;,.;6;..;7.....;,7...111 

OK 

BookMarks _. 

M~ Tirst bookmark 
Origin 

Figure 4-12. The Jump To dialog box. 

3. Select My first bookmark from the BookMarks list box, 
or enter the name in the entry box below the list box. 
The name entered in the entry box must exactly match 
the bookmark name, including capitalization and 
spaces. The name highlights in the list box, and the 
bookmark's coordinates appear in the X and Y entry 
boxes. 

4. Select OK. The pointer moves to the bookmark location. 

You can also jump to a known set of coordinates by entering 
them in the X and Y entry boxes and selecting OK. 

You may want to delete a bookmark at some stage of the 
design process. The reference may not be required any 
longer, and you want to delete the bookmark to reduce the 
number of displayed objects. 

Follow these steps to delete a bookmark by selecting its 
name: 

1. Select = BOOKMARK. The Bookmark dialog box 
displays. 

2. Select My first bookmark in the BookMarks list box, or 
enter the name in the entry box. The name highlights in 
the list box. 

3. Select Delete. The name disappears from the list box 
and the bookmark is deleted from the board. 

4. Select Close to close the dialog box. 
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NOTE: You can also delete any bookmark by placing the 
pointer on the bookmark symbol and selecting DELETE from 
the main menu. Using this method, you can undelete the 
bookmark by selecting UNDELETE. 

The ORIGIN command resets the current pointer position as 
(0.0000", 0.0000"). Edit Layout reports locations in relation 
to the new origin until you change it again. 

Follow these steps to locate the origin and reposition it. 

1. Select JUMP from the main menu. The Jump To dialog 
box displays. 

2. Select Origin in the BookMarks list box. The selection 
highlights and displays in the entry box, and the 
coordinates for the bookmark display in both the X and 
Y entry boxes. 

3. Select OK. The pointer jumps to the origin. 

4. Move the pointer to (0.7000", 0.5000") and select 
ORIGIN. The origin bookmark, and position 
(0.0000", 0.0000), are at the new pointer location. 

5. Move the pointer to (-0.7000", -0.5000"), the far upper 
left corner of the display, and select ORIGIN to 
reposition the origin. 

6. NOTE: The ORIGIN command is accessible from many 
menus and command lines in Edit Layout. You can set the 
origin even while you perform tasks such as moving objects 
or manually routing. 



Setting grid 
options 
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While working on a layout, it is important to properly 
space and align objects on the board. This is done by using a 
grid. 

You use the grid options in the Global Options dialog box to 
set up a grid. These options set grid spacing and 
appearance, and whether or not to stay on grid. 

Setting a grid size Grid Size defines the space between points on a snap grid. 
Grid Size also sets the routing grid for autorouting. The 
allowed range for the Grid Size entry box is from one tenth 
of a mil (0.0001 inch) to 33 inches. 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Enter 0 • 050000 in the Grid Size entry box to specify 
a 50 mil grid, then select OK. 

3. Move the pointer to the origin and use the arrow keys to 
move the pointer one grid space at a time. Notice that 
the coordinates in the lower left change in 50 mil 
increments. 

6 NOTE: All entry boxes in Edit Layout have predefined 
allowable ranges for values. If you enter a value that is 
beyond the allowed range for the entry box, the entry is not 
accepted and the following message appears in the upper 
left part of the screen: 

Allowed Range: <min value> to <max value> 
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Setting a grid divisor Grid Divisor establishes minor grid divisions for both the 
Grid Size and Via Grid Size options. 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Enter 3 in the Grid Divisor entry box. Grid Divisor 
establishes minor grid divisions for both Grid Size and 
Via Grid Size. 

3. Select OK. 

4. Move the pointer to the origin, then use the arrow keys 
to move the pointer. Note that the 50 mil grid is 
divided into three 16.7 mil grid spaces. 

5. Select SET to display Global Options. 

6. Enter 0.025000 in Grid Size and a 1 in Grid Divisor 
to return the grid to its original setting. 

Disabling the snap grid 1. Disable Stay On Grid, then select OK. 

2. Use the arrow keys to move the pointer around the 
display. The pointer movement is not constrained to the 
grid. 

3. Select SET to display Global Options. 

4. Enable Stay On Grid, then select OK. The pointer 
moves on grid when you press the arrow keys. 

6 NOTE: Leave Stay On Grid enabled unless you have a 
compelling reason to work off grid~ 

Changing the grid color 1. Select SET to display Global Options. 
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2. Select a grid dot color in Dots, then select OK. Zoom in 
until you see the grid dots displayed with the selected 
color. 

6 NOTE: If you want the grid dots to be invisible, select black 
in Dots. 



Saving and backing 
up the board file 

Updating the file 

Saving configurations 
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When you work on a layout for a long time, it is important 
to save your work on disk periodically as a precaution 
against power failures and other unexpected events. 

These procedures show you how to save, copy, and rename 
board files. 

To update the board file, follow these steps: 

1. Select QUIT. The QUIT 
menu at right displays. 

2. Select Update Board 
File. Edit Layout saves 
the file to the same file 
name in the current 
design. 

Update Board File 
Write Board File 
Initialize Board File 
Erase All Routes 
Flush Undelete Buffer 
Cleanup Stubs 
Suspend to System 
Abandon Program 

Update Board File also creates a backup file, which is 
the last saved version of the board. The backup file has 
a .BAK extension, and is also in the current design. 

Configurations are automatically saved with the board 
file when you select QUIT Update Board File or QUIT 
Write Board File. When you reload the file into Edit 
Layout, all previously defined configurations for the board 
are used. 
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Writing to another 
filename 

To save the board to a different filename, follow these 
steps: 

1. Select QUIT Write Board File. The Write Board File 
dialog box displays (figure 4-13). 

Writ. ao-cI I'"1I.? 

CEJ 'Cane.l "Global II~' CE:]'eu-ncI To Swst_ "Del.te' 

F"lIt .... I •. BDl I 
F"1I.- Direc:tor-w Dr-iv. .. mel 
Placed. bell 

I-mo. bell I I I 
eurr-.."t Workin9 Directorw 

Ie: 'OReAD'TUTOR J 

Figure 4-13. The Write Board File dialog box. 

DEMO.BDI is highlighted in the Files list box, and 
displays in the list entry box. The current drive, 
working directory, and any subdirectories of the current 
working directory also display in the dialog box. 

2. Enter WRITE. BDl in the 
entry box beneath the Files 
list box, then select OK. 
WRITE.BDt is written to 
the current working 
directory. The Edit Layout 
screen displays. 

Iwrite.bdl 

Current Working 

Ic: 'ORCAD'TUTOR 

6. NOTE: You can use QUIT Write Board File to create 
incremental backups of your board file. Use the procedures 
described above and change the filename each time you 
save. 



Copying a file 

Renaming a file 
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Follow these steps to copy the file you just saved, 
WRITE.BD1, to another filename: 

1. Select QUIT Write Board File. The Write Board File 
dialog box displays and WRITE.BD1 is selected in the 
Files list box. 

2. Select Copy. The Copy File dialog box displays 
(figure 4-14) and WRITE.BD1 is selected in the list box . 

...----------ccpw F"lle -----------, 

~~:!:'"=I •. :.::BD~l----' 
derno.bdl 
",Iac.d.bdl 

/ ...... it •• bdl 

c...r ... ."t I-Ior-kin<;;l Dl .... ctor-w 

Figure 4-14. The Copy File dialog box. 

I 

3. Enter COPY. BDl in the Copy To: entry box, then select 
OK. The file is copied and the Write Board File dialog 
box displays. COPY.BOt displays in the Files list box. 

4. Select Close to dismiss the Write Board File dialog 
box. 

Follow these steps to rename COPY.BD1: 

1. Select QUIT Write Board File. The Write Board File 
dialog box displays. 

2. Select COPY.BOt in the Files list box, then select 
Rename. The Rename File dialog box displays 
(figure 4-15). 
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Deleting a file 

r----------R_ 1'"11.---------, 

IC:OIDW.bdl 

c...r-r.nt ........... 1.... 01.-ec:t....", 

Figure 4-15. The Rename File dialog box. 

3. Enter RENAME. BDl in the Rename To: entry box and 
select OK. The Write Board File dialog box displays, 
and RENAME.BDt displays in the Files list box. 

4. Select Close to dismiss the dialog box. 

After a design is complete, you may wish to delete some of 
the older versions of the board file. Follow these steps to 
delete WRITE.BDl and RENAME.BD1: 

1. Select QUIT Write Board File. The Write Board File 
dialog box displays. 

2. Select RENAME.BDt in the Files list box, then select 
Delete. The file is deleted from the disk and removed 
from the Files list box. 

3. Select WRITE.BDt and select Delete. The file is 
deleted and removed from the Files list box. 

4. Select Close to dismiss the dialog box. 

6 NOTE: You can also copy, rename, and delete a file by 
selecting QUIT Initialize Board File, then selecting the 
file in the Initialize to Board File dialog box and selecting 
Copy, Rename, or Delete. 



Suspend to System 
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Most of the file maintenance tasks previously described, as 
well ~s running other programs, can be executed from the 
DOS command line while Edit Layout is suspended in the 
background. 

Follow these steps to access the DOS command line from 
Edit Layout: 

1. Select QUIT Suspend to System. The Edit Layout screen 
disappears and the DOS prompt displays. 

A right arrow bracket (» is added to the end of the 
DOS prompt, indicating that Edit Layout is suspended 
in the background. 

2. Enter EXIT to close the DOS editing session and return 
to Edit Layout. 

Suspend to System is also available from many of the 
dialog boxes in Edit Layout. 

6. NOTE: Suspend to System is operational only on computers 
that have a floating point coprocessor, such as an 80387, or 
built-in coprocessing functions. 
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Creating the first 
macro 

Macros record virtually anything you do in Edit Layout, so 
you can automate many repetitive tasks and speed up your 
work. You assign a macro to a key or combination of keys, 
then press the key to execute the recorded macro. See the 
PC Board Layout Tools 386+ Reference Guide for a list of 
valid keys. 

Macros in Edit Layout are relative-event data captures. 
This means that a macro executes its commands relative to 
the current pointer location, rather than from the original 
location when the macro was created. 

You can record macros using either menu selections or 
keystrokes. A macro created using keystrokes runs faster 
because there are fewer events to process when the macro is 
played back. 

The following steps describe how to create two macros. The 
first macro is assigned to the <Alt><S> keys, and records 
the commands to draw an outline and place a text string 
inside the outline. The second macro is assigned to function 
key <Fl >, and places a line of text on the screen. 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Enter 0.100000 in Grid Size to change the grid size 
to one tenth of an inch. Be sure Stay On Grid is enabled, 
then select OK. 

3. Move the pointer to (0.0000", 3.5000"). 

4. Select ZOOM, then select scale 5 to magnify the 
display. 

5. Select ORIGIN to set the current pointer location to 
(0.0000", 0.0000"). 

6. Select % MACRO. The 
Press Macro. Capture Key 
box at . right displays. 

Pre.. Macro c~ture Kew 
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7. Press <Alt><S>. Alt S 
displays in the Press 
Macro Capture Key 
prompt box, as shown at 
right. The macro internal 
code \xOllF also displays. 

Pre.. M.cro Capture Kew 

AU S 

6 NOTE: If you press an invalid key combination, it does not 
display in the Press Macro Capture Key prompt box. Select 
a valid key or combination. 

8. Press <Enter>. The highlighted prompt ''Macro 
Capture" qisplays in the lower right corner of the 
screen, reminding you that you are defining a macro. 
Any commands you execute while ''Macro Capture" 
displays, including pointer movements and selections, 
are added to the list of commands stored in the macro. 

9. Type P 0 B for PLACE Outline Begin. 

Use the arrow keys to move the pointer (not the arrow 
keys on the numeric keypad). The pointer moves one 
grid dot at a time, drawing the outline segment as it 
moves. You could use the mouse to draw the outline, but 
using the arrow keys makes it easier to follow the 
coordinates. 

10. Use the right arrow key to move the pointer to 
(1.5000",0.0000"). Refer to the coordinates in the lower 
left corner of the screen. The outline segment appears as 
a dotted line. 

11. Type B (for Begin). A new outline segment begins at 
that point. The previous outline segment changes to a 
solid line. 

12. Use the down arrow key to move the pointer to 
(1.5000", 1.0000"). 

13. Type B. Use the left arroW key to move the pointer to 
(0.0000", 1.0000"). 

14. Type B. Use the up arrow key to move the pointer to 
(0.0000", 0.0000"), completing the outline. 
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15. Type E (for End). The outline is complete, and all 
segments display as solid lines. 

16. Type P T (for PLACE Text). The Text entry box displays 
(figure 4-16). 

I-
Te>c1:? ,I 

Figure 4-16. The Text entry box. 

17. Enter MACRO. The text displays in the Text entry box. 

18. Use the right and down arrow keys to move the text to 
(0.7000", 0.5000"), then type S (for Set). The Edit Text 
dialog box displays (figure 4-17). 

,----------Edit Te .. t ---------, 

c:E:l [5!I] I]5J I,Cot>INr Tool Editor! 
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Figure 4-17. The Edit Text dialog box. 

19. Place the pointer in the Character Height entry box 
and click the left mouse button. The text cursor 
displays. 

20. Press the <Alt><Backspace> keys to delete the entry, 
then enter 0.1500. 

21. Press <Home> to move the pointer to the OK button, 
then press <Enter> to close the Edit Text dialog box. 
The text is now 0.1500 inches high. 



Creating the second 
macro 
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22. Type P (for Place) to place the text. The Text entry box 
displays. Press <Esc> to dismiss the Text entry box. 

23. Type % (for % MACRO) ......... . 
to end the macro . . . . . . . . . . 
recording session. The 
outline and text should 
look like the example at 
right. The message "xxx 
events captured" 
displays. The value 

: :MACRO: ..... 
. " . 

"xxx' reflects the number of mouse movements, 
keystrokes, and mouse button clicks you performed 
while recording the macro. 

1. Use the cursor keys to move the pointer to 
(0.7000", 1.2000"). 

2. Select % MACRO again. The Press Macro Capture Key 
box displays. 

3. Press <F1>. Fl displays in the Press Macro Capture Key 
box, and the macro internal code also displays. 

4. Press <Enter>. The message "Macro Capture" displays 
in the lower right corner of the screen, reminding you 
that you are defining a macro. 

5. Type P T (for PLACE Text). The Text entry box displays. 

6. Enter Fl KEY. 

7. Type P (Place) to place the text at (0.7000", 1.2000"). 
Press <Esc> to dismiss the Text entry box. 

8. Type % to end this second macro recording session. The 
message "xxx events captured" displays. 

9. Before proceeding with the next sections, reset the 
origin to the far upper left corner of the work area by 
moving the pointer to (0.0000", -3.S000") and selecting 
ORIGIN. 
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Running the macros The completed macros are now stored in memory. 

1. Move the pointer to the right of the outline and text 
you just placed and press <Alt><S> to run the first 
macro. 

2. Move the pointer again and press <PI> to run the 
second macro. 

6 NOTE: If you need to terminate a macro while it is running, 
press <Ctrl><Break>. 

Saving all macros 
to a file 

The outline segments and text draw at the new pointer 
position, rather than the original macro starting point of 
(0.0000", 0.0000"). Remember that macros capture relative 
events. This means that objects placed on the board relative 
to the pointer's starting position while recording the macro 
are placed on the board the same relative distance from the 
new pointer position when the macro is played back. 

In many cases, you will want to use your macros every time 
you run Edit Layout. To do so, you must first save them to a 
file. 

Edit Layout gives you the ability to save all macros 
defined in one editing session in a single file, or export a 
single macro to a file. Use the following steps to save the 
two macros you just created in a single file: 

1. Select GO TO 
FUNCTION. The menu 
shown at right displays. 
Some of the menu items 
may display as gray on 
your screen. A menu item 
displayed in gray is 
unavailable and cannot be 
selected. 

Pad Symbol Editor 
Via Symbol Editor 
Copper Tool Editor 
Drill List Editor 
Net Property Editor 
Library Editor 
Autorouter 
Netlist Loader 
Printing and Plotting 
Macro Maintenance 
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2. Select Macro Maintenance. The Macro Maintenance 
dialog box displays (figure 4-18). The two macros you 
created display in the Defined Macros list box. These 
macros are now stored only in memory. 

Note that some of the buttons at the top of the dialog 
box display as gray. A gray button is presently inactive 
and cannot be selected; however, selecting another item 
in the dialog box may change an inactive button to 
active. 

Hac:ro Ha.l.nt .......... 
! CI.,... ! ~ [E:J [EJ !E)(pcrt !!o.l.t.!!o.l.t. ALL! 
o.f'.I.n.d ~ 

'><011F" Alt S 
~13B F"1 

I I 

Figure 4-18. The Macro Maintenance dialog box. 

3. Select Save. The Save ALL Macros to File dialog box 
displays (figure 4-19). 
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Figure 4-19. The Save ALL Macros to File dialog box. 

4. Place the pointer in the entry box below the Files list 
box and enter the filename 2MACROS • MAC. 

You can use the Directory and Drive list boxes to change 
the directory where 2MACROS.MAC will be saved. 
The destination directory is shown in the Current 
Working Directory entry box. For this example, leave 
the current working directory at its present setting. 

5. Select OK to save 2MACROS.MAC in the current 
working directory. The Save ALL Macros to File dialog 
box closes and the Macro Maintenance dialog box 
displays. 



Exporting a macro to 
a file 
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To save a single macro from a group, follow these steps: 

1. With the Macro Maintenance dialog box displayed, 
select \xOl1F Alt S from the Defined Macros list box. 

2. Select Export. The Export '\xOllF Alt S' Macro to File 
dialog box displays (figure 4-20). 

E~t '''''1II11F" Alt s· ~o to F"il .. ? 

C][:] ic-.cttl iiGI'-1 iiR_i C5:]iSu.-.d To SWst ... iie-Iete! 

F"1It ... I_.MAC I 
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Figure 4-20. The Export '\xOllF Alt S' Macro to File dialog 
box. 

3. Enter ALT - S • MAC in the entry box below the Files list 
box. 

You can use the Directory and Drive list boxes to change 
the directory where ALT-S.MAC is saved. The 
destination directory is shown in the Current Working 
Directory entry box. For this example, leave the current 
working directory at its present setting. 

4. Select OK to export the macro to ALT-S.MAC. The 
Save '\xOllF Alt S' Macro to File dialog box closes and 
the Macro Maintenance dialog box displays. 

L NOTE: If you save or export a macro to a file that already 
exists, Edit Layout asks if you want to overwrite the 
existing file. If you select OK, the new file is written and 
the old file receives a .BAK extension. 
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the disk 

Deleting a macro from 
Edit Layout 
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Deleting all macros 
from Edit Layout 

1. With the Macro Maintenance dialog box displayed, 
select Load. The Load ALL Macros from File dialog box 
displays and AL T -S.MAC is selected (figure 4-21). 

L.oac:I I'IL.I.. ~ f'P"CfII F"il.? 
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Figure 4-21. The Load ALL Macros From File dialog box. 

2. Select Delete. The file is deleted from the disk and its 
filename does not display in the list box. The Delete 
button becomes inactive. 

3. Select Close to exit the dialog box and return to the 
Macro Maintenance dialog box. 

Follow these steps to delete individual macros that are in 
Edit Layout memory: 

1. With the Macro Maintenance dialog box displayed, 
select \x013B Fl in the Defined Macros list box. The 
selection highlights and displays in the elltrybox. 

2. SelectDelete. The macro is deleted Jrommemory arid 
its name disappears from the list box. 

With the Macro Maintenance dialog box displayed, select 
Delete ALL. All macros in Edit Layout memory are deleted 
and no macros display in the list box. 



Loading a macro 
from disk 

Running a defined 
macro 

Summary 
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Follow these steps to load a macro file that is saved on the 
disk into Edit Layout: 

1. With the Macro Maintenance dialog box displayed, 
select Load. The Load ALL Macros From File dialog box 
displays. 

2. Select 2MACROS.MAC from the Files list box. The 
filename displays in the entry box. 

3. Select OK. The Macro Maintenance dialog box displays 
and the two macros saved in 2MACROS.MAC display 
in the Defined Macros entry box. The listed macros are 
now loaded in Edit Layout memory. 

To run a macro listed in the Macro Maintenance dialog box, 
follow these steps: 

1. Select a macro in the Defined Macros list box. The 
selection highlights and displays in the entry box. 

2. Select Run. The Macro Maintenance dialog box closes 
and the macro executes, starting at the current pointer 
location. 

In this chapter you learned how to run Edit Layout and 
examine and modify work preferences. You also learned 
how to create and save macros. 

The next chapter gives you detailed instructions for 
creating circuit board modules using the library editor in 
Edit Layout. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Creating board 
mod u Ie s 

About modules A module can be defined as a representation of the physical 
shape, size, and required pad layout of a component that is 
mounted to a circuit board. 

Although PC Board Layout Tools 386+ provides extensive 
libraries containing over 1000 modules, you may 
occasionally need a module not found in any library. You can 
modify an existing module or create an entirely new module 
from within Edit Layout using the library editor. 

In this chapter you will: 

.:. Learn library editor commands 

.:. Edit an existing module 

.:. Create a module library 

.:. Import and export module files 

.:. Create a module 

.:. Save the new module in a library 
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Selecting the library 
editor 

The library editor in Edit Layout gives you the ability to 
create complex PC board modules, even while a board file is 
loaded in Edit Layout. Modules can be routed while they 
are in the library editor, and an entire routed board file can 
be imported, edited, and then exported as a single module 
that can be placed in another board file. 

1. Select GO TO 
FUNCTION. The menu 
at right displays. 

2. Select Library Editor. 
The Initialize to Library 
File dialog box displays 
(figure 5-1). 

Pad Symbol Editor 
Via Symbol Editor 
Copper Tool Editor 
Drill List Editor 
Net Property Editor 
Library Editor 
Autorouter 
Netlist Loader 
Printing and Plotting 
Macro Maintenance 
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Figure 5-1. The Initialize to Library File dialog box. 



Working with 
module libraries 

Copying the DEMO 
library 

Copying and getting a 
module 
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Note that ·.MLB displays in the Filter entry box, and the 
files that display in the Files list box all have a .MLB 
extension. These are libraries that contain the modules you 
place on a board in Edit Layout. 

Each library contains module files organized by component 
type and function. The libraries are named according to the 
types of modules stored in them. You can rename a library, 
and you can import and export module files. These functions 
are described later in this chapter. 

In this chapter you work with the DEMO library. To 
acquaint yourself with library editor commands, you make 
a copy of the DEMO library, then make a copy of a module 
in the DEMO library and edit it. Next, you export a copy of 
the edited module from the DEMO library and import it 
into the copied library. 

1. Select DEMO.MLB from the Files list box. The library 
name highlights. 

2. Select Copy. The Copy File dialog box displays. 

3. Enter DEMOCOPY .MLB in the Copy To: entry box, then 
select OK. The new library is created and the Initialize 
to Library File dialog box displays with 
DEMOCOPY.MLB listed in the Files list box. 

It is a good idea to make a copy of a module you want to edit 
and edit the copy. Also, when you are creating modules 
that are very similar, it is easier and faster to modify a 
copy than to build a new module from scratch. 

Follow these steps to copy 10HHI00 in DEMO.MLB to 
another name and load the copy into the library editor: 

1. Check that DEMO.MLB is the selected library in the 
Files list box. 

2. Select OK. The Get Module dialog box displays 
(figure 5-2). 
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Figure 5-2. The Get Module dialog box. 

3. Select 10HHI00 in the Module Name list box. 

4. Select Copy. The Copy Module dialog box displays 
(figure 5-3) and 10HHI00 is highlighted. 

Copw Modu Ie 

CE:]'canc:el "rUt .... , 

rLlt .... Enabl •• 
IDHod.II. DplOCk-- DCC>IIIPOr'Ien~ o Croup 

Mociule Name I-

J..qPIN31!10 

1J.0I+IJ.1!I0 I 
Copw To: 

I 

Figure 5-3. The Copy Module dialog box. 

5. Enter HEADER in the Copy To: entry box, then select 
OK. The name displays in the Module Name list box. 



Updating the library 
file 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

reference 6. Select HEADER in the 
Module Name list box, 
then select OK. The 
module displays in the 
library editor, as 
shown in figure 5-4. 

~ 
c::=:::I 

e±i ••••• ••••• 

Note the three labels, 
IIreference," "value," and 

value 
module 

Figure 5-4. The HEADER 
module. 

"module," that are placed by the module. These are 
placeholders for values that are associated with the 
module when it is loaded from a netlist and placed in Edit 
Layout. 

The "reference" placeholder receives the reference 
designator that is assigned to the 10-pin header schematic 
part in Draft, such as "JPl." The "value" placeholder 
receives the schematic part value, such as "10K" for a 
resistor. The "module" placeholder receives the module 
name for this part, which is "HEADER." 

Making a copy of a module and loading it into the library 
editor loads it in memory only. The copy is not actually 
stored on the disk until you save the file. Follow these 
steps: 

1. Select QUIT. The menu at 
right displays. 

Update Library File 
Write Library File 

2. Select Update Library 
File. This saves the 
module HEADER to 
DEMO.MLB. 

Initialize to Library 
Flush Undelete Buffer 
Suspend to System 

Leave Library Editor 
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Renaming a module 1. Select GO TO FUNCTION. 
The menu shown at right 
displays. 

2. Select Module Selection. 
The Get Module dialog box 
displays. 

Pad Symbol Editor 
Via Symbol Editor 
Copper Tool Editor 
Drill List Editor 
Board Editor 
Module Selection 
Macro Maintenance 

3. Select lOHHIOO in the Module Name list box, then 
select Rename. The Rename Module dialog box displays 
(figure 5-5). 

R.~ 11odu1. 

~ I Canc .. 1 II Fil1er I 
Fl11.,.. Enabl •• 

IOI1oduI. Dp--- Dc~t o Group 

Modul. Name . 
~~~1111/J 

Il0I-Hl00 I 
RenaMe To: 

I I 

Figure 5-5. The Rename Module dialog box. 

4. Enter lOPINCON in the Rename To: entry box, then 
select OK. Module lOHHIOO is renamed to lOPINCON. 

t6,. NOTE: Renaming a module renames it in memory only. The 
new name is not saved in the library until you select QUIT 
Update Library File. 

5. Select lOPINCON, then select OK. The module 
displays in the library editor. 

6. Select QUIT Update Library File. The renamed file is 
sa ved in the library. 



Displaying module 
information 

INQUIRE 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

Modules are constructed with many graphic objects, such as 
outline segments, pads, text, holes, and zones. You display 
information about these objects using the INQUIRE, 
VERBOSE INQUIRE, and EDIT commands. 

Follow these steps to familiarize yourself with INQUIRE. 
You will use 10PINCON, the module you just updated in the 
library editor, as an example. 

1. Press <Enter> or click the left 
mouse button to display the 
main menu. The menu shown at 
right displays. The library 
editor main menu is very 
similar to the Edit Layout main 
menu. 

2. Select ,.. LAYER. This sets All 
Layers as the current working 
layer, so you can select any 
object on any layer. The layer 
color and name display in the 
lower part of the screen. 

3. Place the pointer in the center 
of the square module pad. The 
object under the tip of the 
pointer is the one selected for 
inquiry. 

4. Select INQUIRE. A description 
of the pad displays in the 
lower right part of the screen, 
as shown in the example below. 

1 Pad: 0.0550" x 0.0550" [] 

Block 
Cut 
Delete 
Edit 
Find 
Go To Function 
Highlight 
:Inquire 
Jump 
Track Delete 
Layer 
Move 
Origin 
Place 
Quit 
Route 
Set 
Selective 
Undelete 
Verbose Inquire 
Window Zoom 
X show RatsNest 
Zoom 

bookmark 
+ layer 
- layer 
* layer 
I other 
? conditions 
% macro 

The description tells you that it is pad number 1, and 
that the pad size is 0.0550" square. 
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5. Place the pointer on each of the pads and select 
INQUIRE. Note the pad number sequence from pad 1 to 
pad 10. 

6. Place the pointer on one of the outline segments and 
select INQUIRE. The following description displays: 

Outline Segment: 0.0080" wide 

VERBOSE INQUIRE provides information about the entire 
module, as well as information about the selected module 
object. Follow these steps to familiarize yourself with 
VERBOSE INQUIRE: 

1. Place the pointer on the square pad and select 
VERBOSE INQUIRE. The same pad information 
provided with the INQUIRE command displays in the 
lower right part of the screen, and the Verbose Inquire -
Module dialog box displays (figure 5-6) . 

....-------V.l"'bos. l:nquir. - Modul. --------, 

R • .,..,....nc. : J.0Pl:NCON 
Value : J.0Pl:NCON 
Modul. : J.0Pl:NCON 
Pads 10 
Nets 0 

(l:ncomplet.) 0 

OK I 

HoI •• 
Interior Segments 
Int.rior Vias 

2 
o 
o 

Figure 5-6. The Verbose Inquire - Module dialog box. 

This dialog box contains additional information about 
the module, such as the module name, number of pads, 
and internal routing information. 

2. Select OK to close the dialog box. 



EDIT 
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The EDIT command is one of the most powerful tools in the 
library editor. You use EDIT to change properties, such as 
line width, size, and layer, of any module object. 

EDIT is also context-sensitive. The editing options that 
display are determined by the type of object you select. 

Procedures for editing properties are described later in this 
chapter. In this example, you use EDIT to acquire 
information about a module object. Follow these steps to 
determine what layer an outline segment is on: 

1. Make sure that All Layers is the current editing layer. 

2. Place the tip of the pointer on one of the outline 
segments that defines the rectangular shape of the 
module and select EDIT. The Edit Outline Segment 
dialog box displays (figure 5-7). 

Ed.l.t OUtl.l.,.. ae_t 

c:E:J I C..-.c:el II GI"*'-l II Ccpper Tool Editor II V.I.. S~I Ed.l.tor I 
I Net Pr-oper-t.l. .. II Zane I"r'OPert.l. .. 1II1ooII..o1e Pr-oper-U .. I 

~,.. 0.-.... .1..,. .... thocl 
IS.l.lkSc:rtten C~t I~ I I~ 
c-... Tool 
I CiI._ ..... J.dt .... CiI._" guard II!! 
V.l..~1 

I I~ 
Start X I 1S.3B6G!11 End X I 16. 615Ci11 

Start Y I 16.12501 End Y I 16.125°1 

OAloPIW L_ to All OUt Ii,.. Se_t. & Arc. 

OAppIW L._ to L.J.ke OUtline ae_t. & Arc:. 
DAppIW L._ to L.ike L..l.brarw OUtline a.-t. & Arcs 

DApplw C."....,.. Tool to All out Ii,.. ae_ts & Arcs 

DApplw C.,.,.. ... Tool to L.ike Out I ine ae_t. & Arcs 

OAloPlw C."....,.. Tool to Like Librarw Out!.l,.. a.-nt. & Arc:s 

OAloPlw F"ill ~ Tool to All Librarw Zcrw. 

DApplw F"ill Copper Tool to L.ike L..l.brarw Zones 

DAIoPIW Vi. SWri>OI to All Net V.l_ 

D~lw Via s-.bol to L.ike Net Vi_ 

DApplw Via s-.bol to All Librarw Net V.I._ 

DAIoPlw Via s-.bol to Like Librarw Net Vi_ 

Figure 5-7. The Edit Outline Segment dialog box. 

3. Note that Silkscreen Component displays in the Layer 
droplist box. This is the current layer for the selected 
outline segment. Silkscreen Component is a graphic 
layer for the top, or component, side of the board. 

4. Select Cancel to close the dialog box without making 
any changes. 
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The following procedures describe how to edit a module, 
using 10PINCON as an example: 

1. Check that All Layers is the current layer. You can 
move a module by select any of its objects, such as the 
outline or labels, if All· Layers is selected. If the 
Component Copper or Solder Copper layer is selected, 
you move a module by selecting one of its pads. 

2. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box displays. 

3. Disable Allow Edits Of Module Objects. With this 
option disabled, module objects (such as outlines, labels, 
and pads) cannot be moved individually. 

Leave Stay On Grid enabled. This constrains object 
movement to a snap grid. 

4. Select OK to close the Global Options dialog box. 

5. Place the pointer in the center 
of a module label, as shown at 
right. 

6. Select MOVE. The entire module moves as you move the 
pointer around the screen. 

7. Select PLACE to place the module in a new location, or 
press the <Esc> key or the right mouse button to cancel 
the move. 



Rotating a module to 
a specific angle 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

1. Place the pointer on a module object and select MOVE. 

2. Select Set. The Set Block Parameters dialog box 
displays (figure 5-8) . 

.---------Set Block P .... _t_----------, 
CEJI C.nc:el I ~ 
Block X 16._1 

Block Y 16.3001 

Angl. 0.eel 

DMLN"Or" X 

OML.......,.. Y 

01'"111'> to ot ....... s1". o~ bo..-d 

Object. Af"f'.cted 

181 Module/P1Id 

lSI~t 
I8IAr-C 
I8IV1. 

ISIT •• t Point 

lSI 01...".1on 

I8lHole 

ISIC11"CIe 

ISIAli~t T..--t 
I8IL_ H.-k .... 

I8IT."t 
181 Boc>ktn..-k 

I8IORC 

Figure 5-8. The Set Block Parameters dialog box. 

3. Enter 90.00 in the Angle 
entry box, as shown at right. 

4. Select OK. The module 
displays rotated 90° 
counterclockwise, as shown 
in figure 5-9. The module 
rotates using the pointer 
position as its pivot point. 

5. Select Place to place the 
module. 

You can rotate a module in 
one-hundredth of a degree 
increments (0.01°), and you 
can rotate it either 
counterclockwise or 
clockwise. 

Ang Ie 1--1 __ 9_0_, _0 0--,1 

.•••.. Q) ..•..•........ 

::::::~: :~:~::::~:::: 
••••.• Q)' •.••• 0) . ...,... .... 

······~·:I;t·. :::::: i..:::::::::::::: 

..................... 

Figure 5-9. The module 
rotated 90°. 

Enter a minus sign before the rotation value to rotate 
the module clockwise. 
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Rotating a module in 
preset steps 

If you enter an invalid rotation value in the Angle entry 
box, the value is not accepted and the following error 
message displays in the upper left part of the screen: 

Allowed Range: -359.99 to 359.99 

6. Rotate the module back to its original orientation by 
repeating steps 1 through 5, entering - 9 0 • 00 in the 
Angle entry box. 

You can set a rotation step angle so a module rotates by a 
specified number of degrees clockwise or counterclockwise. 
Follow these steps to set a rotation step angle of 15°: 

1. Place the pointer on a module object and select MOVE. 

2. Select Set. The Set Block Parameters dialog box 
displays. 

3. Enter 15 in the Rotation Step Angle entry box, as shown 
below, then select OK. 

Rotation Step Angle L-I __ 1_5_._00---,' 

4. Select> Rotate Clockwise. The module rotates 15° 
clockwise. Each time you select> Rotate Clockwise the 
module rotates 15° clockwise. 

5. Select < Rotate Counter Clockwise. The module rotates 
15° counterclockwise. 

6. Rotate the module back to its original orientation, then 
select Place. 



Mirroring a module 
along the X axis 
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Mirroring a module makes it easy to change the pad 
orientation. To mirror a module along the X axis, follow 
these steps: 

1. Place the pointer above 
and to the left of the 
module, as shown in 
figure 5-10. 

2. Select BLOCK. 

3. Move the pointer down 
and to the right. A 
dotted rectangle 
stretches to follow it. 
Place the pointer below 
and to the right of all 
module objects, as 
shown in figure 5-11. 

4. Select Block End. The menu 
shown at right displays. 

5. Select Move Block. 

~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::: 
: : : : : : : : : : (-:~ r~ (-:~ ;,:c;~: : : : : : : : 

••• m •••• t;JtU • •• ffl. 
. ............................. . 

Figure 5-10. Pointer position 
for start of BLOCK command. 

: r:'~':'-:-'~":':'-:'~':":'-:':":'-:'~":':'-:-'~':'-:-'~':":'-:-'~':":'~'1 : . 
: i : : : : : : : : : ;":e rei ;":ei ;':c e: : : : : : : : I : : 

• i •• m .•• 1tmJ ••• m.I.· 
:,::::: .. :: ::::: ::: :::: ::::::: ::1: 
: :.-:-.-:- .... -:-.~.: .. :.-:.~.: .. :.-:-.: .. :.-:-.~ ..... :.-:-.:-.:.-:-.:-.: .. :.-:-.:-.: .. :.:-.~: 

Figure 5-11. Pointer position 
for end of BLOCK command. 

Delete Block 
Move Block 
Drag Block 
RatsNest Block 
Module Snap Block 

6. Select Set. The Set Block Parameters dialog box 
displays. 

7. Enable Mirror X, then select OK. 

8. Select Place. The 
module and its pads 
mirror along the X axis, 
as shown at right. Note 
the new position of 
pad 1. Use INQUIRE to 
check the new pad 
layout. 

9. Repeat steps 1 through 8 
to return the module to 
its original orientation. 

reference b·.· .. p ~ •••• 
7 va 1 u e 

PAD 1 modu Ie 
UNMIRRORED 

reference 

va lue " modu I e PAD 1 
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Mirroring a module 
along the Y axis 

Mirroring a module 
along both the 

X and Yaxis 

1. Use the BLOCK 
command to select the 
module, as described in 
the previous procedure. 

2. Select Move Block, then 
select Set. The Set Block 
Parameters dialog box 
displays. 

3. Enable Mirror Y, then 
select OK. The module 
mirrors along the Y axis, 
as shown at right. 

reference b..... d P )I.... ~ 
7 1 PAD 1 va u e 

module 
UNMIRRORED 

PAD~l rna du 1 e 
value 

••••• + 
••••• 

reference 

4. Return the module to its original orientation. 

1. Use the BLOCK 
command to select the 
module. 

2. Select Move Block, then 
select Set. The Set Block 
Parameters dialog box 
displays. 

3. Enable both Mirror X 
and Mirror Y,·then 
select OK. The module 
mirrors along both the X 
and Yaxis, as shown at right. 

reference b···· . p , ••••• 
7 1 PAD 1 va u e 

module 

+ 

UNMIRRORED 

ma d u 1 e PAD 1 
value 

••••• ••••• 
reference 

MIRROR X AND Y 

4. Return the module to its original orientation. 



Flipping a module to 
the other side of the 

board 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

You can create or modify a module in the library editor so it 
represents a component mounted on the bottom, or solder, 
side of the board. Follow these steps to change 10PINCON 
to a bottom-mounted module. 

1. Make sure Allow Edits Of Module Objects in Global 
Options is not enabled and Stay On Grid is enabled. 

2. Make sure that All Layers is the current layer. 

3. Place the pointer on any module object and select 
MOVE. 

4. Select Set. The Set Block Parameters dialog box 
displays. 

5. Enable Flip to other side of board, then select OK. 

6. Select Place. The module displays as if it is mirrored on 
the X axis. 

7. Move the pointer to an outline segment and select EDIT. 
Note that the Layer droplist box displays Silkscreen 
Solder as the current layer. Silkscreen Solder is a 
graphic layer on the solder, or bottom, side of the 
board. 

6 NOTE: The label placeholders flip to the other side of the 
board, but display normally. When you print or plot the 
module you specify if you want the text printed or plotted 
as flipped text. 

8. Repeat the previous procedure to flip the module back 
to the Silkscreen Component side of the board. 
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Moving a single 
module object 

1. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box displays. 

2. Enable Allow Edits Of Module Objects, then select OK. 
This allows you to edit individual parts of a module. 

3. Check that All Layers is the current layer. 

4. Place the pointer near the 
center of one of the module 
labels, as shown at right. 

I me d'IU 1 e 

5. Select MOVE. The label moves with the pointer, but 
the rest of the module does not move. 

6. Select Place to place the label in a new location, or 
press <Esc> to cancel the move and leave the label in 
its original position. 

7. Place the pointer on a pad and select MOVE. The 
selected pad moves with the pointer. 

8. Move the pad to a new location and select Place, or 
press <Esc> to cancel the move and leave the pad in its 
original position. 



Moving selected objects 
within a group 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

Follow these steps to move the module mounting holes and 
all outline segments, but not move the pads or text: 

1. Place the pointer above and to the left of all the 
module objects and select BLOCK. 

2. Move the pointer down and to the right until all 
module objects are surrounded by the stretching box. 

3. Select Set. The Set Block Ob,Jec:ts Af"of'ec:t.d 

Parameters dialog box 
displays. Note the list of check 
boxes beneath Objects Affected, 
and that all check boxes are 
enabled. 

Enabled objects within the 
block boundaries are selected if 
the layer the object is on is 
active. Disabled objects, and 
enabled objects on inactive 
layers, are not selected. 

~Mcdule/P"" 
~Se~t 
~ArC: 
~Vi. 
~Test Point 

~Oimension 
~Hol. 
~Cir-c::le 
~Ali~t Target 

~ Lawer- Ma~e,.. 
~Te)(t 
~Bookmark 
~ORC 

4. Disable ModulelPad and Text in the Objects Affected 
menu, then select OK. 

You do not need to disable any of the other objects in the 
list because the area defined by the block does not 
contain any of those objects. 

5. Select Block End. The BLOCK 
menu at right displays. 

6. Select Move Block. Move the 
pointer and note that the two 
holes and the outline segments 
move, but the disabled objects 

Delete Block 
Nove Block 
Drag Block 
RatsNest Block 
Module Snap Block 

in the block (the module outline, pads, and text) do not 
move. Press <Esc> or click the right mouse button to 
cancel the Move Block command. 
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Moving an off-grid 
object 

Some parts of a module, such as an outline segment, may be 
placed off-grid because the outline dimensions do not 
coincide with the grid setting. To move an object that is off 
grid, follow these steps: 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Disable Stay On Grid, then select OK. 

6 NOTE: When Stay On Grid is enabled, you may not be able 
to select an object that is off-grid if no part of the object is on 
an on-grid point. 

Moving an off-grid 
object back on grid 

3. Make sure All Layers is the current layer. 

4. Place the pointer on one of the module outline segments 
and select MOVE. The segment moves with the pointer. 

5. Select Place to place the segment off-grid. 

1. Place the pointer on the off-grid segment. 

2. Select MOVE, then select SET. The Set Block 
Parameters dialog box displays. 

3. Select Global. The Global Options dialog box displays. 

4. Enable Stay On Grid, then select OK. 

5. Select OK or Cancel to close the Set Block Parameters 
dialog box. Notice that the outline segment movement 
is constrained to the snap grid. 

6. Select Place to place the segment on the grid. 

6 NOTE: You cannot place an off-grid pad back on grid using 
these procedures. 



Deleting and 
undeleting module 
objects 

Deleting objects on 
any layer 

Deleting objects on a 
specific layer 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

These procedures acquaint you with the various methods 
used to delete and undelete module objects. 

NOTE: The module placeholders "reference," "module," 
and "value" cannot be deleted. These items are fields that 
receive values from the netlist when the module is placed 
in Edit Layout. 

Follow these steps to set up the library editor so you can 
delete any module object on any layer. 

1. Make sure All Layers is the current layer. 

2. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

3. Enable Allow Edits Of Module Objects, then select OK. 

4. Place the pointer on the square pad and select DELETE. 
The square pad is deleted. 

5. Place the pointer on the top outline segment and select 
DELETE, then place the pointer on the left mounting 
hole and select DELETE. 

6. Select ZOOM Refresh to redraw the display. 

If a module has overlapping objects on different layers, you 
specify only the layer containing the object you want to 
delete so you do not delete the wrong object. 

1. Select I OTHER to specify the Component Copper layer 
as the current layer. The IOTHER command toggles 
between the copper layer pairs that are currently set, 
which are the Component Copper and Solder Copper 
layers. . 

2. Place the pointer on one of the round pads and select 
DELETE. The pad is deleted. 

3. Place the pointer on an outline segment and select 
DELETE. The message "Nothing to delete" displays in 
the lower right corner of the display. 
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The outline segment is not deleted because it is on the 
Silkscreen Component layer, which is not selected. 

4. Select LAYER. The Layer dialog box displays. 

5. Select Silkscreen Component from the Current Layer 
menu, then select OK. The Silkscreen Component layer 
becomes the current layer. 

6. Place the pointer on the same outline segment and select 
DELETE. The segment is deleted. 

After you delete an object, it is stored in an undelete buffer. 
You can restore the object from the undelete buffer by 
selecting the UNDELETE command. Follow these steps: 

1. Select UNDELETE. The last deleted object reappears. 

2. Continue selecting UNDELETE. All deleted objects are 
recovered in the reverse order they were deleted. When 
all objects are undeleted, the message UNothing to 
Undelete" appears in the lower right part of the screen 

Up to 254 levels of undelete can be performed. This 
means that all objects deleted during the last 254 delete 
commands in the same editing session can be undeleted. 

NOTE: The contents of the undelete buffer are not saved 
when you save the board file. 

You use SELECTIVE to select which objects you want to 
undelete from the undelete buffer. 

1. Select * LAYER to set All Layers as the current layer. 

2. Delete the square pad, the top outline segment, and the 
left mounting hole. 

3. Select SELECTIVE. Notice that the deleted objects 
reappear in their original display colors, but the other 
module objects now display in dark gray. This provides 
visual contrast between deleted objects and the other 
objects on the screen, which cannot be selected while in . 
this mode. 



Permanently deleting 
deleted objects 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

4. Place the pointer on the square pad and select 
Undelete. The color of the square pad changes to dark 
gray, indicating that it is removed from the undelete 
buffer. 

5. Place the pointer on the outline segment and select 
Undelete. 

6. Select Quit Selective Undelete. The module objects 
display with their normal layer colors and the 
previously deleted objects are restored. Note that the 
left mounting hole does not display because it is still in 
the undelete buffer. 

As you build and revise a module, you may want to 
permanently delete old objects from the undelete 
buffer. Follow these steps to permanently delete the 
mounting hole: 

1. Choose SELECTIVE. The left mounting hole in the 
undelete buffer displays in its normal color, while the 
rest of the module displays in dark gray. 

2. Place the pointer on the mounting hole and select 
Permanently Delete. This deletes the mounting hole 
from the undelete buffer and the display. The mounting 
hole cannot be restored. 

3. Select Quit Selective Undelete to return to the library 
editor. 

L NOTE: These changes are stored in memory only, until you 
save the file. 

4. Select QUIT Update Library File. This saves the 
revised 10PINCON module to the DEMO library. 
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As you create, revise, and organize modules in a library you 
may need to transfer them from one library to another. You 
transfer a module to another library by exporting it to a 
file, then importing the file into the destination library. 

Follow these steps to export 10PINCON from the DEMO 
library to a file, and import the file into the DEMOCOPY 
library you created earlier in this chapter. 

1. Select GO TO FUNCTION Module Selection. The Get 
Module dialog box displays and lOPINCON is selected 
in the Module Name list box. 

2. Select Export. The Export Module to File dialog box 
displays (figure 5-12) . 

.--------E:)(Port Module to F"Ue?---------, 

c:::E:J []1=::J [EIl1 R __ I []'@ I ~ TO. SW.t .... II Delete I 
~~ ~::r- &.::..1-.:..------' 

.esP...out • t)(t 
2macros. bak 
an..c::ro.. IlIaC 
.It-•• bak 
de:loc:k. lib 
de: I oc:k2. lib 
"'mo.bell 
demo.mlb 
dormoc:OfOIoI. m I b 
eap.c:f'S) 
hpl ....... 4.do-v 
Of""'c.d.lo8 
orc: .... _.cI.t 
orc.cIpc:b. ov I 
pcb.bef' 
PCb.c:f'g 
plooc:ecl.bell 
.clt.bc:of' 
.. clt.c:f'g 
tutor3B6.llb 
tutor-3B6.lftlb 
tutor:3B6 ... ck 
tutororc: • .,.t 

01 ... ctorw 

I 

Figure 5-12. The Export Module to File dialog box. 

3. Enter lOPINCON. EXP in the entry box below the 
Files list box. The .EXP extension is not required, but it 
is helpful when you want to identify or find the file. 

4. Select OK. Edit Layout writes the file in the directory 
specified in the Current Working Directoryentry box. 
The Get Module dialog box displays andlOPINCON is 
selected. 

5. Select OK. The 10PINCON module displays in the 
library editor. 



Importing 
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1. Select QUIT Initialize to Library. The Initialize to 
Library File dialog box displays. 

2. Select DEMOCOPY.MLB from the Files list box and 
select OK. The Get Module dialog box displays, and the 
modules in DEMOCOPY.MLB display in the Module 
Name list box. 

3. Enter NEWITEM in the entry box below the Module 
Name list box. 

4. Select Import. The Import Module from File dialog box 
displays (figure 5-13) . 

.--------I-'"'"t t1ocUl. f' ........ 1'"11.'1---------. 

CE:J [5IJ IE8J I R_I C5J I Suspend To SWSt .... , , Dorl.t. , 

~~ !!:'" .... 1 •• ;..;;,. ___ --' 

.. sp....QUt.t>et 
l0p1ncon ...... 
a.n.c:ro •• b8k 
2Jn~.",.c; 
.It-•• b8k 
dcloc:k. 1 ib 
dcl0ck2.Ub 
demo.bdl 
delnCl.",lb 
democ:opw. ",I b 
•• P.cf"g, 
..... 1 .............. " 
..... c:ad. log 
..... cade_.dat 
.....caclF>dD. 0\11 
pcb.bef' 
pcb.cf'g 
plac:ed.bdl 
.... t.bcf' 
.c:lt.cf'g 
tut ..... 3EI6. lib 
tut ..... 3EI6. ",Ib 
tutor3El6. sch 
tutor ..... c ..... t 

C: 'ORaD'TUTOR 

Figure 5-13. The Import Module from File dialog box. 

5. Enter * . EXP in the Filter entry box. Only files with a 
.EXP extension display in the Files list box. 

6. Select lOPINCON.EXP in the Files list box, then select 
OK. The exported module is imported into 
DEMOCOPY.MLB and receives the name NEWITEM. 
The Get Module dialog box displays and NEWITEM is 
selected. 
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~ NOTE: NEWITEM is stored in memory only. You must select 
QUIT Update Library File to save NEWITEM in 
DEMOCOPY.MLB. 

Deleting exported 
modules 

7. Select OK. NEWlTEM displays in the library editor. 

8. Select QUIT Update Library File to save the module. 

9. Verify that NEWITEM is in DEMOCOPY.MLB. Select 
GO TO FUNCI'ION Module Selection. The Get Module 
dialog box displays and NEWITEM is selected in the 
Module Name list box. 

10. Select OK. The module displays in the library editor. 

After you import a module into a library and save it, you 
can delete the exported module file. Follow these steps to 
delete 10PINCON.EXP: 

1. Select QUIT Initialize to Library. The Initialize to 
Library File dialog box displays. 

2. Enter * . EXP in the Filter entry box. Only files with a 
.EXP extension display in the Files list box. 

3. Select lOPINCON.EXP in the Files list box and select 
Delete. The file is deleted from the disk and removed 
from the list box. 

4. Select Close to return to the library editor. 



Creating a module 

Starting a new module 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

As your design needs increase, you may require a module for 
your board layout that is not available in any of the 
supplied OrCAD module libraries. You use the library 
editor in Edit Layout to automatically create complex pad 
arrays and edit all objects in a module. 

In this section you learn 
how to design a module by 
creating 7PINDEMO, a 
seven pin connector with 
two mounting holes. When 
you are done with the 
exercises, the finished 
module looks like 
figure 5-14. 

:::::: : :r.:e:f:e:r.:e:n:c:e::::: : .. " 

:: ::::::.:.:.:.:::::: .. gv ..................... ~ 
:: ::::::::.:.:.:::::::: 
'" . 
: : : : : : : : : : : :v:e: 1 :u:e: : : : : : : : : : ....... , .............. , ....... . 
:: : : : : : : : : :m:o:d:u] :8:: :: : : : : : 

Figure 5-14. The finished 
7PINDEMO module. 

1. Select QUIT Initialize to Library. The Initialize to 
Library File dialog box displays. 

2. Enter * . MLB in the Filter entry box. A list of module 
libraries displays in the Files list box. 

3. Select DEMO.MLB from the list and select OK. The Get 
Module dialog box displays and the modules in 
DEMO.MLB display in the Module Name list box. 

4. Enter 7PINDEMO in the entry box below the Module 
Name list box and select OK. 

This assigns the filename 
7PINDEMO to the current 
editing session. The library 
editor displays, containing 
the three text strings shown 
in figure 5-15. 

. reference' . ....... 
'\I'allJe' 

: : :m:o:d:u:l :e: : ~ : 

Figure 5-15. Module property· 
placeholders. 

These three text strings are module properties associated 
with every module, and they automatically display in the 
library editor when you create a new module. These 
properties are placeholders for values that are associated 
with the module when it is loaded from a netlist and 
placed in Edit Layout. 
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The "reference" placeholder receives the reference 
designator that is assigned to the schematic symbol for the 
module in Draft. The "value" placeholder receives the 
schematic part value, such as "10K" for a resistor. The 
"module" placeholder receives the module filename, 
which is 7PINDEMO. 

Before you begin laying out your new module, note some 
preset library editor preferences. Preferences are saved 
with the module when you save the file. 

1. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box displays. 
The following options are automatically enabled 
whenever you start a new module: 

.:. Outline tracks. This displays segments as outlined 
objects, which makes them easier to edit. 

.:. Stay On Grid. You should always use a grid to layout a 
module. Manually routing and autorouting tracks 
between module pads in Edit Layout is more efficient 
when module pads are placed on a grid . 

• :. Crosshair Cursor. This displays a pointer with a full
screen cross hair, which makes it easier to align objects . 

• :. Allow Edits of Module Objects. When this is enabled 
you can select individual module objects . 

• :. Grid Size is set at 0.025000" (25 mils). 

2. Select a different grid dot color in Dots if you want to 
make the grid dots more visible. Select black to make 
the grid dots invisible. 

3. Select Layer. The Layer dialog box displays. Note that 
SilkScreen Component is selected as the current layer. 

4. To display the Silkscreen Component layer in another 
color, select Other Colors/Enables/ ... to display the 
Other Colors/Enables/ ... dialog box. 

5. Select another display color in SilkScreen Component, 
then select OK to return to the Layer dialog box. 

6. Select OK to close the Layer dialog box, then select OK 
to close Global Options. 



Changing the view of 
the display 

Drawing methods 

Drawing the outline 
with 90 degree comers 

Chapter 5: Creating board modules 

You place non-copper module graphic objects, like its 
outline, on the SilkScreen Component layer when you want 
these graphic objects silkscreened to the Component Copper 
side of the board. 

1. Move the pointer to (0.2250", 0.0250") and select 
WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Move the pointer and stretch the zoom window to 
(1.1500",0.6500"), then select Window Zoom End. The 
display zooms to the selected area. 

This tutorial describes two methods for drawing the module 
outline. You can perform either one of these procedures, or 
both if you wish: 

.:. Drawing the outline with 90 degree corners, then 
placing four arcs and modifying the rectangular outline . 

.:. Drawing the outline with orthogonal arc corners. 

Use the arrow keys to move the pointer for these 
procedures-it makes it easier to follow the coordinates. 

1. Move the pointer to (0.4000", 0.4000") and select 
ORIGIN. Setting the origin where you begin the module 
outline makes it easier to see that it is drawn to scale. 

2. From (0.0000",0.0000"), select PLACE Outline Begin. 

3. Move the pointer to the right to (0.7000", 0.0000"). The 
outline segment stretches with the pointer. 

4. Select Begin, then draw the segment down to 
(0.7000", 0.2000"). 

5. Select Begin, then draw the segment to the left to 
(0.0000", 0.2000"). 

6. Select Begin, then draw the segment up to 
(0.0000", 0.0000"). 

7. Select End to complete the rectangular outline. Press 
<Esc> to dismiss the PLACE menu. The outline looks 
like figure 5-16. 
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~~~~r~~~~~~~~~6~~~ ~ ~ ~ : : : 
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. .. . ...... . 
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Figure 5-16. The module outline. 

The four corners of this module outline need to be changed to 
a 0.050" radius. Follow these steps to add a circle 
constructed of four separate arcs: 

1. Move the pointer to (0.3000",0.1000"). 

2. Select PLACE Circle. 
An X-shaped cursor 
displays in the center 
of the pointer 
(figure 5-17). The 'X' 
represents the center of 
the circle. 

. .......... I ... . 
::::::::::~.::: 

------------~.----: ::::: ::::: I':::: 
Figure 5-17. The PLACE 
Circle cursor. 

3. Select Set. The Edit Circle dialog box displays 
(figure 5-18). 
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,..---------Edit Circl.---------, 
c:E:l'e.ncel "Glebal "e:- Tool EdUcr , 

L_ 

l~st~~~~d=si=lk=~==.~.n~.----------------------~I~ 
Cent_ )(1 I 
Cent_ vi I 
..... i ... I I 
~l __ Circl. As F" ...... Arc. 

Figure 5-18. The Edit Circle dialog box. 

4. Enable Place Circle As Four Arcs, then select OK. 
Circles created with this option enabled are built with 
four 90° arc segments, which can be individually 
moved. 

5. Select Begin. Move the pointer to the right to 
(0.3500", 0.1000"). The circle enlarges as the pointer 
moves. 

6. Select End to complete the circle. Notice that another 
'X' cursor appears in the center of the pointer, 
indicating you can place another circle. 

7. Press <Esc> twice to dismiss 
the PLACE Circle menu. The 
circle looks like figure 5-19. 

When objects display with outlined 
segments it is easier to see the end 
points of each segment. The four 
small circles inside the outlined 
circle are the overlapping end 
points for the four arcs. 

'0'" . . . . . . 
· . . . 
· . . . . 

· " 

Figure 5-19. Finished 
circle, showing arc 
endpoints. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Place the pointer at 
(0.3000",0.0500") and 
select MOVE. The 
upper left arC moves 
with the pointer 
(figure 5-20). 

Move the arc to 
(0.0500", 0.0000"). The 
endpoints of the arc 
align with the top and 
left outline segments 
(figure 5-21). 

Select Place to position 
the arc. 

Use the same 

. R.:;L: . . . Ui:---O 
Figure 5-20. Moving the upper 
left arc. 

lV-
h 
v 

procedures to move the 
three remaining arcs to 
their respective outline Figure 5-21. Magnified view of 
corners, aligning the arc placement. 
endpoints with the outline segments. The module looks 
like figure 5-22. 

?:,. .~ 

~. 

Figure 5-22. The module outline with an arc in each corner. 



Deleting the 90 0 corners 
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Now that the arcs are in each corner, you need to delete the 
90° corners from the outline. Perform these steps: 

1. Move the pointer to (0.0000", 0.0500"). This places the 
pointer on the lower endpoint of the upper left arc. 

2. Select CUT. This cuts the left straight outline segment 
into two segments, and "Cut" displays at the bottom of 
the screen. 

3. Move the pointer to (0.0500",0.0000"), the other 
endpoint for the arc, and select CUT. The top outline 
segment is cut into two segments at the pointer location. 

4. Move the pointer to 
(0.0000", 0.0000"). The 
pointer is on the 
intersection of the left 
and top cut outline 
segments (figure 5-23). 

5. Select DELETE. One of 
the cut outline segments 
is deleted. 

6. Select DELETE again to 
delete the other cut 

Figure 5-23. Pointer position to 
delete cut segments. 

outline segment. You delete a segment by placing the 
pointer anywhere along its length and selecting 
DELETE. 

6 NOTE: If you have objects intersecting at one point but you 
do not want to delete all of them, do not try to delete an 
object at the intersection-you will probably delete the 
wrong one. If you delete the wrong object, select UNDELETE 
to recover it. 
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Now the upper left comer 
of the outline looks like 
figure 5-24. 

7. Cut and delete the 90° 
outline segments from 
the three remaining 
comers, using the 
procedures previously 
described. 

After making these 
revisions, the completed 
module outline looks like 
figure 5-25 . 

.... ·r······ ...... . 
:r:e: . :e:r:e:n:c:e: 

. . ..... 

:V· :a' : 1 :u' :e' : . . . . . . 

:m' :0' :d :u: : I :e' : . . . . . . . 

~. 

~. 

Figure 5-24. Enlarged view of 
corner after deleting 90 0 

segments. 

.~ 

Figure 5-25. The completed module outline. 
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1. If you already drew the outline using the previous 
procedures, delete the outline and start with step 3 (you 
do not need to set the origin again). If you skipped to 
this section to draw the outline, start with step 2. 

2. Move the pointer to (0.4000",0.4000") and select 
ORIGIN. Setting the origin where you begin the module 
outline makes it easier to see that it is drawn to scale. 

3. Move the pointer to (0.0500",0.0000") and select 
PLACE Outline. 

4. Select Set. The Edit Outline Segment dialog box 
displays. 

5. Select the Drawing Method droplist button to display 
the selections in the droplist box. 

6. Select Draw Orthogonal Arc Comers, then select OK. 

7. Select Begin and draw the segment to the right, then 
down to (0.7000", 0.0500"). The segment automatically 
draws an arc as you move the pointer down. 

8. Select Begin, then draw the segment down to 
(0.7000",0.1500"). The outline looks like figure 5-26. 

module 

Figure 5-26. Drawing the outline with arc corners. 

9. Select Begin and move the pointer down, then to the 
left to (0.6500",0.2000") to draw the second arc 
segment. 
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10. Select Begin and move the pointer to the right to 
(0.0500", 0.2000"). 

11. Select Begin and move the pointer left, then up to 
(0.0000",0.1500") to complete the third arc segment. 

12. Select Begin and move the pointer up to 
(0.0000",0.0500"). 

13. Select Begin and move the pointer up, then to the right 
to (0.0500", 0.0000"). 

14. Select End to complete the module outline. Press <Esc> 
to dismiss the PLACE menu. The outline looks like 
figure 5-25. 



Adding holes 
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Follow these steps to add the two mounting holes: 

1. Select PLACE Hole to display a hole. 

2. Select Set to display the Edit Hole dialog box 
(figure 5-27) . 

.------------E.Ut Hoi. -----------, 

CE:l~ 'Globel' 
cent.,.. x p:1 ==~ 
cent.,.. Y ..... 1 __ -' 

0.-.1.11 O.l._t.,.. 
Ie. 111&_ Irg]' 0.-.1.11 List Editor , 

Figure 5-27. The Edit Hole dialog box. 

3. Select the Drill 
Diameter droplist 
button to display its 
drop list box, as shown 
at right. 

4. Select 0.0800. The 
droplist box closes and 
0.0800 displays as the 
new drill diameter. 

Drill Diameter 
10.0500 I~ 

0.0400 ~ 
0.0420 
0.0450 ~ 
""'l.OSOO 
0.0520 
0.0800 
0.0940 
0.1000 
0.1200 ~~ 
0.1280 
0.1300 

5. Select OK. The hole is now larger. 

6. Move the pointer to (0.0500",0.1000") and select Place. 
Another hole displays. 
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7. Move the second hole to (0.6500",0.1000") and select 
Place. 

B. Press <Esc> twice to dismiss the PLACE menu. The 
module looks like figure 5-2B. 

v. ... 

~. 

::'\ 
:Q 
·8 

.~ 

Figure 5-28. The module, with mounting holes added. 

Placing the pad array The library editor has a powerful pad array generator that 
makes the task of laying out complex sets of module pads an 
easy task. 
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The module needs seven pads e e e e 
placed in two rows, with the three 
pads in the bottom row offset so e e e 
they are centered beneath the pads 
in the top row. See the illustration at right. Follow these 
steps to create this seven pin pad array: 

1. Select PLACE Pad to display a pad. 

2. Select Set. The Edit Pad dialog box displays 
(figure 5-29). 
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.------------EdJ.t Pad----------....., 
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Figure 5-29. The Edit Pad dialog box. 

Note the values in the Pad Symbol drop list box. The values 
describe the size, shape, and drill hole size of the selected 
pad. Refer to figure 5-30 for more information on these pad 
symbol values. 

Pad S!::jmbol 

I 0.0550" >< 0.0550" C) Pad 0.0350" dr.i.ll •• 

Horizontal 
pad size 

Vertical 
pad size 

Pad shape 

() = Oval pad 

[] = Rectangular 
pad 

Drill hole 
size 

Figure 5-30. Description of pad symbol values. 
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Selecting a new pad 
symbol 

The pads for 7PINDEMO require a 0.0450" drill hole, but 
the current pad symbol has a 0.0350" drill hole. Follow 
these steps to select a new pad symbol: 

1. Select the Pad Symbol drop list button to display its 
drop list box. 

2. Select 0.0550" x 0.0550" () Pad 0.0450" drill ##. The 
new pad displays in the Pad Symbol entry box. 



Designing the pad 
array 
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1. Select Pad Array Settings. The Edit Pad Array Settings 
dialog box displays (figure 5-31). 

Ecl1t ~ac:I Arr_ s.ttJ.ngs 

CE]1Canc:e1 Ilpac:l Arr_ AI ......... t I 
.---X Di.-.c:tJ.on V DJ.rection Stwle .............. (p) I I .............. (q) I I .Single~'" 
s.-:J.ne (oc) I I SIp-=J.ne (w)! ! Oou.l/Qo.HocI InLJ.". 

St .... t V.I .... ! 1 I St .... t V.l .... ! I Oc:cr-.nec:t ..... 8t ___ x 

I.........-t I 1 I Ir"ICI"'eMeI'It I I OCcrlnect ..... St ....... v 
,.-........ tion I"· I ,.-........ tJ.on I I 00,1 .. C....,.1..-

.............. 1COAI ...... Uc: O ............. lc .AI ......... UC OC1r-cu1...-
OCri.cI Arr_ 

Stwle ,,-Ie 

~~=-.... 1 

l'" ........ t1on I"· I .x "",Iw 

OVonlW 
Ox then Y 

e Ov then X 

R •• :!ius (,..) I 
Angle (.) I 
St ___ (u)1 

St ___ (;00)1 

Rou Delt • I 
• cent..- (CC) 

OCorner" (QF"P) 

Figure 5-31. The Edit Pad Array Settings dialog box. 

You choose the type of pad array you want from the 
selections in the Style menu. Note that Single Pad is 
selected because you have only one pad placed in the 
library editor. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Style Sample displays an example of the pad array 
chosen in Style, and provides visual aids for configuring 
entry boxes in the menus. A single pad displays in Style 
Sample because Single Pad is selected in the Style 
menu. 

Select the other options in the Style menu and see how 
the sample layout changes in Style Sample. 

2. Select Connector Stagger X. The layout in Style Sample 
displays what you want-you just need to define the 
number of rows, the number of pads in each row, and the 
pad spacing. 
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3. The number of pads in the X direction is 4, so enter 4 in 
the Number (p) entry box in X Direction. 

4. The number of pads in the Y direction is 2, so enter 2 in 
the Number (q) entry box in Y Direction. 

5. The spacing between the pads should be one tenth of an 
inch (0.1000 inch) in both the X and Y direction, so 
leave Spacing (x) in X Direction and Spacing (y) in 
Y Direction at their default values. 

6. The first pad in the array should be pad number 1, and 
the other pad numbers should increment by 1. Leave 
Start Value and Increment in X Direction set at their 
default values. 

7. Leave Numeric as the default selection in X Direction. 
This assigns a numeric value to the pads. Alphabetic 
assigns alphabetic values to the pads, which increment 
according to the value in Increment. 

8. Leave Center Array enabled in Options. This places the 
pointer in the center of the pad array, which makes it 
easier to align the pad array with other objects. 

9. Enter 0 • 0500 in Stagger (w). This staggers the bottom 
row of pads so they are offset 50 mils from the pads in 
the top row. Refer to the sample displayed in Style 
Sample. 

10. The pad array needs seven pads, but there are eight 
pads currently defined (two rows of four pads). Enter -1 
in Row Delta. This deletes the last pad (pad 8) from 
the bottom row of the pad array. 

11. Select OK to close the Edit Pad Array Settings dialog 
box, then select OK to close the Edit Pad dialog box. 

12. The pad array displays in th~ library editor. Move the 
pad array to (0.3500",0.1000"), the center of the 
module. 

13. Select Place. Another pad array displays. Press <Esc> 
or click the right mouse button twice to dismiss the 
additional pad array and the PLACE menu. 



Positioning the 
placeholders 
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Now the module looks like 
figure 5-32. 

r.rer.nee 
value 

module You are almost finished 
designing 7PINDEMO. All 
that is left to do is position 
the three module value 
placeholders. 

~ .•.•.•. ~ 
Figure 5-32. The pad array. 

It is recommended that you position the module value 
placeholders close to the module outline. If you place 
modules close together on a board, it is easier to select the 
correct module value if you keep the placeholders close to 
the module outline. 

Follow these steps to position the module placeholders: 

1. Make sure Silkscreen Component is the current layer. 

2. Place the pointer in the center of "value" and select 
MOVE. 

3. Move the placeholder to the position shown in 
figure 5-32 and select Place. 

4. Perform the same steps for "module" and "reference," 
placing them as shown in figure 5-33. 

,. "'f" , .. , ... , .. , 
:r:e: : :e:r:e:n:c:e: .. : •...• : •. 

. ... . . ... . 
· ......... . •. :.':.' · ... ... . 

,~ 

:CB 
.;J 

:v' :a' : I :u' :e' : 
• • 10 • • • 

:m' :0' :d :u: : I :e' : . . . . . . . 

Figure 5-33. The positioned module placeholders. 
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You are now ready to save the finished module. Select 
QUIT Update Library File to save 7PINDEMO in the 
DEMO library. 

Select QUIT Leave Library Editor to return to the board 
editor in Edit Layout. The module you just designed remains 
in the library editor while you work in Edit Layout, even if 
you load another board file. 

NOTE: You can also return to the Edit Layout board editor 
from the library editor by selecting GO TO FUNCTION, 
then selecting Board Editor from the menu. 

In this chapter you learned how to load, edit, and create a 
module using the library editor. 

The next chapter describes how to begin a board layout by 
loading a netlist and placing modules on the TUTOR board. 



CHAPTER 6 

Placing the 
board 

TUTOR 

About layout 
placement 

The most critical part of the PC board design process is 
placing the modules on the board. During module 
placement, some of the important considerations are: 

.:. Placing modules so tracks between pads on a net are as 
short as possible 

.:. Placing modules so their physical size and location on 
the board does not interfere with other PC boards or 
components in the assembled instrument 

.:. Isolating modules that create electrical interference or 
generate excessive heat 

This chapter introduces you to the processes used to create 
the TUTOR board layout. In this chapter you learn how to: 

.:. Load the Edit Layout template file 

.:. Draw a board outline 

.:. Load a netlist 

.:. Display Edit Layout placement aids 

.:. Place modules 

.:. Edit module placement 

.:. Place other board objects 

If you want to do this part of the tutorial at another time 
and proceed to Chapter 7: Routing the TUTOR board, select 
QUIT Initialize Board File, then select PLACED.BDt and 
proceed to chapter 8. 

PLACED.BD1 represents how the TUTOR board appears 
when you complete this chapter. 
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To begin this part of the tutorial you load the Edit Layout 
template, which is an empty file with predefined 
configurations. 

Follow these steps to load the Edit Layout template file: 

1. From Edit Layout, select QUIT Initialize Board File. 
The Initialize Board File dialog box displays. 

2. Delete the filename from the entry box beneath the 
Files list box, then press <Enter>. 

3. Select OK. The template loads into Edit Layout. 

Follow these steps to set some options for Edit Layout: 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Enable Outline Pads. 

3. Enter 0.025000 in the Grid Size entry box to set a 25 
mil grid. 

4. Select OK. 

5. Select ZOOM Set Scale. The Set Zoom Scale dialog box 
displays. 

6. Enter 14 in the Scale entry box, then select OK. The 
new zoom scale displays at the bottom of the screen, 
next to the pointer coordinates. 



Drawing the 
board outline 

II Tip II 
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You define the shape and size of the board by drawing an 
outline. Follow these steps to draw the TUTOR board 
outline: 

NOTE: Use a combination of the <Ctrl> key and the arrow 
keys to draw the board outline. The <Ctrl> key causes the 
pointer to move five grid spaces at a time. The arrow keys 
make it easier to follow the coordinates. You must release 
the <etrl> key before you select Begin. 

1. Select ,. LAYER to set All Layers as the current layer. 
This places the outline on all board layers. 

2. Use the arrow keys to move the pointer to 
(0.7500", 0.2500"). 

3. Select PLACE Outline Begin. 

4. Hold down the <Ctrl> and right arrow keys to draw 
the first outline segment to (7.1250", 0.2500"). 

5. Select Begin, then use the down arrow key to draw a 
segment to (7.1250", 3.3750"). 

6. Select Begin, then use the left arrow key to draw a 
segment to (0.7500", 3.3750"). 

7. Select Begin, then use the up arrow key to draw a 
segment to (0.7500", 0.2500"). 

8. Select End to complete the board outline. 

You can draw two sides of a rectangular board outline at the 
same time. Select PLACE Outline Begin where you want 
the upper left corner of the outline, then move the pointer 
down and to the right-the outline segment automatically 
bends to follow the pointer. 

Select New where you want the lower right corner of the 
board outline, then select Begin to start a new segment. 
Move the pointer up and to the left to the beginning of the 
board outline-the outline segment automatically bends to 
follow the pointer. 

Select End to complete the board outline. 
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Defining a netlist 
block and selecting 

TUT0R386.NET 

Now that you completed the TUTOR board outline, you are 
ready to load the netlist. 

NOTE: You must have TUT0R386.MLB as the configured 
module library. If you did not configure TUTOR386.MLB in 
the Configuring PC Board Layout Tools section of chapter 5, 
save this file as TUTOR.BD1, quit Edit Layout, and 
configure TUTOR.MLB using the instructions in chapter 5. 

When a netlist is loaded, the modules assigned to the parts 
on the schematic are loaded into the board layout and nets 
are assigned to the appropriate pads on the modules. A net 
is a common signal name shared by two or more module pads 
ona board. 

Before you load the netlist, you define a block to load the 
modules into and specify the netlist filename. 

1. Select GO TO 
FUNCTION. The menu 
at right displays. 

2. Select Netlist Loader. 

3. Move the pointer to 
(0.7500",3.3750"), the 
lower left corner of the 
board outline. 

Pad Symbol Editor 
Via Symbol Editor 
Copper Tool Editor 
Drill List Editor 
Net Property Editor 
Library Editor 
Autorouter 
Netlist Loader 
Printing and Plotting 
Macro Maintenance 

4. Select Block Begin, then move the pointer to 
(8.5000", 6.2500"). A bounding box stretches to follow 
the pointer. The modules loaded from the netlist are 
placed inside the block area. 

5. Select Block End. The Load Netlist File dialog box 
displays (figure 6-1). 
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Figure 6-1. The Load Netlist File dialog box. 

6. Select TUTOR386.NET from the Files list box, then 
select OK. The Nellisl Load Options dialog box 
(figure 6-2) displays. 
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Figure 6-2. The Netlist Load Options dialog box. 

7. Select OK to accept the default configurations in the 
N ellisl Load Options dialog box. The netlist loads and 
modules display in the area defined by the block. 
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The netlist loader spaces the modules evenly inside the 
block, and uses the size of the block to calculate the 
amount of space between the modules. If the defined 
block is small, some of the modules may overlap. 
Making a large netlist block minimizes the number of 
overlapping modules. 

B. Pan the display, if necessary, until the board outline 
and all modules display. 

Figure 6-3 shows how your board layout appears after 
loading TUTOR3B6.NET. 
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UI( 11K 111< BTl '.lIC 
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Figure 6-3. The TUTOR board, after loading TUTOR386.NET. 



About module 
placement 

Placement aids 
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There are thirty modules to place on the TUTOR board: 
eight capacitors, eight resistors, six display chips, four 
integrated circuits, two switches, one transistor, and one 
battery. 

When you place modules on a board, you must consider the 
electrical relationships among the modules. Ideally, all 
modules sharing common nets are placed together so tracks 
between the modules are as short as possible. Complex 
circuits make this difficult to accomplish, so you usually 
achieve optimum placement by using visual placement 
aids. Placement aids display circuit connectivity, which 
describes the electrical paths that the nets make through 
the modules on the board. 

Edit Layout provides two visual aids to help you determine 
optimum module placement: 

.:. Ratsnest 

.:. Force vector 

Ratsnest A ratsnest is a straight line visual connection between two 
or more pads in a layout that are electrically, but not 
physically, connected. 

Force vector A force vector is a single vector representing the 
mathematical sum of all the ratsnest vectors for a module. 
The length of the vector indicates the length of the routes 
and how close to optimum a module's position is on the 
board. The goal is to place the module so the vector is as 
short as possible. 
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1. Place the pointer above and to the left of the modules, 
then select BLOCK. 

2. Enclose all the modules in a Delete Block 

block by moving the pointer Move Block 

below and to the right of the Drag Block 

group and selecting Block End. RatsNest Block 

The menu at right displays. Module Snap Block 

3. Select RatsNest Block. All modules in the block 
display their ratsnest connections (figure 6-4). 

Figure 6-4. Ratsnest of the TUTOR layout. 

1. Position the pointer so it is not on any of the modules. 

2. Select X SHOW RATSNEST. The ratsnest is removed 
from the display and the message "Show RatsNest 
Cleared" displays in the lower right corner. 



Displaying force 
vectors 

Turning off force vectors 
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1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Enable Show Force Vectors, then select OK. All 
modules display their force vectors (figure 6-5). 

Figure 6-5. Force vectors for the TUTOR layout. 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Disable Show Force Vectors, then select OK. The force 
vectors do not display. 
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This tutorial describes two methods for placing the modules 
on the TUTOR board. The method you select is a matter of 
personal preference. Refer to the section describing the 
method you wish to use. The two methods are described 
below. 

Coordinate placement-You select the module reference 
designator from the Place Module dialog box, then enter its 
Block X, Block Y, and Angle values shown in table 6-1 into 
the Set Block Parameters dialog box. 

Dynamic placement-You select the module reference 
designator from the Place Module dialog box, then rotate 
the module, if specified, and use the mouse and arrow keys 
to move it to the coordinates shown in table 6-1. 

Follow these steps to place the modules by entering the 
values from table 6-1: 

1. Select PLACE Module. The Place Module dialog box 
displays (figure 6-6). 

Place Module? 
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C2 
C3 
C4 
C6 
C6 
C7 
ce 
01 
02 
D3 
D4 
D6 
DEi 
Q1 Rl 
R2 
R3 
R4 
RIO 
R6 
R7 
R8 
81 
52 

~ 
Ul 
U2 
U3 

I I 

Figure 6-6. The Place Module dialog box. 

2. Select BTl, the first item in the Module Name list box, 
then select OK. The pointer jumps to the module and 
the module is ready to move. 
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3. Select Set. The Set Block Parameters dialog box 
displays. 

4. Enter the value in the Block X column of table 6-1 into 
the Block X entry box. 

5. Enter the value in the Block Y column of table 6-1 into 
the Block Y entry box. 

6. Enter the value in the Angle column of table 6-1 into the 
Angle entry box if the value in table 6-1 is other than 
zero. 

7. Select OK. The module moves to the specified 
coordinates. Check that the coordinates at the bottom 
of the screen match the entered coordinates. 

8. Select Place. The module is placed and you return to the 
Place Module dialog box. 

9. Repeat steps 2 through 8 for the other modules in the 
list box. 

10. Select Cancel after you place U4, the last module. 

After you place all modules, the layout looks like 
figure 6-7. 

Figure 6-7. The placed TUTOR board. 
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Reference Block X Block Y Angle 
designator value value 

BTl 3.450 2.450 O;(Xl 

Cl 2.200 2.025 0.00 

C2 5.750 2.100 0.00 

C3 3.500 2.025 0.00 

C4 2.100 2.275 0.00 

C5 5.750 1.900 0.00 

C6 5.375 1.B25 1 BO.O 
C7 5.750 ~ 2.300 0.00 

CB 5.B75 1.600 0.00 

D1 1.000 0.525 0.00 

D2 1.650 0.525 0.00 

D3 2.B25 0.525 0.00 

D4 3.450 0.525 0.00 

D5 5.925 0.525 0.00 

D6 6.575 0.525 0.00 

Q1 2.850 2.950 0.00 

R1 3.400 1.Boo 0.00 

R2 2.100 1.Boo 0.00 

R3 2.750 2.025 0.00 
.......... R4 2.750 1.800 0.00 

R5 4.600 1.B25 1BO.0 

R6 2.750 2.500 0.00 

R7 6.050 2.500 180.0 

RB 6.525 1.600 0.00 

51 5.700 2.800 0.00 

52 3.050 2.275 180.0 

Ul 2.250 0.525 0.00 

U2 4.100 0.525 0.00 

U3 4.975 0.525 0.00 

U4 6.225 2.000 0.00 

Table 6-1. Placement coordinates and rotation angles for TUTOR 
board modules. 



Dynamic placement 
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Follow these steps to move the modules to their locations 
using the mouse and arrow keys: 

1. Select PLACE Module. The Place Module dialog box 
displays (figure 6-6). 

2. Select the first module in the list, then select OK. The 
pointer jumps to the module and the module is ready to 
move. 

3. Select> Rotate Clockwise or < Rotate Counter 
Clockwise to rotate the module to the angle shown in 
table 6-1. The module does not need to be rotated if the 
listed angle is 0.00. As you rotate the module, the 
rotation angle displays in the lower right corner of the 
screen. 

4. Using both the mouse and arrow keys, move the module 
to the coordinates listed in table 6-1. Use the 
coordinates that display in the lower left part of the 
screen as a reference. 

5. Select Place. The module is placed and you return to the 
Place Module dialog box. . 

6. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for the other modules in the 
list box. 

7. Select Cancel after you place the last module in the 
list. 

After you place all modules, the layout looks like 
figure 6-7. 
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You placed the modules in their proper locations, but there 
is additional work to be done before the module layout is 
complete. 

The modules display text that is not required for the 
finished layout. Follow these steps to hide specific module 
text for all modules on the board: 

1. Enlarge the view of the layout. Move the pointer to 
(0.7000", 0.2000") and select WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Enclose the board in a zoom window by moving the 
pointer to (7.2000", 3.6000"). 

3. Select Window Zoom End to enlarge the layout view. 

4. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box displays. 

5. Enable Hide Module Value Text, then select OK. Note 
that the module values do not display. 

6. Select SET to display Global Options again. 

7. Enable Hide Module Type Text, then select OK. No 
module type text displays. Refer to figure 6-8. 

R~ R4 
ogo 0ljii'0 

9 000 

ODO Q 
oESo 

Q1 

~o 

Figure 6-8. The TUTOR board, with hidden module text. 



Rotating module text 
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When you placed the modules, these four reference 
designators were rotated when you rotated the modules: 

+ C6 
.:. R5 

.:. R7 

.:. S2 

You need to rotate these reference designators to the same 
orientation as the rest of the reference designators on the 
board. Follow this procedur~: 

1. Place the pointer at (2.7000", 1.7000") and select 
WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Move the pointer to (6.1000", 3.2000") and select 
Window Zoom End to zoom in to the area of the board 
that has the rotated reference designators. 

3. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

4. Enable Allow Edits of Module Objects, then select OK. 

5. Place the pointer in the center of rotated reference 
designator 52 and select MOVE. 

6. Select> Rotate Clockwise to rotate the text 90 degrees 
clockwise. 

7. Select> Rotate Clockwise to rotate the text another 
90 degrees clockwise. This rotates 52 so it is oriented 
properly. 

8 Select Place. 

9. Move the pointer to reference designator R5 and repeat 
steps 5 through 8 for R5. 

10. Repeat steps 5 through 8 for reference designators C6 
and R7. Move R7 up slightly so it is not overlapping S1. 
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Flipping a module to 
the other side of the 

board 

Design requirements or changes may require you to place 
modules on the other side of the board. Follow these steps 
to flip the transistor, Q1, to the other side of the board: 
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1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Disable Allow Edits Of Module Objects, then select OK. 
The entire module is selected when this option is 
disabled. 

3. Place the pointer at (2.9500",2.9500"), the center of the 
middle pad for Q1, and select MOVE. 

4. Select Set to display the Set Block Parameters dialog 
box. 

5. Enable Flip to other side of board, then select OK. 

6. Select Place to place the module on the other side of 
the board. 

The module reference designator and silkscreen outline 
change color to reflect their new layer-the SilkScreen 
Solder layer. 

6 NOTE: When a module flips to the other side of the board 
the module text continues to display in its normal 
orientation, rather than as mirrored text. However, the 
text prints as mirrored text when you enable Mirror Text in 
the Printing and Plotting dialog box. See Chapter 9: 
Printing and Plotting the TUTOR board for more 
information. 



Placing other board 
objects 

Layer marker 
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Now that the modules are properly placed on the board, 
you can identify an area of the board to place these 
additional objects: 

+ Layer marker 

+ Board identification 

.:. Fill zone 

.:. Alignment targets 

A layer marker indicates the number of enabled board 
layers. A rectangular outline containing a layer number is 
automatically placed on each of the enabled layers. 

1. Select PLACE Layer Marker. A 
layer marker displays, as 
shown at right. 11121 

2. Move the layer marker to the left and pan the display 
until the pointer is at (0.9500",3.2500"), then select 
Place to position the layer marker. Another layer 
marker is attached to the pointer. 

3. Press <Esc> or click the right mouse button to dismiss 
the additional layer marker. 
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Drawing the board 
name outline 

Most board layouts have some kind of identification that is 
either copper etched or silkscreened on the outer layers. 
The identification can be a board name or a part number. 

You need to draw a rectangular outline, then place the 
board name inside the rectangle. Follow these steps: 

1. Select LAYER to display the Layer dialog box. 

2. Select SilkScreen Component, then select OK. 

3. Move the pointer to (1.5500", 3.0500") and select 
PLACE Outline Begin. 

4. Draw the outline segment to the right to 
(2.5500", 3.0500") and select Begin. 

5. Draw the segment down to (2.5500",3.3250") and select 
Begin. 

6. Draw the segment to the left to (1.5500",3.3250") and 
select Begin. 

7. Draw the segment up to (1.5500",3.0500") and select 
End to complete the rectangular outline. 



Placing the board name 
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1. Select PLACE Text. The Text entry box displays. 

2. Enter TUTOR BOARD. The text string displays. 

3. Select Set. The Edit Text dialog box displays 
(figure 6-9). 
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Rotation Step Anglel 9IIl·_1 

Figure 6-9. The Edit Text dialog box. 

II!) 

4. Enter O. 0750 in the Character Height entry box, then 
select OK. The text displays at its new size. 

5. Move the text to (2.0500",3.2000") and select Place. 
The Text entry box displays. 

6. Press <Esc> or click the 
right mouse button to 
dismiss the Text entry 
box. The completed 
board identification 

II TUTOR ~BOARD II 
looks like the illustration at right. 
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Placing a fill zone A fill zone is a copper-filled area of the board that can be 
assigned a net name. Fill zones are commonly used to 
provide additional circuit grounding on the board. 

You need to place a fill zone on the Solder Copper layer and 
assign it to GND, the ground net. Follow these procedures: 

Creating the fill zone 1. Select I OTHER until Solder Copper displays as the 
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current layer. 

2. Select PLACE Fill Zone, then move the pointer to 
(2.6000", 3.0500") and select Begin. 

3. Draw the zone segment to the left to (0.8000",3.0500") 
and select Begin. 

4. Draw up to (0.8000", 1.5000") and select Begin. 

5. Draw right to (1.4250", 1.5000") and select Begin. 

6. Draw down to (1.4250",2.4000") and select Begin. 

7. Draw right to (2.2250",2.4000") and select Begin. 

8. Draw up to (2.2250",2.1750") and select Begin. 

9. Draw right to (2.6000",2.1750") and select Begin. 

10. Draw down to (2.6000",3.0500") and select End to 
complete the fill zone outline. 

11. Select SET to display 
the Global Options 
dialog box. 

12. Enable Show Copper 
Pour, then select OK. 
The fill zone displays 
as a solid, filled 
polygon, as shown in 
figure 6-10. 

13. Place the pointer at 
(1.9000",2.0000") and 
select WINDOW 
ZOOM. 

Figure 6-10. 
The completed fill zone. 
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zone/pad isolation 
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14. Move the pointer to (2.7000",2.5000) and select 
Window Zoom End to zoom in to the area around the 
fill zone and module C4. 

Even though the zone is a 
filled area, Edit Layout 
automatically isolates the 
C4 pad from the zone, as 
shown in the illustration at 
right. Edit Layout 
maintains isolation 
between these copper 
objects because they are on 

o 

the same layer and they are not assigned to the same net. 

The amount of isolation is specified in Copper To Copper 
Spacing in the Global Options dialog box. The default 
value is 0.0150. 

Follow these steps to determine the assigned net for the 
pad surrounded by the fill zone: 

1. Move the pointer to (2.5000", 2.2750"), the center of the 
pad. 

2. Select INQUIRE. The following message displays at 
the bottom of the screen: 

C4 2 gnd Pad: 0.0940· x 0.0940· 

The pad is part of the GND net. 
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Assigning a net to 
the fill zone 

1. Place the pointer at (2.6000",2.1750"), the upper right 
corner of the fill zone, and select EDIT. The Edit Zone 
Segment dialog box displays (figure 6-11). 
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Figure 6-11. The Edit Zone Segment dialog box. 

2. Select Zone Properties. The Edit Zone Properties dialog 
box displays (figure 6-12). 
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Figure 6-12. The Edit Zone Properties dialog box. 
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3. Select GND from the Net Names list box and select OK. 
This assigns the GND net to the fill zone and closes the 
Edit Zone Properties dialog box. 

4. Select OK to close the Edit Zone Segment dialog box. 

The pad and fill zone are 
now assigned to the same 
net and are automatically 0 
connected, with thermal 
relief created between the 
pad and the zone. See the 
illustration at right. 

Viewing thermal relief Follow these steps to change how thermal relief displays 
between the pad and zone: 

1. Select SET. The Global Options dialog box displays. 

2. Disable Outline Pads. 

3. Enable Show Drill Hole, then select OK. 

The thermal relief 
area looks like the 
illustration at right. 

4. Select SET to display 0 
the Global Options 
dialog box. 

5. Enable Outline Pads. 

6. Disable Show Drill Hole, then select OK to restore the 
previous display settings. 

Refer to the PC Board Layout Tools 386+ Reference Guide 
for a description of thermal relief. 
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Placing alignment 
targets 

You use alignment targets as visual aids for aligning 
separately plotted board layers when you check the board 
design or when the board is fabricated .. 

Use this procedure to change the zoom scale so you can view 
the entire board, then place two alignment targets outside 
the board outline: 

1. Select ZOOM Set Scale. 

2. Enter 13 in the Scale entry box and select OK. The 
entire board displays. 

3. Select" LAYER to set All Layers as the current layer. 

4. Select PLACE Alignment Target. A -$
default alignment target displays, as 
shown at right. 

5. Select Set. The Edit Alignment Target dialog box 
displays (figure 6-13). 

,..---------E.Ut Ali~t T..__t--------, 

c:E:J I C..-.c:.1 II Glot..l II Copper Tool Editcr I 

I I~ 
Copp.,... Tool 

ISt .... dr-d Silk Screen I~ 
AI.I._t T..__t Stwl. 
Ic....osshail'" Sinole IE] 
R .... ius I e.2S4iI0! 
Cent.,... xl ! 
Cent .... vi ! 

Figure 6-13. The Edit Alignment Target dialog box. 

6. Enter 0.1500 in the Radius entry box. 

7. Select the Alignment Target Style droplist button to 
display its droplist box. 



Saving your work 

Summary 
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8. Select Crosshair Double from the 
droplist box, then select OK. The ~ 
alignment target is smaller, with two ~ 
concentric circles; as shown at right. 

9. Move the pointer to (0.5000", 0.2500") and select Place. 
Another alignment target is attached to the pointer. 

10. Move the pointer to (7.3750",3.5750") and select Place 
to position the second alignment target. 

11. Press <Esc> or click the right mouse button to dismiss 
the additional alignment target. 

You are finished placing the TUTOR board, but before you 
proceed to the next chapter you need to save your work. 
Follow these steps: 

1. Select QUIT Update Board File. The Write Board File 
dialog box displays. This dialog box displays because 
you loaded the Edit Layout template file at the 
beginning of this chapter, and Edit Layout requires that 
you save your work to a new filename. 

2. Enter TUTOR. BDl in the entry box below the Files list 
box, then select OK. TUTOR.BD1 is saved in the current 
working directory. 

In this chapter you learned how to create a board outline, 
load a netlist into Edit Layout, and display ratsnest and 
force vectors as module placement aids. You also learned 
how to place and edit modules and other objects, and how to 
assign a net to a fill zone. 

The next chapter gives you detailed instructions for 
manually routing part of the TUTOR board. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Routing the 
board 

TUTOR 

About manual 
routing 

Getting started 

Zooming in on the 
routing area 

Some boards may be designed so that connections between 
pads on a net must have tracks of a specific length or shape. 
You must place these tracks using manual routing 
techniques. 

In this chapter you use the processes you have already 
learned, and also learn how to: 

.:. Highlight a net to locate routing targets 

.:. Manually route part of the TUTOR board 

.:. Edit routed tracks 

In these exercises you manually route only a portion of the 
TUTOR board. Follow these steps to zoom in on the area 
where you will route the board. 

1. Place the pointer at (1.7500", 1.3000") and select 
WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Move the pointer to (4.5000",3.1000") and select 
Window Zoom End. The enclosed area magnifies to fill 
the screen. 
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Before you start routing the TUTOR board, you need to 
identify module pads that share the same net. Follow 
these steps to highlight net NOOO34, which has two pads: 

1. Select SET to.display the Global Options dialog box .. 

2. Enable Find Highlights, then click OK. Find· 
Highlights highlights an· object. that is located'with 
the FIND command. If the object is a pad attached to a 
net, then the entire net is highlighted. 

3. Select FIND. The Find entry box displays (figure 7-1). 

It 
F"J.nd? 

Figure 7-1. The Find entry box. 

4. Enter? in the entry box. The Find dialog box displays 
(figure 7-2). 

F"1nd? 
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• Net ~ Only OInc:ClllPlet. Net • 
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m1 end 
1 ....... 0_1 
1 ....... 1_1 
1 ....... 2_1 
........ 3_1 
.",.I.nIiI_1 
1,...I.n1_1 
1,...I.n2_1 
1,...l.n3_1 
lsecf/J_1 
l.e<:1_1 
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n0002B 
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nf/Jf/Jf/J36 
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n00037 
nf/Jf/Jf/J3B 
r ••• t_1 
......... 0_1 
......... 1_1 
......... 2_1 

~ 
......... 3-1 
nninlil_1 
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I? I 

Figure 7-2 The Find dialog box. 

5. Select N00034 from the Net Names list box, then select 
OK. Two pads highlight and the pointer jumps to one of 
the pads. 



II Tip II 

Displaying a ratsnest 
for a single pad 
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You can enhance the display of highlighted objects by 
following this procedure: 

1. Select SET to display Global Options. 

2. Note Copper To Copper Spacing to see if it is set at 
0.0150, the default setting. This determines the 
allowable spacing between tracks, pads, vias, and 
testpoints. 

3. Enable Show Highlight Guard. This displays the 
guard zone established with Copper To Copper 
Spacing. 

4. Select Layer, then select Other Colors/Enables/ ... from 
the Layer dialog box. 

5. Change the color for SolderMask Solder to a bright 
color, such as yellow, then select OK. 

6. Select OK to close the Layer dialog box, then select OK 
to close the Global Options dialog box. 

The highlighted pads now display an additional 
yellow band, which is the soldermask guard. 

You can also locate routing targets by displaying a single 
ratsnest between a selected pad and its nearest pad on the 
same net. Follow these steps: 

1. Place the pointer on the highlighted pad for R4. 

2. Select X SHOW RATSNEST. A single ratsnest vector 
displays between the two highlighted pads. 

3. Move the pointer away from any module pad and select 
X SHOW RA TSNEST to clear the ratsnest from the 
display. 
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Creating a new 
copper tool 

You need to create a new copper tool for one of the nets that 
you route later in this chapter. Follow these steps to create 
a copper tool that produces 30 mil wide tracks: 

1. Select GO TO Pad Symbol Editor 
FUNCTION. The menu Via Symbol Editor 

h . h d' 1 Copper Tool Editor 
S own at ng t ISP ays. Drill List Editor 

2. Select Copper Tool 
Editor. The Edit Copper 
Tool dialog box displays 
(figure 7-3). 

Net Property Editor 
Library Editor 
Autorouter 
Netlist Loader 
Printing and Plotting 
Macro Maintenance 

.----------Ed~t CotoPer Tool ----------, 

Widtkl 0.01001 

Figure 7-3. The Edit Copper Tool dialog box. 

3. Enter O. 0300 in the Width entry box. 

4. Select Build Name. The entry box below the Copper 
Tool list box displays 0.0300" width. 

5. Select Add. The new 
copper tool is added to 
the Copper Tool list 
box, as shown in the 
example at right. 

6. Select OK. 

I Build ~ I 

.,.. ou. 
StW'ld.,..d Si lk Scr_n 
StW'ld.,..d T.><t 
StW'ld.,..d Zone 
St~dZoneB~ 



Routing the board 

Setting conditions 

Routing the first track 
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In these exercises you manually route three nets, using a 
variety of routing techniques. 

1. Select SET to display Global Options. 

2. Enable Show Copper And Guard While Routing. This 
displays the copper to copper guard zone while you are 
routing the track. 

3. Select the Drawing Method droplist button to display 
the drop list box. 

4. Select Draw Orthogonal 45 Degree Corners, then select 
OK to close the Global Options dialog box. 

5. Select I OTHER until Solder Copper displays as the 
current routing layer. 

1. Place the pointer in the center of the highlighted pad 
for R4. 

2. Select ROUTE Begin. A ratsnest vector displays, 
indicating the nearest target pad. 

3. Move the pointer to the left to (3.0500", 1.8000"). A 
track segment, displaying its copper to copper spacing 
guard, follows the pointer. 

4. Move the pointer straight down to (3.0500",2.2750"), 
the center of the other highlighted pad (module 52). 
Notice that the segment automatically bends at a 450 

angle. 

5. Select End. The highlight guard disappears and the 
message "N00034: Complete" displays at the bottom of 
the screen, indicating that the net is completely routed. 
You just routed a track. 

6. Move the pointer to an empty part of the display and 
select HIGHLIGHT. This removes the highlight from 
the pads. 
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Routing with vias This time you will route net NOOO37 and place a via. 

1. Select FIND. The previously routed net name, N00034, 
displays in the entry box. 

2. Enter NO 0 0 37. The two net pads are highlighted and 
the pointer jumps to one of the pads. 

3. With the pointer in the center of the highlighted pad 
for Cl, select ROUTE Begin. The ratsnest for the net 
displays. 

4. Move the pointer straight up from the pad, then move 
it to the right to (2.7000", 1.7500"). 

5. Select I OTHER. A via is placed at the pointer location 
and the current routing layer switches from Solder 
Copper to Component Copper. 

Another ra tsnest vector displays, connecting the 
highlighted pad for Cl and the via. This indicates 
that the connection up to the via is a subnet of the 
entire net. 

6. Draw the new segment straight to the right, then down 
to (3.8000", 1.8000"), the other highlighted pad, and 
select End. The message "NOOO37: Complete" displays 
and the track is completed. 



Routing with 
arc segments 
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You can route with arc segments in Edit Layout. Arc 
segments can be used to tightly route around and through 
pads or other objects. Follow these steps to begin a track, 
then change to an arc segment and route around a pad: 

1. Move the pointer to an empty part of the display and 
select HIGHLIGHT to remove the highlight from the 
previously routed pads. 

2. Select FIND, then erase the net name in the entry box 
and enter? to display the Find? dialog box. 

3. Select N00038 from the Net Names list box and select 
OK. Three pads highlight. 

4. Move the pointer to (3.0500",2.9500"), the center of the 
highlighted pad for Q1. 

5. Select ROUTE Begin and draw the segment to the right 
to (3.4500",2.9500"), the highlighted pad for BTL 

6. Select Begin, then draw a segment straight up to 
(3.4500", 2.5500"). 

7. Select Begin, then select Set. The Edit Net Segment 
dialog box displays (figure 7-4). Note that the current 
selection for Drawing Method is Draw Orthogonal 
45 Degree Comers. 

Edit r.t ~t 

[:::E:J I eanc:.1 II Glob.1 II eo..,p ..... Tool Editor-II Vi. SWlnbcI Editor I 

I r.t Pr-oper-t i •• II Zone Pr-oper-ti •• IIModuI. pr-opertie·1 

L_ O'-.... J.nsa ..... thod 

I I(g) 10.-.... Ort~.1 45 0.__ COF"T'ler.1 eJ 
Copper-Tool 
ISt-.clar-d Rout. I~ 
Vi. Swonbol 
ISt ........ d Thr-c>u9h Vi. I~ 
St..-t x I I End X I I 
St..-t Y I I End Y I I 

DAppIW L_ to All r.t s..-nt. & Ar-c:. 

DAppIW L_r- to Like Net SeQMent. & Ar-c:. 

DAppIW L_r- to Like Boar-d r.t ~ts & Ar-c: .. 

DAIOPIW Copper- Tool to All r.t Se ___ ts & Ar-c:s 

DAIOPIW eo..,p .... Tool to Like r.t SeQMent. & Ar-c: .. 

DApPIW eo..,p .... Tool to Like eo .... c:I Net ~t" & Ar-c:" 

DApplw F"i II C-.- Tool to All eo..-c:I Zcne. 

DApph,I F'i11 C.".,..,.. Tool to Lik. Bo..-c:I Z.".... 

DApplW V ... Swonbol to All Net Vi ... 

DAIOPlw Vi. Swonbol to Like r.t Vi •• 

DApPIW VJ.. Swonbol to All eo .... d r.t Vi •• 

DAIOPIW Vi. Swonbol to Like eo .... c:I Net Vi_ 

Figure 7-4. The Edit Net Segment dialog box. 
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8. Select the Drawing Method droplist button to display 
the options in the droplist box. 

9. Select Draw Orthogonal Arc Corners. The droplist box 
closes and the new selection displays. 

10 Select OK to close the Edit Net Segment dialog box. 

11. Move the pointer to the left, 
then up to (3.3500", 2.4500"). 
Notice that the segment 
following the pointer is now an 
arc. See the illustration at 
right. 

12. Select Begin. Move the pointer 
up, then to the right to 
(3.4500",2.3500"). The two arc 
segments follow the contour of 
the large pad. See the 
illustration at right. 

13. Select Begin, then select Set to 
display the Edit Net Segment 
dialog box. 

14. Select the Drawing Method drop list button and select 
Draw Orthogonal 45 Degree Corners from the droplist 
box. Select OK. 

15. Move the pointer up, then right to (3.5000",2.0250"), 
the center of the third highlighted pad. Notice that 
the segment now draws at a 45 degree angle. 

16. Select End to complete this complex track. 

17. Move the pointer away from the pad and select 
HIGHLIGHT. The three finished tracks look like 
figure 7-5. 
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Figure 7-5. The three completed tracks. 
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Running a block 
DRCcheck 

One of the tracks you routed is too close to several pads. The 
allowed clearance between tracks, pads, and vias is 
specified in Copper To Copper Spacing in Global Options. 
The default value is 0.0150 inches (15 mils). 

You locate routing and clearance violations by performing a 
ORe check. ORe stand for Design Rule Check. 

You perform a ORe check two ways in Edit Layout: a whole 
board check and a block check, which checks a selected 
area. Follow these steps to perform a block ORe check: 

1. Move the pointer to (1.9000", 1.6000") and select GO TO 
FUNCTION Autorouter. 

2. Select Block, then move the pointer and stretch the 
bounding box to (3.9000", 3.0000"), enclosing the routed 
area inside the block. 

3. Select Block End. The 
menu shown at right 
displays. 

4. Select Spacing/DRC 
Check Block. The 
dialog box shown at 
right displays. 

5. Select OK to ALL. The 
display zooms in to the 
block area. In a moment 
the dialog box shown at 

Area Autoroute 
Spacing/ORC Check Block 

..-------F'lnl ...... --_-., 

CEJ 
111:II1II1:37 

right displays, showing the number of spacing/ORe 
errors found within the block. 

6. Select OK. DRe markers display, pointing to the 
violated objects. See figure 7-6. 

7. Press <Esc> to dismiss the autorouter menu. 



Identifying ORC 
violations 

Using INQUIRE 
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Rl 

o ,---I ----' 

Figure 7-6. DRC markers indicating violations. 

A ORe marker looks like the example shown at I '\fin I 
right. The converging lines point to the center of 0 
the violated object. 

You identify DRC violations using two commands: 
INQUIRE and JUMP. Both methods are described in the 
following procedures. 

1. Select LAYER to display the Layer dialog box. 

2. Select Comment Layer, then select OK. When Comment 
Layer is the current layer you can easily select DRC 
markers because all other objects assigned to layers are 
not selectable. 

3. Move the pointer to (2.5500", 1.8500") and select 
INQUIRE. The dialog box shown below displays. 

r------ Segmen't SPac:.1.ng Error -------, 

OK I 
.I. 2.51210121. .1..8121121121 

The dialog box identifies the type of violation, and the 
coordinates for the violated object. 

4. Select OK. 
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Viewing the violated 
areas 
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5. Move the pointer to 
(2.7000", 1.7500"), 
the center of the 

V~ .... -=~ ..... D-r-_ ---..., 

I V~. seac:~ ..... E:rr-cr ~ 2._. 1.7I5ee I 
via, and select INQUIRE. The dialog box shown at right 
displays. This dialog box tells that the copper to copper 
spacing zone of the via is violated by another object (a 
via spacing error). 

6. Select OK. 

1. Select JUMP to display the Jump To dialog box. 

2. Select ORCs to 
display all 
design errors in 
the ORCs list 
box, as shown in 
figure 7-7. 

3. Select Segment 
Spacing Error 3, 
then select OK. 

J..- To 

c::E:l1 c..c:.l I OSookln ....... xl 2.7049 ORC. _ORC. Y 1.7581 

PH Sp..:1ng E:r-r-or- 1 
PH Sp..:ing ErrOl'" 2 
s._nt Sp..:ing E:r-r-or- 1 
s._nt Spacing E:r-r-or- 2 
6._nt Spacing E:r-r-or-
Vi. Sp..:ing ErrOl'" 1 

3 

I I 

Figure 7-7. The Jump To dialog box, 
showing design errors. 

The pointer jumps to that ORe marker. Select 
INQUIRE to verify that it is Segment Spacing Error 3, 
then select OK. 

4. Select JUMP and select the other items in the ORCs list 
box to see how you can locate a specific violation. 

You can change the way objects on copper layers display so 
you can view the areas where the design violations 
occurred. Follow these steps: 

1. Zoom in on the area containing the violations by 
placing the pointer at (2.4000", 1.6500") and selecting 
WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Move the pointer to (3.5000", 1.9500") and select 
Window Zoom End. The display magnifies to the 
selected area. 

3. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 
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4. Enable Show Copper And Guard While Drawing, then 
select OK. All copper objects display their copper to 
copper spacing boundaries, as shown in figure 7-8. 

R4 

Figure 7-8. Copper to copper spacing of violated objects. 

The guard band for the track extends inside the guard 
bands for the four marked pads. The guard band for the 
marked via extends inside the adjacent module pad. 

5. Select SET to display Global Options. 

6. Disable Show Copper And Guard While Drawing, then 
select OK. The copper to copper spacing does not 
display. 

The next section describes how to correct DRe errors. 
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board 

Correcting DRC errors 

Drawing a new track 
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After manually routing a board, you may need to edit your 
work to correct DRC errors and make design modifications. 

Follow these procedures to correct the DRC errors described 
earlier in Performing a DRC check: 

1. Select ZOOM Set Scale, then enter 3.25 in the Scale 
entry box and select OK. The display zooms out so you 
can view the entire track that is violating the pads. 

2. Select I OTHER until Solder Copper is the current 
layer. 

3. Move the pointer to (2.2000",2.0250"), a routed pad. 

4. Select ROUTE Begin. A ratsnest vector displays, 
between the pad and the via, indicating the nearest 
subnet routing connection. See the PC Board Layout 
Tools 386+ Reference Guide for a description of subnets. 

5. Draw the segment straight up, then to the right to 
(2.8000", 1.9000") and select I OTHER to place a via 
and switch the routing layer to Component Copper. 

6. Draw the segment to the right to (3.9000", 1.9000"), 
then select New to complete the segment. 

7. Move the pointer to (3.8000", 1.8000"), the routed pad 
for Rl, and select Begin to start another segment. 

8. Draw the segment to (3.7000", 1.9000") and select End. 

o 

The message "NOO037: Complete" displays and the new 
track is complete, as shown in figure 7-9. 

R2 R4 Rl 

Oc:::JO 

Figure 7-9. The old and new tracks for net N00037. 



Deleting the offending 
track 

Running another 
DRCcheck 
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1. Place the pointer at (3.7500", 1.7500"), the junction 
where the horizontal segment for the old track angles 
into the pad for Rl. 

2. Select DELETE to delete one of the segments that 
intersects at the pointer location. 

3. Select DELETE to delete the other intersecting segment. 

4. Select I OTHER to select Solder Copper as the current 
layer. 

5. Move the pointer to (2.4750", 1.7500"), the junction 
where the horizontal segment for the old track angles 
into the pad for Cl. 

6. Select DELETE twice to delete the two segments. 

7. Place the pointer at (2.7000", 1.7500"), the center of the 
via with a DRC marker, and select DELETE. 

8. Select ZOOM Refresh to redraw the display. The old 
track is deleted, but the DRC markers remain. 

Now you can check your work to see if the new track has 
enough clearance from the pads. Follow these steps: 

1. Select GO TO FUNCTION Autorouter. 

2. Select Whole Autoroute Whole Board 

Board. The menu Spacing/DRC Check Whole Board 

shown at right Set Sweep Window 

displays. 

3. Select Spacing/DRC 
Check Whole Board. 
The entire board 
displays, and in a 

0:_:12 

moment the dialog box shown at right displays. The 
number of DRC errors is zero. 

6. NOTE: You can also define a block around the modified 
area and select SpacinglDRC Check Block. 
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4. Select OK to close the dialog box. Pan the display so 
you can view the routed area. The DRe markers are 
removed. 

5. Press <Esc> to dismiss the autorouter menu. 

6. Place the pointer at (1.9500", 1.5000") and select 
WINDOW ZOOM. 

7. Move the pointer to (4.0000",3.1000") and select 
Window Zoom End so the display looks similar to 
figure 7-10. 

R2 
o 0 

C4 
OCJO 

R4 

Figure 7-10. The edited routing area. 

Rl 



Deleting a stub 

Deleting and 
undeleting a track 
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The track you just completed has an unneeded extra 
segment, called a "stub" (see figure 7-10). Delete the stub 
using one of the two methods described below: 

1. Select I OTHER to select Component Copper as the 
current layer. 

2. Place the pointer at (3.9000", 1.9000"), the end of the 
stub, and select DELETE. Remember that deleted objects 
are retained in the undelete buffer. 

Or, use this method: 

1. Select QUIT Cleanup Stubs. The dialog box shown 
below displays . 

.....---------Are You Sl...Ire? --------, 

I Cancel II OK 

Cle.,-,up Stubs? 

NOTE: Deleted stubs will be saved in Undelete bu~~er 

2. Select OK. The stub is deleted from the board, but it is 
retained in the undelete buffer. 

It is easy to delete and undelete an entire track, including 
vias, that connects two pads. Follow this procedure: 

1. Place the pointer at (3.3000", 1.9000"),which positions 
it on a Component Copper segment of the track 
connecting C1 and R1. 

2. Select TRACK DELETE. The entire track, including the 
via, is deleted. 

3. Select UNDELETE. The entire track is recovered. 

6. NOTE: You can also use TRACK DELETE to delete sections 
of a track that have been replaced by rerouted segments. 
See Changing a track path for an example. 
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Changing a track path As you route your board, you usually have tracks that need 
to be rerouted to improve the board layout. 
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1. Place the pointer at (3.8000", 1.8000"), the center of the 
routed pad for Rl, and select ROUTE Begin. 

2. Draw the segment up, then left to (3.4500", 1.6500") and 
select Begin. 

3. Draw the segment to (3.2000", 1.9000") and select End. 
The track looks like· the illustration below. 

4. ~~~:}:~t!~~l::he I ~e~I·~~1 
original track connected 
to Rl. Seethe· 
illustration· at right. 

5~ Select TRACK DELETE. 
The track segments 
delete from the pad to 
the point where the new 
track intersects the 
original segments. 

6. Select ZOOM Refresh to redraw the display. 



Changing track width 
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Some of the nets in the design require wide tracks because of 
the types of signals they carry. Wide power and ground nets 
are common because those signals usually require larger 
copper areas. 

Follow these steps to change the track width for a routed 
net to 0.0300" (30 mils): 

1. Move the pointer to (3.0500",2.1000"), which positions 
it on a track. Note that the track color indicates it is on 
the Solder Copper layer. 

2. Select I OTHER to change the current layer to Solder 
Copper. 

3. Select EDIT. The Edit Net Segment dialog box displays 
(figure 7-11). 

r----------Edit Net Se-"t -----------, 

c::E::l ~ ~ ,Copper Tool Edit."..!!V1a Swri>ol Edit."..! 

I Net Proper-ties I' Zone Proper-ti.. II Modul. Pr __ tie.1 L__ er .... ing _thoc:l 
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ISt .......... d ThrOUlah Vi. I~ 
:St~_~t~X~I==~3~.~~~I--~~~~X-~~3~.~~~I---------~ 
st ... t Y I 2.27601 ~ Y 1.~1 

Do<lpplw Law- to All Net Ba-"t. & Arc .. 

Do<lpplw Lawar to Li~ Net Beeonoont .. & Arc. 

Do<lpplw Law- to Like Board Net Saeonoont .. & Arc .. 

DApplw Copp..- Tool to All ... t Be_t .. & Arc .. 

DAPPlw eopp.r Tool to Like Net Saeonoont .. & Arc .. 

Do<lpplw eopp.r Tool to Like Board Net S4reonotnt .. & Arc .. 

Do<lpplw 1'"111 Ccpper Tool to All Board Zone .. 

Do<lpplw F'i II Ccpper Tool to Lik. So_d Zone. 

DAPPlw Vi. Swmbol to All ... t Vi_ 

DAPPIW Vi. Swm:.ol to Like ... t Vi_ 

DAPPlw Vi. 9wm:.ol to All eo .... d Net Vi ... 

Do<lpplw Vi. Swm:.ol to Like So ... d Net Vi ... 

Figure 7-11. The Edit Net Segment dialog box. 

4. Select the Copper Tool droplist button to display the 
droplist box. Standard Route is highlighted. 

5. Select 0.0300" width. The droplist box closes and the 
new copper tool displays in the dialog box. 

6. Enable Apply Copper Tool to All Net Segments & Arcs, 
then select OK. All segments for the routed net are 
redrawn using the selected 30 mil copper tool. 
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It is time to save your work again before you go to the next 
chapter. Select QUIT Update Board File to save the file as 
TUTOR.BD1. 

In this chapter you learned how to identify routing targets 
and manually route part of the board. You also learned how 
to perform a ORe check and edit tracks. 

The next chapter tells you how to automatically route the 
TUTOR board using the Edit Layout autorouter. 



CHAPTER 8 

Autorouting the 
TUTOR board 

About autorouting 

Preparing for 
autorouting 

Autorouting a board can save you many hours of manual 
routing work by automatically routing connections. 

The autorouter in Edit Layout has many routing options 
that you can select from to successfully route your board and 
enhance the routing results. 

In this chapter you learn how to: 

.:. Place an autoroute zone 

.:. Lock an existing route 

.:. Set routing conditions for a net 

.:. Specify autoroute options 

.:. Autoroute a board 

.:. Optimize an autorouted board 

Before autorouting the board, you need to do these tasks: 

.:. Place an autoroute zone to specify the area of the board 
to autoroute 

.:. Lock a manually routed net so it will not be rerouted 

.:. Specify a different copper tool for autorouting the 
ground net 

.:. Set autorouting options 
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Placing an 
autoroute zone 

The autorouter requires an autoroute zone to define the area 
of the board where the autorouter places tracks on the 
enabled layers. If you do not define a zone, a zone is created 
by the autorouter before routing begins. 

In this tutorial you create an autoroute zone that leaves a 
50 mil border around the edge of the board. The area 
outside the autoroute zone will not contain any copper 
tracks because all tracks stay inside the autoroute zone. 

Follow these steps to create an autoroute zone: 

1. Select ZOOM Set Scale, then enter 13 in the Scale 
entry box and select OK. The entire board displays. 

2. Select ,. LAYER to set All Layers as the current layer. 
The autoroute zone is placed on all board layers when 
All Layers is selected. 

3. Select PLACE Autoroute Zone. 

4. Select Set. The Edit Zone Segment dialog box displays. 

5. Select the Drawing Method droplist button to display 
the droplist box. Draw Orthogonal 45 Degree Comers is 
the current selection. 

6. Select Draw Orthogonal 90 Degree Corners, then select 
OK. 

7. Move the pointer to (0.8000",0.3000"), then select 
Begin. 

8. Draw the zone segment to the right to (7.0750",0.3000") 
and select Begin. 

9. Draw the segment down to (7.0750", 3.3250") and select 
Begin. 

10. Draw the segment left to (0.8000",3.3250") and select 
Begin. 

11. Draw the segment up to (0.8000", 0.3000") and select 
End to complete the autoroute zone. 



Locking an existing 
route 

Chapter 8: Autorouting the TUTOR board 

To prevent the autorouter from changing a critical route 
that you routed manually, you lock the route using the 
following procedure: 

1. Move the pointer to (0.7000",0.2000"), the upper left 
corner of the board, and select WINDOW ZOOM. 

2. Move the pointer to (3.9000", 3.4000") and select 
Window Zoom End, magnifying the left half of the 
board. 

3. With All Layers selected, place the pointer at 
(3.3000", 2.9500"). This places the pointer on the 
segment connecting module Ql and the battery, BTl. 

4. Select EDIT. The Edit Net Segment dialog box 
displays. 

5. Select Net Properties. The Edit Net Properties dialog 
box displays (figure 8-1). N00038, the net name for the 
selected track, is selected in the Net Names list box. 

Edit Net Properti .. s 

CEJ Ic..,., .. 1 I I Global I CE:J I Delet .. Det.ilsll<:oppe.- Tool Editor I 
I FOoo>plw to ALL II Via S~I Editor-

Nomin.1 Cop ....... Tool [JAoootoIW to ALl.. Nets 
IStend .... d Route I~ 
The.-.... I Reli.~ Ccpper Tool []AoootoIW to ALl.. Norts 
Stend .... d Rout .. @] 
Nomine I Via S~I [JAoootoIW to ALl.. Nets 

I I@] 
Relative P.-ior-itwl (21 I DAoootolw to ALl.. Nets 

000 Not Rout. Net DAoootolw to ALL Nets 

000 Not All ..... Net To B. Shov.d OAoootolw to ALl.. Nets 

000 Not All ..... Ri_ And R .. tr-w DAoootolw to Al..l.. Nets 

000 Not AI lou Vi.s DAoootolw to ALl.. Nets 

DVi. R.st.-icted DAoootolw to ALl.. Nets 

I8Il..oc::k E)(istinv Rout .. DAoootolw to ALl.. Nets 

Net ~. I-

1~S0:t ~ 
_S1_1 
_52_1 
RHRS3_1 

~ 
RMIN0_1 
RMIN1_1 
RMIN2_1 

1N00G!l38 I 

Figure 8-1. The Edit Net Properties dialog box. 

6. Enable Lock Existing Routes, then select OK. The 
autorouter will not reroute the selected net. 

7. Select OK to close the Edit Net Segment dialog box. 

I 
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Setting routing 
conditions for a net 

Specifying a copper 
tool 

Excluding vias 

You can give the autorouter specific instructions on how to 
route a net. The following procedures set routing conditions 
for the GND net. 

The GND net should have wide copper tracks so proper 
grounding is achieved. Follow these steps to assign a 30 mil 
copper tool to the net: 

1. Select GO TO 
FUNCTION. The menu 
shown at right displays. 

2. Select Net Property 
Editor. The Edit Net 
Properties dialog box 
displays. 

Pad Symbol Editor 
Via Symbol Editor 
Copper Tool Editor 
Drill List Editor 
Net Property Editor 
Library Edi tor 
Autorouter 
Netlist Loader 
Printing and Plotting 
Macro Maintenance 

3. Select GND from the Net Names list box. This is the 
net name for the ground net. 

4. Select the Nominal Copper Tool droplist button to 
display the droplist box. 

5. Select 0.0300" width from the droplist box. The 
selection displays in the Nominal Copper Tool list box. 

Follow these steps to specify that the GND net should be 
routed without using vias: 

1. With the Edit Net Properties dialog box still 
displayed, enable Do Not Allow Vias. 

2. Select OK to accept the selections for the GND net and 
close the Edit Net Properties dialog box. 



Setting autorouter 
options 

Setting an autoroute 
method 

Setting a sweep routing 
direction 

Chapter 8: Autorouting the TUTOR board 

You select autorouter options in Edit Layout to specify the 
type of routing pattern and the direction that the routing 
sweep window moves. The options you select depend on the 
way the board is layed out, and the types of modules 
placed on the board. 

Procedures are described in the following sections for setting 
autorouting options for the TUTOR board. 

1. Select GO TO FUNCTION Autorouter, then select Set. 
The Autoroute Options dialog box displays (figure 8-2). 

,----------Autor-oute Options ---------, 

CE:Jlc..-.c:.1 I I Gllob.1 I 
Autor-out. Methc>cl 

.St~ 

01'1etncrW 
OHu:e OnIW 

O_i .... 1 

OMi,.,i .... 1 

OPref'.,..,...d 01,..ection 

OOi_sion 

OV1. Red..lc:tion 

ODelet. ORC Violations 

s..-_ Routing Oi.-.c:tion 

_Up, L..f't 

ODoun. L.ef't 

ORight. Up 

OL.ef't. Up 
OUp. Right 

ODoun. Right 

ORight, Doun 

OL.ef't. Doun 

DF" ••• t: Routine 

Figure 8-2. The Autoroute Options dialog box. 

2. Leave Standard selected in Autoroute Method. 

You specify the direction of travel for the sweep window 
based on the density of the surrounding circuitry. Ideally, 
the sweep window should work its way from the most dense 
area of the board to the least dense. 

1. Select Down, Right in Sweep Routing Direction. 

2. Select OK to accept the autoroute options and close the 
dialog box. 
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Autorouting 
the board 

Autorouting a section of 
the board 

You can autoroute an entire board, or you can autoroute a 
selected area and manually route the rest of the board. The 
methods you use depend on the routing requirements of the 
design. 

1. Place the pointer at (0.8000",0.3000"), the upper left 
comer of the autoroute zone, and select Block. 

2. Move the pointer to 
(2.7000", 1.4000") and 
select Block End. The 
menu shown at right displays. 

3. Select Area Autoroute. 

Block 

The selected autoroute area magnifies to fill the screen 
and the autorouter begins routing tracks between pads. 
Tracks that connect to pads outside the block route to 
the edge of the block. 

During autorouting, routing statistics display at the 
bottom of the screen, as shown below. 

Standard-Window Completed 15 Failed 0 Remaining 11 

These statistics list the current autorouting options, and 
the number of completed, failed, and remaining 
connections. The statistics update as routing connections 
are made. 

6. NOTE: You can terminate an autorouting session at any time 
by pressing <Esc>. 
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When the block 
autoroute is 
finished, the 
Finished dialog 
box displays 
(figure 8-3). 

.------F"ini ...... cI-----., 
,OK, 

Time U.ecl: 0:00:46 

Tot.1 Number o~ Connections = 134 

Number o~ Active Connections = 134 

Number ~ Campleteci Connection. = 12 

Number ~ P.rti.1 Rout •• = 16 

Figure 8-3. The Finished dialog box. 
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The Finished dialog box displays total routing time 
and connection statistics. 

4. Select OK to close the dialog box. The ratsnest for the 
whole board displays, and the ratsnest for the 
incomplete routed tracks displays at their unconnected 
endpoints. See figure 8-4. 

Figure 8-4. The finished autorouted area. 

Note the wider tracks. These are the 30 mil GND net 
tracks that you specified earlier in this chapter in 
Setting routing conditions for a net. 

5. Press <Esc> to exit the 
Autorouter menu. 

6. Select? CONDITIONS 
to display the 
Conditions dialog box 
(figure 8-5). Conditions 
displays additional 
routing information, 
such as the number of 
incomplete nets, the 

Condition. ----, CEJ ~le. 
Net. 

I ~t I ~=l=~te 
e._t. 
VL_ 
ObJect. 

Route L_th (1n) 
C .... ) 

o..ign Sp..:. 

Total Allocat.d MeIllOl""W 
Allocated Ph\ISic:al t1etnc>rw 
s..... F'U. Si_ 
eur-.-.nt Pa_ F'.uU. 

30 
229 

43 
39 
e 

93 
o 

970 

19.36 
491.36 

620417 

33914ee 
1644192 
1847296 

3 

Figure 8-5. The Conditions 
dialog box. 

number of vias placed during autorouting, and the total 
length of all routed tracks. 

7. Select OK to close the dialog box. 
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Autorouting the 
whole board 

Setting a sweep 
window 

Before you autoroute a complex board you should review 
the layout to determine where you want the autorouter to 
start. The autorouter may complete all connections in one 
routing pass if you direct its movement properly. 

If there are incomplete connections after the first rigorous 
routing pass, you select a more liberal routing option for the 
second pass to complete the remaining connections. 

For example, you could select Standard option for the first 
pass, then select the more liberal Maximal for the second 
routing pass. After all connections are complete, you could 
select Via Reduction to reduce the number of vias. 

The TUTOR board is not a complex layout, but you will use 
routing methods that are used on complex boards so you can 
become familiar with the options. 

You set a sweep window to define the routing origin and 
window size. You usually set a sweep window to initially 
route in the densest area of the board, then follow a sweep 
pattern to the least dense area. Follow these steps to set a 
sweep window: 

1. Select ZOOM Set Scale, then enter 13 in the Scale 
entry box and select OK. The entire board displays, 
showing the ratsnest for all pads. 

2. Select GO TO FUNCTION Autorouter. 

3. Select Whole 
Board. The menu 
shown at right 
displays. 

Autoroute Whole Board 
Spacing/DRC Check Whole Board 
Set Sweep Window 

4. Select Set Sweep Window. 

5. Place the pointer at (7.0750",0.3000"), the upper right 
corner of the autoroute zone, then select Sweep Window 
Begin. 

6. Move the pointer left, then down to (5.0500",1.9000") 
and select Sweep Window End. The menu shown above 
displays again. 



Begin autorouting 

Chapter 8: Autorouting the TUTOR board 

1. With the menu still displayed, select Autoroute Whole 
Board to begin autorouting. 

The display zooms in to the initial sweep window and 
routes connections. The display pans as the autorouter 
moves to the next sweep window and routes connections. 

Statistics describing the routing status of the current 
sweep window display at the bottom of the screen, as 
shown in the example below. 

Standard-Maze: Completed 15 Failed 0 Remaining 8 

When the 
autorouter is 
finished, the 
Finished 
dialog box 
displays. Note 
tha t there are 

....------rini ..... d ------, 

lOKI 
Time Used: 0:16:54 

Total Number ~ Connections = 135 

Number of" Active Connections = 135 

Number of" Completed Connections = 135 

Number of" P.rtial Route. = 0 

no incomplete connections or partial routes. 

2. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

3. Select? CONDITIONS to display the Conditions 
dialog box.Note that the number of incomplete nets is 
zero. Also note the number of vias used on the board and 
the total route length. 

4. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

5. Verify that the manually 
routed track that you specified 
as a locked track remains 
unchanged after the 
autorouting process. 

Move the pointer and pan the 
display until the pointer is at 
(3.4500",2.9500"), the lower 
large pad for battery BTL The 
track including the arc segments 
around the other BTl pad is 
unchanged. Refer to figure 8-6. Figure 8-6. The locked 

track. 
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After the autorouter completes all connections you may 
want to reroute the board to eliminate some of the vias. 
Follow these steps to automatically remove vias from the 
board: 

1. Select Set to display the Autoroute Options dialog box. 

2. Select Via Reduction in Autoroute Method. Up, Left is 
automatically selected in Sweep Routing Direction. 

3. Select OK. 

4. Select Whole Board, then select Autoroute Whole 
Board to begin the via reduction process. 

The display pans when the via reduction process in the 
initial sweep window is complete, and the sweep 
window moves to the next section of the board. 

Statistics describing the routing status of the current 
sweep window display at the bottom of the screen. 

When the via reduction process is complete the 
Finished dialog box displays. 

5. Select OK to dose the dialog box. 

6. Select ZOOM Set Scale, then enter 13 in the Scale 
entry box and select OK. Pan the display to view the 
entire board, as shown in figure 8-7. 

Figure 8-7. The autorouted TUTOR board, after via reduction. 



Additional processing 

Erasing all routes 
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Performing another via reduction may remove more vias, 
but the additional rerouting of tracks could increase the 
total track length on some boards. 

Follow these steps to perform another via reduction: 

1. Select Whole Board, then select Autoroute Whole 
Board from the menu. The autorouter reroutes tracks 
and removes additional vias. When the process is 
complete, the Finished dialog box displays. 

2. Press <Esc> to exit the Autorouter menu. 

3. Select? CONDITIONS to display the Conditions 
dialog box. Note the number of vias. 

4. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

You can completely erase all tracks and vias if you want to 
autoroute the board using different options. This part of the 
tutorial is optional. Follow these steps: 

1. Select QUIT 
Erase All 

.-------..... You ......... --------, 

iC..-.celiCE:l 

Routes. The 
dialog box shown at right displays. 

2. Select OK. All tracks and vias are deleted, but saved in 
the undelete buffer. 

If you do not want to retain the objects in the undelete 
buffer, you can flush the undelete buffer by selecting 
QUIT Flush Undelete Buffer and selecting OK in the 
displayed dialog box. 

3. Repeat the steps in this chapter, starting with 
Autorouting the whole board. Select different 
autorouting and sweep window options. 
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Moving reference 
designators 

Now that the board is completely routed, you need to move 
the silkscreened reference designators so they are not 
positioned over any tracks on the Component Copper layer. 

You also need to place an assembly outline around all objects 
in the board file and add dimensions. The assembly outline 
defines the printing and plotting area when you print and 
plot the board in Chapter 9: Printing and plotting the 
TUTOR board. 

1. Select SET to display the Global Options dialog box. 

2. Enable Allow Edits Of Module Objects so you can move 
the reference designators, but not move the rest of the 
module objects. 

3. Select Layer to display the Layer dialog box. 

4. Select SilkScreen Component, then select OK to set 
SilkScreen Component as the current layer. 

5. Select OK to accept the changes and close the Global 
Options dialog box. 

6. Place the pointer on a reference designator and select 
MOVE. 

7. Move the reference designator so it is close to the 
module, but not positioned over a pad, via, or track on 
the Component Copper layer. 

If you need to change the grid size to achieve better 
placement, select Set to display the Set Block 
Parameters dialog box. Select Global to display the 
Global Options dialog box, then enter the new grid size 
in Grid Size. Select OK to close Global Options, then 
select OK to close Set Block Parameters. The grid size is 
changed. 

8. Select Place. 

9. Pan to adjacent parts of the board and move all 
reference designa tors that are on the SilkScreen 
Component layer. 



Placing an assembly 
outline 

Chapter 8: Autorouting the TUTOR board 

10. To move the reference designator for Ql, which is on 
the SilkScreen Solder layer, select LAYER to display 
the Layer dialog box. Select SilkScreen Solder, then 
select OK and move the reference designator. 

11. Select ZOOM Set Scale, then enter 13 in the Scale 
entry box and select OK. Pan the display to view the 
entire TUTOR board. 

1. Select LAYER. The Layer dialog box displays. 

2. Select Assembly Drawing, then select OK to set the 
-Assembly Drawing layer as the current layer. 

3. Move the pointer to (0.0000", 0.0000") and select 
PLACE Outline Begin. 

4. Draw the outline segment to the right to 
(7.7000",0.0000") and select Begin. 

5. Draw another segment down to (7.7000",5.0000") and 
select Begin. 

6. Draw another segment left to (0.0000",5.0000") and 
select Begin. 

7. Draw another segment up to (0.0000",0.0000") and 
select End to complete the outline. 

You can include additional objects on the Assembly 
Drawing layer, such as documentation, a title block, 
and even a company logo if the logo is drawn in the 
library editor and placed as a module. 
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Placing dimensions 

Placing the first 
dimension 

Edit Layout has many options for placing dimensions. 
Follow these steps to place dimensions on the board: 

1. Make sure Assembly Drawing displays as the current 
layer. 

2. Place the pointer at (0.7500", 3.5000"). The pointer is 
below the bottom left comer of the board outline. 

3. Select PLACE Dimension. The 
object shown at right displays ~ 
at the pointer location. 

4. Select Begin and move the pointer to the right. The 
dimension value changes as you move the pointer, 
indicating the distance from where you selected Begin. 
Two end bars and dimension arrows display. 

5. Move the pointer down. The 
dimension pivots on its 
beginning point but the text 
remains horizontal, as shown in 
the example at right. 

6. Select Set. The Edit Dimension 
Text dialog box displays. 

,...---------Edit Oi-...i ..... TeNt ---------. 

CEJ~mal~ Tool Edlt ..... 1 
T_t!X3 
1._ 

! !I!J 
CCI"I"eI" Tool 

CJRotete t_t ... i t ..... i_i ..... 

CJ01 ........ l ..... ls 01_1_01 in Metric 

CJTlc:k Meri<s 

CJfrr'o\.Is OUtside 
Di...".ion Plec:-..t 
!Cent_oI I~ 

Figure 8-8. The Edit Dimension Text dialog box. 
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7. Enter 0.2500 in the End Bar 
Height entry box and select 
OK. The end bars are shortened 
from one inch high to a quarter 
of an inch, as shown at right. 

~ ITU~ 
1.140 

~ 
8. Move the pointer up, then to 

the right. As you move the pointer the current 
dimension length, its rotation angle, and an alignment 
aid display in the lower right part of the screen, as 
shown in the example below. 

2.980 351.81° X 

An "X" displays when the dimension is at an angle 
other than 0°, 90°, 180°,270°, or 360°. A "+" displays 
when the dimension is rotated to one of those five 
angles. 

9. Place the pointer at (7.1250",3.5000") and select End to 
complete the dimension. 

1 O. Press <Esc> to dismiss the additional dimension text. 

11. With the pointer still at (7.1250", 3.5000"), select 
MOVE. 

12. Move the dimension text down to (7.1250", 3.5500") and 
select Place. This moves the end bars away from the 
board outline. The first dimension is complete. 
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Placing the second 
dimension 

1. Move the pointer to (7.1250", 3.3750") and select 
PLACE Dimension B~gin. 

2 Select Set to display the Edit Dimension Text dialog 
box. 

3. Enable Rotate text with dimension, 
then select OK. As you move the 
pointer, the text rotates to follow 
the angle of the dimension lines. 
See the example at right. 

4. Move the pointer to 
(7.1250",0.2500") and select End. 

5. Press <Esc> to dismiss the 
additional dimension text. 

r 
I.J) 

6. Move the pointer to (7.2500",0.2500") and select 
MOVE. 

7. Move the dimension to the right to (7.4250",0.2500") 
and select Place. 

The completed TUTOR board looks like figure 8-9. 

Figure 8-9. The completed TUTOR board. 



Saving your work 

Summary 

Chapter 8: Autorouting the TUTOR board 

It is time to save your work again before you go to the next 
chapter. Select QUIT Update Board File to save the file as 
TUTOR.BDI. 

NOTE: After you save your work you can compare your 
board with DEMO.BD1, which was prepared using the 
procedures in this tutorial. 

In this chapter you learned how to set routing conditions for 
individual nets. You learned how to define a sweep 
window, then applied these settings when you autorouted 
the TUTOR board. You also learned how to optimize your 
autorouted design. 

The next chapter gives you instructions for printing and 
plotting the TUTOR board. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Prin ting and p 10 tting 
the TUTOR board 

About printing and 
plotting 

Getting started 

There are two basic types of output devices you can use with 
Edit Layout: printers and plotters. These devices are 
categorized by the type of input they require. 

H a device accepts raster commands, it is a printer. A raster 
is an array of dots. When you draw a line to a raster device, 
you must specify each and every dot. 

H a device accepts vector commands, it is considered a 
plotter. A vector is a series of points with a specific function 
defined. For example, a line has a beginning point and an 
ending point. A circle has a center and a radius. 

The device needs to know what the vector information is, 
but does not need every point along the vector. 

You can print working copies of your designs on dot matrix 
printers and laser printers. The output quality depends on 
the maximum printer resolution. 

You can plot final artwork for your designs on pen plotters, 
laser photoplotters, and Gerber photoplotters. 

All plotting functions are contained in Edit Layout. You 
configure a printer driver when you configure Edit Layout in 
the ESP design environment. You must have a printer driver 
configured before you can print in Edit Layout. 

See Chapter 4: Introducing Edit Layout for information on 
configuring your printer driver in the ESP design 
environment. 
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You produce a print or plot in Edit Layout by selecting 
layers and objects, then assigning those layers and objects to 
a "page". You can specify how objects will print on each 
page, and you can print one page at a time or print all 
pages. 

You print the currently loaded board file with these 
settings. If you want to print another board file using the 
same settings, load the file into Edit Layout. The print 
settings remain intact for the new file. 

Follow these steps to display 
the Printing and Plotting 
dialog box: 

1. Select GO TO 
FUNCTION. The menu 
at right displays. 

2. Select Printing and 
Plotting. The Printing 
and Plotting dialog box 
displays (figure 9-1). 

Pad Symbol Editor 
Via Symbol Editor 
Copper Tool Editor 
Drill List Editor 
Net Property Editor 
Library Editor 
Autorouter 
Netlist Loader 
Printing and Plotting 
Macro Maintenance 
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Figure 9-1. The Printing and Plotting dialog box. 



Configuring printer 
options 

Chapter 9: Printing and Plotting the TUTOR board 

Before you can print your board file you need to configure 
printer options so Edit Layout can find the device. You also 
need to configure the page settings. Follow these steps: 

1. Select Driver. The Driver Configuration dialog box 
displays (figure 9-2). 

Dl"'iver Conf'i ...... ation 

c::E:J I C....:.I II SutIpencI To ew-t .... 1 HawoU"ication I .1 I 
r-De.tination De",ic. 
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OL.PTl OL.PT2 OL.PT3 OCOH1 OC0H2 OC0H3 OC0H4 .F"1I. 
,,"Ut.,..I··· I .~OR_Iac. O ...... ltiPI. ,,"11_ 
I'"il •• Di,..ct.....", Dl"'ive Pr-e4'i .. c::J 
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Figure 9-2. The Driver Configuration dialog box. 

This tutorial assumes you have a laser printer that is 
assigned to printer port LPTl, printing in portrait mode, 
and the configured printer driver is HPLASER4.DRV. 

The following settings are already configured in the 
Driver Configuration dialog box: 

.:. HPLASER4.DRV displays in the Raster Device list 
box, and is the default selected printing device . 

• :. Narrow is selected as the print orientation in 
Destination Device . 

• :. File is selected in Destination, and the contents of 
the current working directory display in the Files 
list box . 

• :. Append is selected in Destination. Multiple print 
jobs are appended to a single printer file when this 
option is selected. 
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2. Select LPTl in Destination to specify you are printing 
directly to the printer through LPT1. The File options 
do not display. 

3. Leave Magnification and Overlap at their default 
settings. 

4. Select OK. The Printing and Plotting dialog box 
displays. 

Configuring pages When you print a board file in Edit Layout you need to 
consider these factors: 

Building the TOP 
COPPER LAYER page 

196 

.:. The board layers that you want to print 

.:. The layers and objects that you want to include on each 
printed page 

.:. How you wantthe objects to appear on the page 

You define three pages in this chapter: a TOP COPPER 
LAYER page, a BOTTOM COPPER LAYER page, and an 
ASSEMBLY DRAWING page. 

Follow these steps to select the layers and objects needed to 
create the TOP COPPER LAYER page: 

1. Select the Layer droplist button to display the droplist 
box. 

2. Select Component Copper. 

3. Select the Component Copper objects that will appear 
on the page by enabling these options: 

.:. Pads 

.:. Vias 

.:. Layer Markers 

.:. Alignment Targets 

.:. Outlines 
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4. Select the way the layer marker text appears on the 
print by enabling these options: 

.:. Outline Text 

.:. Stick Text 

These options print the layer marker text as single line 
segments, rather than as wide, filled lines. . 

5. Select Insert for Page Contents. The selected options 
display in the Page Contents list box. 

6. Place the pointer in the entry box below the Pages list 
box and click the left mouse button. Enter TOP COPPER 
LAYER. 

7. Select Insert for Pages. TOP COPPER LAYER displays 
in the Pages list box. The page name TOP COPPER 
LAYER is associated with the items listed in Page 
Contents. The dialog box looks like figure 9-3. 

Printi~ ..-.cI Plotti~ 

c:E:l1 Cia •• II Global I ~ C5:)1 Driver II Bevin All I 

Pa_. I ~.-nd II In.ert I CEEJ lo-l.t.1 r--· I 
ITOP COPPER LAYER I 

Pa_ Cont.,.,t. I Begin II~penclll Ins .... t I CEEJ Io-I.tel 

L 
II. I 

I 
I 1 + .000 TI PNV LA 0 Component C--.- I 
D~t1""I_ ~ 

OMi ........... X ICompon....t Copper I~ 
DMi,..,-or Y o OUt I i,.... s.9mttnts m!PacIs DCirc:l_ 

DCr1l1 Hoi •• DOUtl.i.,... P ..... m!Net. DDi_ions 

Douuine Hoi •• m!Out li,... .T ... t m!Via. o Te)(t 
OCril1 T..-_t. m!Stic:k .T ... t OT •• t Point. m!OUtline. 
Si_1 I DMi ........... Te .. t m!~ Mark ..... OZone. 
DL .... 1 DCQF>II>er' POU"" I8IAI i~t T..-_t. 

Figure 9-3. The configured TOP COPPER LAYER page. 
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Building the BOTTOM 
COPPER LAYER page 
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The TOP COPPER LAYER page is built, now follow these 
steps to build the BOTTOM COPPER LAYER page: 

1. Select Delete for Page Contents to clear the entry in the 
Page Contents list box. The enabled options and selected 
layer remain unchanged. 

2. Select the Layer droplist button to display the droplist 
box. 

3. Select Solder Copper from the droplist box. 

4. Do not disable any of the enabled options. The 
selections also apply to objects on the Solder Copper 
layer. 

5. Enable Zones to print the fill zone that you placed on 
the Solder Copper layer. 

6. Enable Copper Pour to print the fill zone asa solid, 
filled area. 

7. Select Insert for Page Contents. The selected options 
display in the Page Contents list box. 

8. Place the pointer in the entry box below the Pages list 
box and click the left mouse button. TOP COPPER 
LAYER displays in the entry box. 

9. Press <A1t><Backspace> to clear the entry box, then 
enter BOTTOM COPPER LAYER. 

10. Select Append for Pages to add BOTTOM COPPER 
LAYER below TOP COPPER LAYER in the Pages list 
box. The items in the Page Contents list box are 
associated with BOTTOM COPPER LAYER. 



Building the 
ASSEMBLY 

DRA WING page 
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The BOTIOM COPPER LAYER page is complete, now you 
need to build the ASSEMBLY DRAWING page, which 
contains the board outline, module outlines, pads, reference 
designators, and the outline on the Assembly Layer. 

Follow these steps to build the ASSEMBLY DRAWING 
page: 

1. Select Delete for Page Contents to delete the entry in 
the Page Contents list box. 

2. Select All Layers from the Layer droplist box. 

3. Disable these options: 

.: . Copper Pour 

. :. Nets 

.:. Vias 

.: . Layer Markers 

. :. Zones 

4. Enable these options: 

.:. Outline Pads 

5. Select Insert for Page Contents to add the selections to 
the Page Contents list box. 

6. Enter ASSEMBLY DRAWING in the entry box below the 
Pages list box. 

7. Select Append for Pages to add ASSEMBLY DRAWING 
to the bottom of the list of items in the Pages list box. 
The three pages are configured, as shown in figure 9-4. 
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Printing pages 

Printing all pages 
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Figure 9-4. The configured printer pages. 

Now that you have configured the three pages, you are 
ready to print them. You can print all pages, or you can 
print selected pages. Follow the procedures listed below. 

Select Begin All to print all pages listed in the Pages list 
box. The pages print in the sequence they display in the list 
box. 

The Printing and Plotting dialog box is replaced by a screen 
displaying the page being printed and the size of the print 
window. When the first page is done, the next page 
displays. When all pages are sent to the printer, the 
Printing and Plotting dialog box displays. 
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Printing selected pages 1. Select TOP COPPER LAYER in the Pages list box. 

The item in the Page Contents list box is the page 
contents for the ASSEMBLY DRAWING layer, which 
was the last page added to Pages. You need to replace 
the item in Page Contents with the page contents of 
TOP COPPER LAYER. 

2. Select Edit for Pages. The item in Page Contents 
changes to the page contents of the TOP COPPER 
LA YER page. The selected layer and enabled options 
change to reflect the settings of the new item in Page 
Contents. 

3. Select Begin. Only the page contents of TOP COPPER 
LA YER print. 

The three printed pages look like figures 9-5 through 9-7. 

Figure 9-5. The TOP COPPER LAYER page. 
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Figure 9-6. The BOTTOM COPPER LAYER page 

1--------f.b.375 I-+-

Figure 9-7. The ASSEMBLY DRAWING page. 
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You can save your page configurations to a file, then load 
the configurations when you want to print the pages. 
Follow these steps: 

1. With the three pages listed in the Pages list box, select 
Save. The Save Print/Plot Setup to File dialog box 
displays (figure 9-8). 
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Figure 9-8. The Save Print/Plot Setup to File dialog box. 

2. Enter TUTOR3 8 6 • SET in the entry box below the 
Files list box. 

3. Select OK. The page configurations are saved to the 
file and the Printing and Plotting dialog box displays. 
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Loading a printer setup 
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Follow these steps to load the previously saved setup file 
into the Printing and Plotting dialog box: 

1. With TOP COPPER LAYER already highlighted in 
Pages, select Delete for Pages. The entry is deleted. 

2. Select BOITOM COPPER LAYER and select Delete for 
Pages, then select ASSEMBLY DRAWING and select 
Delete for Pages. All entries are deleted from the Pages 
list box. 

3. Select Delete for Page Contents to delete the 
highlighted entry. The Pages and Page Contents list 
boxes are now empty. 

4. Select Load. The Load Print/Plot Setup from File 
dialog box displays, and TUTOR386.SET is selected 
(figure 9-9). 
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Figure 9-9. The Load Print/Plot Setup from File dialog box. 

5. Select OK. The configured pages load and display in 
the Pages list box. 



Plotting 

Gerber (274-X) 
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You create high resolution images of your board file pages 
by sending them to a plotting device, or plotter. 

Edit Layout supports the following vector plotting devices: 

.:. Fire 9xxx 

.. Gerber (274-D) 

.. Gerber (274-X) 

.. HP-GL/2 

.:. Postscript 

Refer to the procedures below to plot the three pages to a 
specific vector device. 

1. Select Driver. The Driver Configuration dialog box 
displays. 

2. Select Vector Device, then select the droplist button to 
display the droplist box. 

3. Select Gerber (274-X). 
The options shown at 
right display below 

~Remove Leadin~ Zeros 

Format 02.3 .3.4 

the Vector Device droplist box. 

4. Select a format for the photoplotter. 

5. Select the configured printer port in Destination, then 
select OK to display the Printing and Plotting dialog 
box. 

6. Select Begin All to photoplot the three pages. 

All aperture information required by the Gerber (274-X) 
photoplotter is embedded in the board file. 
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HP-GL/2 

Postscript 
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1. Select Driver. The Driver Configuration dialog box 
displays. 

2. Select Vector Device, 
then select HPGL2 from 
the droplist box. The 

Pen I'-________ J. ...... l 

Pen entry box shown at right displays below the Vector 
Device droplist box. 

3. Enter a number that corresponds to the pen slot in the 
carrousel containing the pen you will use to plot the 
layout. 

4. Select the configured printer port in Destination, then 
select OK to display the Printing and Plotting dialog 
box. 

5. Select Begin All to plot the three pages. 

1. Select Driver to display the Driver Configuration 
dialog box. A postscript printer should be connected to 
your computer. 

2. Select Vector Device, then select PostScript from the 
drop list box. 

3. Select the configured printer port in Destination, then 
select OK to display the Printing and Plotting dialog 
box. 

4. Select Begin All to print the three pages. 



ApPENDIX A 

Phar Lap 
technical information 

About the CFIG386 
utility 

How to run CFIG386 

This appendix provides detailed information about the 
Phar Lap memory extender. 

All Phar Lap programs support the use of command line 
switches to override the default operation of the program. 
The CFIG386 utility allows you to customize a Phar Lap 
program by specifying command line switches to be 
automatically processed every time the program is run. 
Judicious use of the CFIG386 utility will allow you to avoid 
having to type commonly used switches every time you run 
a program. 

When a Phar Lap program is run, the program defaults are 
first set up. Then, any switches configured into the program 
are processed from left to right. If any conflicting switches 
are given, the last switch processed takes precedence. Thus, 
switches configured into a program can be overridden with 
command line switches. 

The command line format for CFIG386 is the following: 

CFIG386 PCB386.EXE [switches] 

The first command operand is the name of the .EXE file 
that you want to configure, in this case, PCB386.EXE. The 
file must be a Phar Lap program. The operand must follow 
the standard DOS filename conventions. For example: 

\MYLI99B\386ASM 

Run386 

A:386LINK.EXE 
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If a filename extension is not specified, then ".EXE" is 
assumed. 

Following the filename, you list one or more command 
switches. The switches are given in the same format they 
are given on the command line for the program being 
configured. CFIG386 determines which Par Lap program is 
being configured from a program signature in the program's 
configuration block. The specified switches are added to 
the configuration block of the program, after any switches 
that are already there from any previous configurations. 
For example: 

CFIG386 386ASM -NOLIST -8086 

CFIG386 RUN386 -MINREAL 100h -MAXREAL 400h 

CFIG386 386DEBUG -BO 

CFIG386 recognizes one switch that alters its own 
processing. This is the -CLEAR switch. The -CLEAR switch 
causes CFIG386 to erase the current contents of the 
program's configuration block. Any switches specified after 
the clear switch are added to the just-cleared configuration 
block. For example: 

CFIG386 386LINK -CLEAR 

CFIG386 MINIBUG -CLEAR -CEMM 

If CFIG386 is run with no switches on the command line, it 
will display the current contents of the program's 
configuration block. For example: 

CFIG386 386ASM 
CFIG386: 1.ls--Copyright (c) 1986,1987 PharLap 
Software, Inc. 

Phar Lap program type: 3861ASM Version 1.ls 
Configured switch values: 

-INCLUDE \INCLUDES\ 
-TWOCASE 
-386p 



Error messages 

Appendix A: Phar Lap technical information 

NOTE: CFIG386 does NOT check the values of any of the 
switches or switch parameters which it stores in the 
program's configuration block. Thus, it is possible to 
configure invalid switch values into a Phar Lap program. 
You should ALWAYS run the program after configuring it to 
make sure that the configured switch values have the 
desired effect. 

Several errors can be reported by the CFIG386 utility.The 
error messages and their causes are listed below. 

Filename too long: filename 

The filename specified is too long for an internal CFIG386 
buffer. 

System Error 

An internal error in the CFIG386 utility has been detected. 
Save a copy of the program which causes the error and 
contact Par Lap. 

Unable to open: filename: reason 

An error of some sort prevented filename from being opened. 
The reason gives more detail as to why the error occurred. 

Unable to read configuration for: filename 

The .EXE file being configured has a valid Par Lap 
signature but an invalid switch block of some sort. This 
error should never occur with a Phar Lap program. Save a 
copy of the program and contact Par Lap. 

Out of configured space on switch: switchname 

The internal switch buffer in the program being configured 
has overflowed. Switch swi t chname and all following 
switches will not be added to the default switch table. 

Unable to save new configured switch values in 
executable file 

The program file is either write-locked or has been 
corrupted between the time the switch block was read from 
the file and when it was written back. 
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Unable to read config block from: filename 

The .EXE file being configured has a valid Phar Lap 
signature but an invalid switch block of some sort. This 
error should never occur with a Phar Lap program. Save a 
copy of the program and contact Par Lap. 

Not a Phar Lap program: filename 

The specified .EXE file does not have one of the Phar Lap 
program signatures that the CFIG386 utility expects to find 
in the program's configuration block. 



3861 DOS-Extender 
command line 
switches 

Appendix A: Phar Lap technical information 

Command line switches are used to change the default 
operation of 3861 OOS-Extender. By default, 3861 DOS
Extender: 

+ Uses all memory below 640K for your application and 
leaves no free real mode memory for other applications. 

+ Allocates four kilobytes for the data buffer used on 
DOS and BIOS function calls. 

+ Allocates four buffers of one kilobyte each to be used for 
stack memory when switching from protected mode to 
real mode. 

Command line switches begin with a minus sign (11_") 
character, followed by the name of the switch. There are 
two forms of each switch name: a long form and a short 
form. Any argument to the switch must immediately follow 
the switch name, with a space as a separator. If conflicting 
switches are given on a command line, the last (right-most) 
switch takes precedence. 

Some of the command line switches take a number as an 
argument. By default, the number is considered to be a 
decimal (base 10) number. 

Hexadecimal (base 16) numbers may be specified by 
appending the character IIh" or IIH" to the number. The 
following two examples both give the same number as an 
argument to the switch -MAXREAL: 

run386 -maxreal 200h hello 

run386 -maxreal 512 hello 

3861 DOS-Extender switches may be specified in three 
different ways: (1) some switches may be given when the 
program is linked, (2) switches may be configured into the 
3861 DOS-Extender task image (RUN386.EXE) using the 
CFIG386 utility, and (3) switches may be entered on the 
command line, when the program is actually run. The link 
time switch settings are processed first, then configured in 
switches, and, last, the command line switches. If 
conflicting switch settings are given, the last switch 
processed takes precedence. 
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Conventional memory 
switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 
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The -MINREAL and -MAXREAL switches are used to 
control how much conventional memory (memory below 
640K) is left free by 3861 DOS-Extender. By default, 
3861 DOS-Extender allocates all the available 
conventional memory for use by the application program. 

If the application program you are executing ever makes a 
system call to execute another program, you must make sure 
that 3861 DOS-Extender leave sufficient conventional 
memory free for the second program's needs. The 
-MINREAL switch specifies the minimum amount of 
conventional memory to leave free; 3861 DOS-Extender 
refuses to run the program if it cannot leave at least this 
amount of memory free. The -MAXREAL switch specifies 
the maximum amount of conventional memory to leave free. 
3861 DOS-Extender guarantees that at least MINREAL 
memory is left free and that as much as possible, up to 
MAXREAL memory, is left free. 

The -MINREAL and -MAXREAL switches both take a 
number as an argument. The number specifies memory size in 
units of 16-byte paragraphs (the standard unit of memory 
allocation under MS-DOS). 

The number must be less than or equal to 65535 (FFFFh). By 
default, 3861 DOS-Extender sets both -MINREAL and 
-MAXREAL to zero. These switches may also be specified 
at program link time. 

-MINREAL nparagraphs 

-MAXREAL nparagraphs 

-MINR nparagraphs 

-MAXR nparagraphs 

run386 -minreal 100h hello 

run386 -minr 128 -maxr 512 hello 



Systems Call Data 
Buffer Switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 

Appendix A: Phar Lap technical information 

The -MINIBUF and -MAXIBUF switches are used to control 
how much memory is allocated to the data buffer used for 
OOS and BIOS function calls. This buffer is most important 
for file 1\0; if your program reads or writes large amounts 
of data at a time, you should allocate a large buffer for 
efficiency. 

The -MINIBUF and -MAXIBUF switches both take a 
number as an argument. The number specifies the buffer size 
in units of one kilobyte and must be between one and 64, 
inclusive. By default, 3861 DOS-Extender sets MINIBUF to 
one kilobyte, and MAXIBUF to four. If 3861 DOS-Extender 
cannot allocate at least MINIBUF kilobytes for the 
interrupt buffer, it refuses to run the program. If possible, 
MAXIBUG kilobytes are allocated. If there is not enough 
memory available to satisfy both the MAXREAL and 
MAXIBUF parameters, MAXIBUF takes precedence. These 
switches may also be specified at program link time. 

-MINIBUF nkilobytes 

-MAXIBUF nkilobytes 

-MINI nkilobytes 

-MAXI nkilobytes 

run386 -maxibuf 2 hello 

run386 -mini 64 filecopy 
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Mixed mode program 
switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 
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The -REALBREAK and -CALLBUFS switches are used to 
control program loading of programs that contain both real 
mode and protected mode code. 

The -REALBREAK switch controls how much of the 
program must be loaded into conventional memory, so that 
it can be accessed and/or executed in real mode. It takes an 
argument specifying the number of bytes at the beginning of 
the program, which must be loaded in conventional 
memory. This switch may also be specified at link time. It 
is usually more convenient to specify this switch at link 
time, when the argument can be the name of a public symbol 
appearing at the end of the real mode code and data. If this 
switch is used at run time, the argument must be an absolute 
number which has been calculated from the information in 
the link map. 

The -CALLBUFS switch controls the size of the intermode 
call buffer, which is allocated in conventional memory for 
use by the application program as a data buffer on 
intermode procedure calls. The buffer address is obtained at 
run time with a 386 I DOS-Extender system call. The 
argument is the size of the buffer in kilobytes and must be 
less than or equal to 64. The default buffer size is zero. This 
switch may also be specified at link time. 

-REALBREAK nbytes 

-CALLBUFS nkilobytes 

-REALB nbytes 

-CALLB nkilobytes 

run386 -realbreak 200h -callb 2 switch 

3861ink switch -realb END_REAL -callbufs 2 
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Stack allocation The -NIST ACK and -ISTKSIZE switches are used to control 
switches how much memory is allocated to the buffers used to 

provide stack space when switching the 80386 from 
protected mode to real mode. For the vast majority of 
application programs, the default settings of these 
parameters are sufficient. 

Both switches take a number as an argument. The 
-NISTACK switch specifies the number of stack buffers to 
allocate and must be four or greater. The-ISTKSIZE switch 
specifies the size of each stack buffer in kilobytes and must 
be between one and 64, inclusive. By default, 3861 DOS
Extender allocates four stack buffers of one kilobyte each. 
These switches may also be specified at program link time. 

Syntax -NISTACKnbuffers 

-ISTKSIZE nkilobytes 

Short form -NI nbuffers 

-ISTK nkilobytes 

Example run386 -ni 6 -istk 2 switch.exp 
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Extended memory 
switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 

The -EXTLOW and -EXTHIGH switches are used to limit 
the amount of extended memory (memory above one 
megabyte) that 3861 DOS-Extender allows the application 
program to use. By default, all extended memory that is not 
allocated to other programs is available for use by the 
application. Other programs which may have allocated 
extended memory include RAM disk programs, disk cache 
programs, and EMS simulators. 

Both the -EXTLOW and -EXTHIGH switches take a 
number as an argument. The number specifies a physical 
memory address in extended memory. By default, 3861 DOS
Extender sets EXTLOW to 100000h (one megabyte) and 
EXTHIGH to FFFFFFFFh (four gigabytes). 

3861 DOS-Extender uses only extended memory above the 
address specified with the -EXTLOW switch, or memory 
used by other programs, whichever is higher. Similarly, it 
uses only extended memory below the address specified 
with the -EXTHIGH switch, or memory used by other 
programs, whichever is lower. 

Normally, it is not necessary to use the -EXTLOW or 
-EXTGHIGH switches. However, if your system has a 
program installed that uses extended memory and does not 
use either (1) the VDISK or RAMDRIVE standards for 
allocating memory from one megabyte up, or (2) the INT 
15th function 88h BIOS call for allocating extended memory 
from the top of memory down, it may be necessary to use one 
or both of these switches to prevent 3861 DOS-Extender 
from allocating extended memory used by the installed 
program. 

-EXTLOW address 

-EXTHIGH address 

-EXTL address 

-EXTH address 

run386 -extlow 200000h hello 

run386 -extl 180000h -exth 400000h hello 
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Weitek 1167 switch The -1167 switch is used to select how detection of the 
Weitek 1167 floating point coprocessor is performed. If 
3861 IX>S-Extender detects the presence of the 1167, segment 
selector 003Ch is initialized to map the meinory space used 
by the 1167 and segment register FS is initialized to contain 
selector 003Ch. A program can, therefore, test for the 
presence of the 1167 at run time by examining the contents of 
the FS register. 

The -1167 switch has three settings. The "-1167 AUTO" 
setting instructs 3861 OOS-Extender to use the Weitek
approved BIOS presence detection call. This may not work 
correctly on all machines, if the appropriate BIOS is not 
installed. The setting "-1167 ON" instructs 3861 OOS
Extender to assume the 1167 is present, and setting "-1167 
OFF" assumes the 1167 is not present. The default setting is 
"-1167 AUTO." 

Syntax -1167 AUTO 

-1167 ON 

-1167 OFF 

Short form -1167 AUTO 

-1167 ON 

-1167 OFF 

Example run386 -1167 on float.exp 
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Interrupt relocation 
switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Example 

The -HWIVEC and -PRIVEC switches are used to select the 
interrupt vectors to be used for interrupts, which 3861 DOS
Extender must relocate due to compatibility problems 
between the 80386 processor exceptions and PCI AT
compatible interrupts. 

The -HWIVEC switch selects a block of eight interrupt 
vectors to use for hardware interrupts IRQO through IRQ7. 
These interrupts must be relocated, because they are 
normally vectored through interrupts 08h-OFh, which are 
also used for processor exceptions. The switch argument is 
the interrupt vector number to use for hardware interrupt 
IRQO. The default, if no command line switch is used, is 
interrupt vector 78h. This switch is not available when 
executing under the DESQview 386 environment, since 
DESQ view also relocates hardware interrupts. 

The -PRIVEC switch selects the interrupt vector to use for 
the BIOS print screen function call. This interrupt must be 
relocated, because it normally uses vector OSh, which is 
also used for the processor bounds exception. The default 
setting for this switch is interrupt vector 80h. 

-HWIVEC vector 

-PRIVEC vector 

-HWI vector 

-PRI vector 

run386 -hwivec 50h -pri 78h hello 



Interrupt mapping 
switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 

Appendix A: Phar Lap technical information 

The -INTMAP and -PRIMAP switches prevent 3861 DOS
Extender from relocating any interrupt vectors, and to 
specify where the relevant interrupt vectors are already 
mapped. The primary purpose of these switches is to allow 
protected mode memory-resident (TSR) programs to be 
installed. A secondary purpose is compatibility with other 
programs which relocate interrupts. 

The -INTMAP switch disables 3861 DOS-Extenders's 
remapping of hardware interrupts, and specifies the block 
of eight interrupt vectors to which hardware interrupts 
IRQO through IRQ7 are already mapped. When running 
under DOS, these interrupts are normally mapped to 
vectors D8h - DFh, but it is possible for other programs to 
relocate them. If the -INTMAP 8 switch is used, 3861 DOS
Extender (and a debugger, if one is being used) does not take 
over processor exceptions 08h - OFh, because it assumes 
these interrupt vectors are being used for hardware 
interrupts. The -INTMAP 8 switch should ONLY be used 
with TSR (or other) programs that have already been 
debugged, since a processor exception in a buggy program run 
with this switch would be interpreted as a hardware 
interrupt, causing the machine to crash. 

The -PRIMAP switch disables 3861 DOS-Extender's 
remapping of the BIOS print screen function call, and 
specifies the interrupt vector to which this call is already 
mapped. The print screen function is normally invoked 
through INT 5. If the -PRIMAP 5 switch is used, 386 1 DOS
Extender (and a debugger, if one is being used) does not take 
over processor exception 5, the BOUND exception. If a 
buggy program which causes a BOUND exception is run 
with the -PRIMAP 5 switch, a print screen will occur 
instead of an abnormal program termination. 

-INTMAP vector 

-PRIMAP vector 

-INTM vector 

-PRIM vector 

run386 -intm 8 -primap 5 kbdtrap 

run386 -intmap 78h -prim 80h program2 
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Syntax 

Short form 

Example 
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The -NOP AGE switch is used to prevent 3861 DOS-Extender 
from using the 80386's hardware paging functionality to 
perform memory management. The ONL Y reason to use this 
switch is to avoid a bug in early versions of the 80386 chip. 
Chip steps B1 and earlier have the bug. Chip step DO, 
which does not have the problem, was released by Intel in 
the second quarter of 1988. The problem only appears in 
programs which use the 80387 numeric coprocessor, and 
manifests itself as the machine haIting, with not even the 
DOS system reboot command, CTRL-ALT -DEL, available. 
This problem does not occur on all 80386 machines (e.g., the 
Compaq DESKPRO 386/20), because it can be affected by 
the design of the system motherboard. 

When this problem occurs in a program which uses floating 
point arithmetic, the onlyworkarounds available are: (1) 
to simulate floating point operations in software to avoid 
using the B0387 coprocessor, (2) to install a step DO or later 
80386 chip in the machine, or (3) to disable paging, which 
removes one of the hardware conditions necessary for the 
problem to occur. The -NOPAGE switch disables paging. 

There are disadvantages to using the -NOP AGE switch. 
Programs run with this switch cannot be linked with the 
-OFFSET switch. Programs run with -NOP AGE are loaded 
entirely in extended memory, with conventional DOS 
memory (below 640 K) not available. In addition, the 
dynamic memory allocation system services provided by 
3861 DOS-Extender are disabled when this switch is used. 
This means that the program must specify at link time 
(using the -MINDAT A and -MAX DATA linker switches) 
how much memory it needs at run time. Heap memory 
allocation performed by compiler run-time libraries is 
normally done out of memory allocated under the control of 
the linker -MAXDAT A switch, and is not affected by the 
use of -NOP AGE. The system memory allocation calls 
which are disabled by the use of this switch are INT 21h 
functions 48h, 49h, 4Ah, and 250Ah. 

-NOPAGE 

-NOP 

run386 -nopage nurncrunch 



Compaq built-in 
memory switch 

Syntax 

Short form 

Example 

VDISK compatibility 
switch 

Syntax 

Short form 

Example 
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The -NOBIM switch is used to disable the automatic use of 
Compaq built-in memory. By default, 3861 DOS-Extender 
attempts to use built-in memory mapped above 14 
megabytes on Compaq 386 machines, if the memory is not 
allocated to another program. This switch instructs 
386 1 DOS-Extender not to check for Compaq built-in 
memory. Normally, it is not necessary to use this switch. 

-NOBIM 

-NOB 

run386 -nobim hello 

The -VDISK switch is a workaround for compatibility 
problems with other programs which do not correctly 
follow the VDISK standard for allocating extended 
memory. 

If 386 1 DOS-Extender refuses to run an application program 
because of inconsistent VDISK allocation signatures, this 
switch can be used to force 3861 DOS-Extender to run the 
program. The larger of the two allocation marks present 
will be used. Before using this switch, you should check the 
allocation sizes printed out with the error message when 
3861 DOS-Extender refuses to run the program. If the larger 
of the two numbers printed out does not seem reasonable, it 
will be necessary to calculate how much extended memory 
is in use by other programs and to use the -EXTLOW switch 
to inform 3861 DOS-Extender of the correct value. 

-VDISK 

-VDISK 

run386 -vdisk hello 
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80386 step BO switch The -BO switch is used to enable operation of 3861 DOS
Extender on a system that has a step BO 80386 chip. 

Syntax 

Short form 

Example 

3861 DOS-Extender is able to run only on 80386 chips that 
are step BO or later because of a bug in earlier chips that 
did not permit the processor to be switched from protected 
mode back to real mode. 

3861 DOS-Extender can only check at run time whether the 
80386 chip is step Bl or later. By default, it will refuse to 
run the application program if the chip is earlier than step 
B1. The -BO switch can be used to force 3861 DOS-Extender 
to run. Note that if the -BO switch is used with a chip that 
is earlier than step BO, the system will crash. 

-BO 

-BO 

run386 -BO hello.exp 
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EMS simulator switch The -CEMM switch is used to turn off the COMP AQ CEMM 
or compatible EMS (Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Expanded 
Memory Specification) simulator programs. These EMS 
simulators operate in the 80386's Virtual 8086 Mode. 

3861 OOS-Extender normally cannot run in Virtual 8086 
Mode and, by default, will refuse to run the application 
program if the 80386 is in virtual mode and if the VCPI 
interface provided by the Quarterdeck QEMM and some 
other programs is not present. The -CEMM switch can be 
used to have 3861 DOS-Extender automatically disable the 
EMS simulator program and switch the 8086 back to real 
mode. Note that the same thing can be accomplished by 
manually disabling the EMS simulator before running 
3861 OOS-Extender. If the -CEMM switch is used when some 
program other than a Compaq-compatible EMS simulator 
has switched the 80386 into virtual mode, 3861 DOs
Extender prints an error message and refuses to run the 
program. 

Syntax -CEMM 

Short form -CEMM 

Example run386 -CEMM hello 
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Address line 20 switch The -A20 switch is used to control how address line 20 is 
enabled or disabled. 80386 systems that conform to the IBM 
PC/ AT standard have hardware either to allow full 32-bit 
addressing (lienable A20") or to truncate addresses to 20 bits 
("disable A20"). When executing in real mode, A20 is 
normally disabled for compatibility with programs that 
take advantage of the address space wrap-around occurring 
at one megabyte on 8088/8086 systems. Very few programs 
rely on this behavior; the most common example is copy 
protection programs. 
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By default, 3861 DOS-Extender enables A20 before starting 
the application running, and restores the original A20 
setting when the program terminates. The -A20 switch can 
be used to force 3861 DOS-Extender to disable A20 each time 
the 80386 is switched to real mode, and to re-enable A20 
each time the 80386 is switched to protected mode. This can 
be important if, for example, a software diver, which can 
gain control at any time via a hardware interrupt, and 
which relies on one-megabyte addressing wrap-around, is 
installed on your machine. 

There is a penalty associated with the -A20 switch. 
Depending on the hardware in your system, it can take 
several milliseconds to enable or disable A20. Thus, using 
the -A20 switch slows down the switch to 80386 real mode, 
then back to protected mode, that occurs whenever there is 
a hardware interrupt or DOS or BIOS function call. 

Syntax -A20 

Short form -A2 0 

Example run386 -A20 hello 
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PC and PC/XT The -XT switch is used to inform 3861 DOS-Extender that it 
detection switch is executing on a IBM-Compatible PC or PC/XT with a 386 

board, such as the Intel Inboard/PC, installed. 3861 DOS
Extender normally detects such configurations 
automatically, but it may not be able to detect systems 
which do not have the IBM standard system ID byte in the 
BIOS. If 3861 DOS Extender does not correctly detect a PC 
environment, this switch can be used to allow the program 
to execute successfully. 

Syntax -XT 

Short form -XT 

Example run386 -xt hello 
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386 I VMM 
command line 
switches 
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Command line switches are used to change the default 
operation of 3861 OOS-Extender, and of 3861 VMM. This 
section documents the 3861 OOS-Extender command line 
switches that apply specifically to operation with virtual 
memory. These switches can be used with 3861 005-
Extender even if 3861 VMM is not used. Except where noted, 
the 3861 VMM-specific switches are ignored by 3861 OOS
Extender when used without virtual memory. By default, 
3861VMM: 

.:. Places the swap file used for paging in the root 
directory of the device from which the application 
program was loaded . 

• :. Always increases the swap file size when the program 
allocates additional virtual memory . 

• :. Uses a least-frequently-used algorithm for selecting 
the page to be replaced (written to the swap file), 
when bringing another page into memory . 

• :. Updates the virtual page aging information (used by 
the page replacement algorithm) every four seconds. 

Command line switches begin with a minus sign ("_") 
character, followed by the name of the switch (e.g., -LFU). 
There are two forms of each switch name: a long form and a 
short form. Any argument to the switch must immediately 
follow the switch name, with a space as a separator 
(e.g., -VSCAN 4000). If conflicting switches are given on a 
command line, the last (right-most) switch takes 
precedence. 

Some of the command line switches take a number as an 
argument. By default, the number is considered to be a 
decimal (base 10) number. Hexadecimal (base 16) numbers 
may be specified by appending the character "h" or "H" to 
the number. The following two examples both give the 
same number as an argument to the switch "-VSCAN": 

run386 -vscan 2048 -vmfile vmmdrv bigsort 

run386 -vscan 800h -vmfile vrnmdrv bigsort 



Virtual memory driver 
switches 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 
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The -VMFILE switch is used to specify the name and 
location of the development version of 3881 VMM to be 
loaded by 3861 DOS-Extender during initialization. Using 
this switch causes the application program to run in a 
virtual memory environment. 

The -VMFILE switch is normally not used with bound 
applications (programs which have the redistribution 
versions of 3861 DOS-Extender and 3861 VMM bound to them 
in a single .EXE file). If the -VMFILE switch is used with a 
bound application, the virtual memory driver specified 
with the switch will be loaded, instead of the virtual 
memory driver that is bound to the application. This can be 
useful for testing a bound application with a later release 
of 386 1 VMM. 

The -NOVM switch instructs 3861 DOS-Extender not to load 
a virtual memory driver, regardless of whether the 
-VMFILE switch was used, or whether 386 1 VMM is bound 
to the application program. It causes the program to run in a 
non-virtual environment. 

-VMFILE filename 

-NOVM 

-VM filename 

-NOVM 

run386 -vmfile vrnmdrv hello 

386debug -vrn \pharlap\vmmdrv.exp hello 

cfig386 hello.exe -novrn 
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Swap file location 
switch 

Syntax 

Short form 

Examples 

Page replacement 
policy switches 

The -SWAPDIR switch specifies the device and directory 
in which to place the page swap file. The default location 
for the swap file is the root directory of the device from 
which the application program was loaded. This switch is 
useful for placing the swap file on a device which has 
sufficient free space to allow the swap file to grow as 
needed. 

The directory name specified with this switch must not end 
with a "\" character, as 3861 VMM appends a "\" before 
adding the name of the swap file. The swap file is created 
with a unique filename (using the OOS Create Temporary 
File system call). 

-SWAPDIR filename 

-SWD dirname 

-VM filename 

-NOVM 

run386 -swapdir d: -vm vrnmdrv hello 

minibug -swd e:\tmp -vm vrnmdrv hello 

3861 VMM supports two switch-selectable page replacement 
policies. The page replacement policy defines the 
algorithm used to select a page to be swapped to disk when 
a page already on disk needs to be brought into memory. 
The performance of a program in a virtual memory 
environment depends to some extent on whether the system 
usually replaces pages that are not needed for a long time; 
ideally, the page selected for replacement is the page not 
referenced by the program for the longest time into the 
future. Depending on the memory referencing patterns of an 
application, one of the page replacement algorithms 
supported by 3861 VMM may yield better performance than 
the other. 
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The -LFU switch selects the Least-Frequently-Used 
replacement policy. A reference frequency count is kept 
with each page. Periodically, the page tables are scanned, 
and the count is either incremented or decremented, 
depending whether the page was referenced since the last 
scan. The page with the lowest count (the least-frequently
used page) is the page selected for replacement. This is the 
default page replacement policy if no switches are used. 

The -NUR switch selects the Not-Used-Recently 
replacement policy. This algorithm chooses a page for 
replacement based on whether the page has been accessed 
by the program, and whether it is dirty (its contents have 
been modified). Periodically, the page tables are scanned 
to mark all pages not accessed. The page accessed 
information thus identifies pages which have been 
referenced recently (since the last page table scan). 

The -VSCAN switch selects how frequently the page tables 
are scanned in order to update the page aging information 
used by the page replacement policy. Changing the scan 
period affects which pages are selected for replacement, 
and therefore, affects program performance. The -VSCAN 
switch takes as an argument a time expressed in 
milliseconds (ms). The minimum value which may be given 
is 1000 ms (1 second). The default scan period is 4000 ms. 
(Note that 3861 VMM assumes the timer tick interrupt 
occurs 18.2 times per second; application programs which 
change this standard timer operation must adjust the value 
specified with the -V SCAN switch appropriately). 

Syntax -LFU 

-NUR 

-VSCAN nmilliseconds 

Short form -LFU 

-NUR 

-VS nmilliseconds 

Examples run386 -lfu -vm vrnmdrv hello 

rninibug -nur -vm vrnrndrv hello 

386debug -nur -vscan 2000 -vm vrnrndrv hello 
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Swap file growing 
policy switches 

The page swap file can potentially grow very large, if the 
virtual address space required by the program is large. 
Under these circumstances, it is possible to run out of disk 
space. The tradeoff is using up more disk space than is 
actually needed versus taking the risk of running out of 
swap space during a page fault, in which case 3861 VMM is 
forced to abort the program. 

The -SWAPCHK switch is used to select when the size of 
the swap file is increased by 3861 VMM. The -SWAPCHK 
MAX setting causes the swap file to grow whenever the 
virtual address space of the program is increased. The size 
of the swap file is always set to the size of the program's 
virtual address space, which is the largest size that could 
possibly be needed. If the swap file cannot be grown when a 
memory allocate system call is made, the memory allocate 
call returns failure, so the program can deal with the 
condition gracefully. This is the safest setting, because it 
guarantees that 3861 VMM will always have swap space 
available when a page fault occurs. It does, however, result 
in the largest swap file. (Remember that disk space 
problems can sometimes be solved by placing the swap file 
on a different disk drive with the -SWAPDIR switch.) 

The default setting is -SW APCHK FORCE, which still 
causes the swap file to grow whenever additional virtual 
memory is allocated. However, the size to which it is 
increased is smaller than the virtual address space for the 
program, while still large enough to guarantee that 
sufficient swap space is available when a page fault occurs. 
This setting is a good compromise. It results in a smaller 
swap file, but ensures that no unexpected program aborts 
will occur. However, if this setting is used and too large a 
value is specified by the -CODESIZE switch, it can result 
in an out of swap space condition during a page fault. 
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The -SW APCHK ON setting does not grow the swap file 
when virtual memory is allocated; instead, the swap file 
size is increased by the page fault handler as it needs new 
swap space. When additional virtual memory is allocated, 
the amount of free space on the disk is checked to make sure 
there is sufficient free space, using the same swap space 
requirements as those imposed by the -SWAPCHK FORCE 
setting. However, the swap file is not actually grown until 
the space is needed. This setting minimizes the size of the 
swap file; but if the program uses up disk space for another 
purpose between the time the memory allocate is performed 
and the swap file needs to be grown, a fatal out-of-swap
space error may occur in the page fault handler. In 
addition, there will be some performance degradation, 
because it is more expensive to grow the swap file one page 
at a time than to grow it in large chunks when additional 
virtual memory is allocated. For these reasons, it is 
normally better to use the -SW APCHK FORCE setting. 

The -SW APCHK OFF setting disables all swap space 
checking when virtual memory is allocated. The swap file 
is grown as needed when a page fault occurs. As with 
-SWAPCHK ON, this minimizes swap file size, but leaves 
the program vulnerable to out-of-swap-space fatal errors 
when a page fault occurs. If this setting is used, the program 
should install an out-of-swap-space handler that attempts 
either to create more swap space, or clean up and exit, when 
this condition occurs. 

The -CODESIZE switch specifies the number of bytes of 
code which can be paged to disk without seriously affecting 
program performance. It is equal to the total size of the 
program's code, in bytes, minus the program's code "working 
set," that is, the amount of code that needs to be in memory 
at any given time to avoid excessive paging. This 
information is used with the -SW APCHK FORCE and 
-SW APCHK ON settings to calculate the minimum swap 
space required. Increasing the value reduces the swap file 
size. Specifying too large a value with this switch may 
result in unacceptable program performance, or even in fatal 
out-of-swap-space errors. 
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The -SWFGROWIST and -NOSWFGROWIST switches 
specify what the page fault handler should do when it 
needs a page in the swap file and one is not available. 
-SWFGROWIST is the default, and causes the page fault 
handler, first, to attempt to grow the swap file, and then if 
that fails, to attempt to take a swap file page away from a 
virtual page currently. in memory (this can be done because a 
page in memory does not need space in the swap file). The 
-NOSWFGROWIST setting reverses the order; it causes a 
swap page to be taken away from an in-memory page first, 
and the swap file to be grown only if no in-memory page 
owns a page in the swap file. The tradeoff is performance 
versus disk space. Disk space requirements are reduced if 
the -NOSWFGROWIST switch is used, but program 
performance suffers. 

The -MAXSWFIZE switch is used to limit the maximum 
disk space that is allocated to the swap file. It specifies a 
size, in bytes, beyond which the swap file is never 
increased. If this switch is not used, the only upper bound on 
swap file size is the amount of free space available on the 
disk. 

-SWAPCHK OFF 

-SWAPCHK ON 

-SWAPCHK FORCE 

-SWAPCHK MAX 

-SWFGROW1ST 

-NOSWFGROW1ST 

-CODESIZE nbytes 

-MAXSWFSIZE nbytes 



Short form 

Examples 
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-SWC OFF 

-swc ON 

-swc FORCE 

-swc MAX 

-SWFG 

-NOSWFG 

-CODES nbytes 

-MAXS nbytes 

run386 -swapchk force -vrn vmmdrv hello 

run386 -swc off -noswfg -vm vmmdrv hello 

minibug -swc on -codes 900 -vm vrnmdrv hello 

run386 -maxs AOOOOOh -vm vrnmdrv hello 
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Special characters 
<Ctrl> key 16 
= BOOKMARK command 65,168 
? CONDITIONS command 180,183,185 
- LAYER command 61 
% MACRO command 76, 79 
.. LAYER command 61,93 
+ LAYER command 61 
/ OTHER command 61 
1167 switch 

weitek 217 
386 I DOS-Extender 

command line switches 211 
3861VMM 

command line switches 226 
80386 

step BO switch 222 
90-degree corners 

drawing 113, 117 

A 
about 

autorouting 175 
CFIG386 utility 207 
IFORM 37 
ILINK 36 
INET 35 
layout placement 129 
library editor 88 
manual routing 155 
module placement 135 
modules 87 
printing and plotting 193 

adding 
arcs 114 
holes 121 

additional processing 185 
address 

line 20 switch 224 
aids, placement 135 
alignment targets, placing 152 

I N D E X 

all macros, deleting 84 
all pages, printing 200 
allocation, stack, switches 215 
Annotate Schematic 24 
any layer, deleting objects 105 
arc segments, routing 161 
arcs 

adding 114 
positioning 116 

ASSEMBLY DRAWING page, building 199 
assembly outline, placing 187 
assigning a net 150 
autoroute method, setting 179 
Autoroute Options dialog box 179 
autoroute zone, placing 176 
autorouter options, setting 179 
autorouting 

about 175 
begin 183 
board 180 
preparing 175 
section of board 180 
whole board 182 

Available Display Drivers 43 
Available Printer Drivers 43 
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B 
basics, mouse 16 
BLOCK command 49, 99, 100 
board 

autorouting 180 
file prefix 45 
identification 146 
modules, creating 9 
name, placing 147 
objects, placing 145 
outline, drawing 131 
routing 159 
saving and backing up 71 

bookmark 
creating 65 
deleting 67 
jumping 66 
using 65 

BOOKMARK command 67 
Bookmark dialog box 65 
BOTIOM COPPER LAYER page, building 

198 
boxes 

check 52 
dialog 50 
droplist 52 
entry 53 
list 51 

building, page 
ASSEMBLY DRAWING page 199 
BOTTOM COPPER LAYER 198 
TOP COPPER LAYER 196 

built-in memory switch, compag 221 
buttons 50 
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c 
CFIG386 utility, about 207 
changing 

grid color 70 
origin 68 
startup design 20 
track path 172 
track width 173 
TUTOR design 19 
view of display 113 
view of the layout 62 

check box 52 
Check Design Integrity, running 34 
Check Electrical Rules 31 

configuring 33 
checking design integrity 31 
Cleanup Schematic 31 

configuring 31 
command line switches 

3861 DOS-Extender 211 
386 1 VMM 226 

command prompt, operating system 17 
commands 

% MACRO 76, 79 
,. LAYER 61,93 
+ LAYER 61 
/ OTHER 61 
= BOOKMARK 65, 168 
? CONDITIONS 180, 183, 185 
BLOCK 49,99, 100 
BOOKMARK 67 
CUT 117 
DELETE 105,117,169, 171 
EDIT 95,150,173 
EXIT 75 
FIND 156,160,161 
GO TO FUNCTION 80,88,92, 179 
HIGHLIGHT 159,161 
INQUIRE 93, 99, 165 
JUMP 65, 66,68,165 
LAYER 60,165 
MOVE 96, 97, 98 



ORIGIN 68, 76, 79, 113,119 
PLACE 77,78,79,96 
QUIT 24, 31, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,91 
ROUTE 155,159,160,161,172 
SELECTIVE 106, 107 
SET 47,56, 69, 70, 76,96, 130, 148 
TRACK DELETE 171, 172 
UNDELETE 106,171 
VERBOSE INQUIRE 94 
WINDOW ZOOM 63,148 
X SHOW RATSNEST 136,157 
ZOOM 47, 62, 63, 64, 76 
- LAYER 61 

compag built-in memory switch 221 
Compare Netlist 8 
compatibility switch, vdisk 221 
conditions, setting 159 
configuration 

minimum 3 
saving 71 

Configured Display Drivers 43 
Configured Printer Drivers 43 
configuring 

DRAFf 22 
Edit Layout 46 
IFORM 37 
ILINK 36 
INET 35 
key fields 24 
pages 196 
PC Board Layout Tools 42 
printer options 195 
Schematic Design Tools 22,23 
virtual memory 3 

conventional memory switches 212 
coordinate placement 138 
Copper Colors/Enables/ ... dialog box 58 
copper tool 

creating 158 
specifying 178 

Copy File dialog box 73 
copying 

DEMO library 89 

file 73 
module 89 

correcting DRC errors 168 
Create NC Drill File 7 
creating 

board module 9 
bookmark 65 
copper tool 158 
fill zone 148 
first macro 76 
module 111 
netlist 35 
second macro 79 
stuff file 28 

Cross Reference Parts 31 
configuring 32 

Current Object Settings dialog box 59 
current settings 59 
CUT command 117 
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D 
data buffer switches, systems calls 213 
defined macro, running 85 
defining a netlist block 132 
DELETE command 105,117,169,171 
deleted objects, permanently deleting 107 
deleting 

900 comer 117 
bookmark 67 
exported modules 110 
file 74 
macro file 84 
module objects 105 
objects 105 
offending track 169 
stub 171 
track 171 

DEMO library, copy 89 
design 

environment 18 
integrity, checking 31 
size 2 

designing a pad array 125 
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dialog boxes 
Autoroute Options 179 
Bookmark 65 
Copper Colors/Enables/ ... 58 
Copy File 73 
Current Object Settings 59 
Driver Configuration 195 
Edit Alignment Target 152 
Edit Circle 114 
Edit Copper Tool 158 
Edit Hole 121 
Edit Net Properties 177 
Edit Net Segment 161, 173 
Edit Outline Segment 95 
Edit Pad 122 
Edit Pad Array Settings 125 
Edit Text 147 
Edit Zone Properties 150 
Edit Zone Segment 150 
Export Module to File 108 
Find 156 
Finished 183 
Get Module 89 
Global Options 56 
Import Module from File 109 
Initialize to Library File 88 
Jump To 66, 166 
Layer 57 
Load ALL Macros from File 84 
Load Print/Plot Setup from File 204 
Macro Maintenance 81 
Netlist Load Options 133 
Place Module 141 
Printing and Plotting 194 
Rename File 73 
Rename Module 92 
Save '\x011F Alt S' Macro to File 83 
Save ALL Macros to File 82 
Save Print/Plot Setup to File 203 
Set Block Parameters 97, 139 
Verbose Inquire 94 
Write Board File 72 



dimensions, placing 188 
disable switch, paging 220 
disabling snap grid 70 
displaying 

force vectors 137 
main menu 48 
module information 93 
ratsnest 136, 157 
schematic 24 

DRAFT, configuring 22 
drawing 

board outline 131 
methods 113 
new track 168 
outline 113,119,146 

DRC 
check 164 

DRC errors, correcting 168 
DRC violations, identifying 165 
Driver Configuration dialog box 195 
driver switches, virtual memory 227 
drivers 11 
droplist box 52 
dynamic, placement 141 

E 

Edit Alignment Target dialog box 152 
Edit Circle dialog box 114 
EDIT command 95, 150,173 
Edit Copper Tool dialog box 158 
Edit File editors 7 
Edit Hole dialog box 121 
Edit Layout 

command basics 48 
configuring 46 
deleting macro 84 
editors 7 
introducing 9, 41 
running 47 
template, loading 130 

Edit Net Properties dialog box 177 
Edit Net Segment dialog box 161,173 
Edit Outline Segment dialog box 95 
Edit Pad Array Settings dialog box 125 
Edit Pad dialog box 122 
Edit Text dialog box 147 
Edit Zone Properties dialog box 150 
Edit Zone Segment dialog box 150 
editing 

module 96,142 
routed board 168 

editors 
Edit File 7 
Edit Layout 7 
View Reference 7 

ems, simulator switch 223 
entry box 53 
erasing 

routes 185 
error messages 209 
ESP design environment 

changing designs 19 
running 18 
startup designs 20 

excluding vias 178 
existing route, locking 177 
EXIT command 75 
Export Module to File dialog box 108 
exported modules, deleting 110 
exporting 

macro file 83 
modules 108 

extended memory 2,3 
switches 216 
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F 

field contents, updating 30 
file 

copying 73 
deleting 74 
names 17 
renaming 73 
updating 71 
writing 72 

fill zone 
crea ting 148 
placing 148 

FIND command 156, 160 , 161 
Find dialog box 156 
finding information 4 
Finished dialog box 183 
finishing, layout 186 
first dimension, placing 188 
first macro, creating 76 
first track, routing 159 
Fix Time Stamps 7 
flipping 101 , 144 
force vector 135 
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G 
Gerber 205 
Get Module dialog box 89 
getting started 155, 193 
Global Options 130 

Find Highlights 130 
Grid Size 130 
Outline Pads 130 

Global Options dialog box 56 
GO TO FUNCTION command 80, 88, 92, 

179 
grid 

H 

color, changing 70 
divisor, setting 70 
options, setting 69 
size, setting 69 

hiding module text 142 
HIGHLIGHT command 159, 161 
highlighting a net 156 
holes, adding 121 
HP-GL/2206 



I 
identification, board 146 
identifying DRC violations 165 
IFORM 

about 37 
configuring 37 

ILINK 
about 36 
configuring 36 

Import Module from File dialog box 109 
INET 

about 35 
configuring 35 

information, finding 4 
Initialize to Library File dialog box 88 
input, keyboard 17 
INQUIRE 

command 93,99,165 
using 165 

installing PC Board Layout Tools 386+ 9,12 
interface, command 49 
interrupt 

mapping switches 219 
relocation switches 218 

introducing 
Edit Layout 9,41 

isolating, modules 129 

J 
JUMP command 65, 66, 68, 165 
Jump To dialog box 66, 166 
jumping to bookmark 66 

K 
key fields, viewing 27 
keyboardinput16,17 
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L 
layer 57 

marker 145 
selecting 60 

LAYER command 60, 165 
Layer dialog box 57 
layout 

finishing 186 
placement 129 

learning PC Board Layout Tools 386+ 9 
leaving the library editor 128 
librarians 

Make Board Template 7 
Make Library 7 

library 
editor 

leaving 128 
selecting 88 

file, updating 91 
prefix 44 

line 20, address, switch 224 
list, boxes 51 
Load ALL Macros from File dialog box 84 
Load Netlist File dialog box 133 
Load Print/Plot Setup from File dialog box 

204 
loading 

macro 85 
netlist 132 
printer setup 204 
template file 130 

location switch, swap file 228 
locking existing route 177 
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M 
macro file 

deleting 84 
exporting 83 
loading from 85 
saving 80 

Macro Maintenance dialog box 81 
macros 76, 80 
main menu 

displaying 48 
returning 55 

Make Board Template 7 
Make Library 7 
manual routing 155 
mapping, interrupt, switches 219 
marker, layer 145 
memory 

extended 2,3 
switches 

conventional 212 
extended 216 

menus 49 
messages, error 209 
minimum configuration 3 
mirroring 

modules 99, 100 
mixed mode program switches 214 
Modify Modules 7 
Module Report 8 
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modules 12 
copying 89 
creating 111 
flipping 144 
importing 108 
information, displaying 93 
isolating 129 
libraries 89 
moving 96 
placing 129,135,138 
renaming 92 
saving 128 
size 2 
text 

hiding 142 
rotating 143 

mouse basics 16 
MOVE command 96, 97, 98 
movement, pointer, resolution 64 
moving 

around screen 47 
back onto grid 104 
module 96 
off-grid object 104 
reference designators 186 
selected objects within a group 103 
single module object 102 



N 
net 

assigning 150 
highlighting 156 

netlist 
creating 35 
loading 132 
prefix 45 
viewing 38 

netlist block, defining 132 
Netlist Load Options dialog box 133 
Netlist Loader 132 
new module, starting 111 
new pad symbol, selecting 124 
new track, drawing 168 

o 
off-grid object, moving 104 
offending track, deleting 169 
operating system command prompt 17 
options, setting 130 
OrCAD/PCB II, upgrading 11 
ORIGIN command 68, 76, 79, 113, 119 
origin, changing 68 
outlines, drawing 119, 146 

p 

pad array 
designing 125 
placing 122 

page replacement policy switches 228 
pages 

configuring 196 
printing 200 

paging disable switch 220 
pc and pc/xt detection switch 225 
PC Board Layout Tools 

configuring 42 
installation 12 
introduction 2 
learning 9 

performing DRC check 164 
Phar Lap, technical information 10 
PLACE command 77,78,79,96 
Place Module dialog box 141 
placeholders, positioning 127 
placement 

aids 135 
coordinate 138 
dynamic 141 

placing 
assembly outline 187 
autoroute zone 176 
board name 147 
board objects 145 
dimensions 188 
fill zone 148 
first dimension 188 
modules 129, 138 
pad array 122 
second dimension 190 
TUTOR board 9 
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plotting 205 
pointer movement resolution 64 
policy switches 

page replacement 228 
swap file 230 

positioning 
arcs 116 
placeholders 127 

PostScript 206 
preferences, setting 112 
prefix 

board file 45 
library 44 
netlist 45 
temp file 45 

preset steps, rotating in 98 
printer 

configuring 195 
setup 203 

printing and plotting 
all pages 200 
pages 200 
selected pages 201 
TUTOR board 10 

Printing and Plotting dialog box 194 
processors 

Create NC Drill File 7 
Fix Time Stamps 7 
Modify Modules 7 
Reannotate Board File 7 

program switches, mixed mode 214 
project, organizing by 4 

Q 

QUIT command 24,31,71, 72,73,74,75,91 
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R 

radio button 53 
ratsnest 135, 136 
Reannotate Board File 7 
recommendations 3 
reduction, via 184 
reference designators, moving 186 
relocation, interrupt, switches 218 
Rename File dialog box 73 
Rename Module dialog box 92 
renaming 

file 73 
module 92 

reporters 
Compare Netlist 8 
Module Report 8 

returning to main menu level 55 
rotating 

module text 143 
preset steps 98 
specific module angle 97 

ROUTE command 155,159, 160,161, 172 
routed board, editing 168 
routes, erasing 185 
routing 

arc segments 161 
area, zooming 155 
board 159 
conditions net, setting 178 
first track 159 
manually 155 
TUTOR board 10 
vias 160 

running 
CFIG386207 
Check Design Integrity 34 
defined macro 85 
DRC check 164, 169 
Edit Layout 47 
ESP design environment 18 
macros 80 
To Layout 38 



s 
Save '\xOllF Alt S' Macro to File dialog box 

83 
Save ALL Macros to File dialog box 82 
Save Print/Plot Setup to File dialog box 203 
saving 

board file 71 
configuration 71 
macro 80 
module 128 
printer setup 203 
work 153, 174, 191 

schematic 
annotating 25 
displaying 24 
transferring to layout 9 

Schematic Design Tools, configuring 22, 23 
scroll buttons 53 
second dimension, placing 190 
second macro, creating 79 
section of board, autorouting 180 
selected 

objects within a group, moving 103 
pages, printing 201 

selecting 
layer 60 
library editor 88 
new pad symbol 124 
TUTOR386.NET 132 
zoom window 63 

SELECTIVE command 106, 107 
Set Block Parameters dialog box 97, 139 
SET command 47, 56, 69, 70, 76, 96, 130, 148 

setting 
autoroute method 179 
autorouter options 179 
conditions 159 
grid divisor 70 
grid options 69 
grid size 69 
preferences 112 
routing conditions net 178 
sweep routing direction 179 
sweep window 182 
zoom scale 63 
work conditions in Edit Layout 56 

settings, current 59 
simulator switch, ems 223 
snap grid, disabling 70 
specific layer, deleting objects on 105 
specifying a copper tool 178 
stack allocation switches 215 
starting 

new module 111 
startup design, changing 20 
step BO switch, 80386 222 
stub, deleting 171 
stuff file, creating 28 
summary 39,85,128,153,174,191 
suspend to system 75 
swap file 

location switch 228 
policy switches 230 

sweep 
routing direction 179 
window 182 

system 
call data buffer switches 213 
requirements 2,3 
suspend to 75 
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T 
targets, alignment, placing 152 
technical information, Phar Lap 10 
temp file prefix 45 
thermal relief, viewing 151 
To Digital Simulation 8 
To Layout 38 
To Main 8 
ToPLD 8 
To Schematic 8 
tools 

editors 6 
librarians 6 
processors 6 
reporters 6 
transfers 6 

TOP COPPER LAYER page, building 196 
track, deleting and undeleting 171 
track 

path 172 
width 173 

TRACK DELETE command 171, 172 
transferring from schematic to layout 9 
transfers 

To Digital Simulation 8 
To Main 8 
ToPLD 8 
To Schematic 8 

tumingoff 
force vectors 137 
ratsnest 136 

TUTOR board 
autorouting 10 
placing 9 
printing and plotting 10 
routing 10 

TUTOR design, changing 19 
TUT0R386.NET, selecting 132 
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U 
UNDELETE command 106, 171 
undeleting a track 171 
Update Field Contents 24 
updating 

field contents 30 
file 91,71 

upgrading from OrCAD/PCB II 11, 12 
using 

v 

bookmarks 65 
INQUIRE 165 
JUMP 166 

vdisk compatibility switch 221 
vector, force 135 
VERBOSE INQUIRE command 94 
Verbose Inquire dialog box 94 
via reduction 184 
vias 

excluding 178 
routing 160 

view of display, changing 113 
view of layout, changing 62 
View Reference 7 
viewing 

key fields 27 
netlist 38 
thermal relief 151 
violated areas 166 

violated areas, viewing 166 
virtual memory 2 

configuring 3 
disk space 2, 3 
driver switches 227 
recommendations 3 



w 
weitek 1167 switch 217 
whole board autorouting 182 
WINDOW ZOOM command 63,148 
work, saving 153,174, 191 
working 

environment 5 
libraries 89 

Write Board File dialog box 72 
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x 
X SHOW RA TSNEST command 136,157 

z 
zone/pad isolation 149 
ZOOM command 47, 62, 63, 64, 76 
zoom 

scale, setting 63 
window 

selecting 63 
routing area 155 
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